Alonzo Pettie, 93, Creator of a Black Rodeo

By DOUGLAS MARTIN

Alonzo Pettie, Colorado's oldest black cowboy, who after being barred from white rodeos helped start one for blacks, died on Aug. 2 in Denver. He was 93.

Mr. Pettie lived in Denver, which was a relatively small town that still had some dirt roads when he went to Colorado as part of his service in the Army in World War II.

"I've seen it all from cowboys and horses to cars and folk in suits," he said in an interview with The Associated Press in March.

In his later years, Mr. Pettie, who gave speeches about the experience of being a black cowboy, was a model in an advertising campaign for European jeans and lent his voice -- joining Harry Belafonte, Danny Glover and others -- in an oral history of American blacks.

In between, he rode wild broncos and angry bulls.

Despite the rarity of black cowboys in Hollywood Westerns, historians estimate that as many as one-quarter of real-life cowboys were black. Bill Pickett, a black rodeo star who was honored with a postage stamp and who was the subject of several biographies, was the best known, not least for inventing bulldogging, a rodeo event in which a man wrestles a steer to the ground.

Mr. Pettie suffered a succession of serious injuries during his career. At one rodeo in 1929, Mr. Pettie was bucked from a bronco and dislocated his shoulder. He went on to ride a bull with his arm in a sling. The next year he broke his pelvic bone.

"You just get back in there, get moving and get on that bull," he told The Associated Press.

Mr. Pettie was born on June 18, 1910, and named after a grandfather who was born into slavery. His father, Jim, was a farmer and lumber-yard worker, and his mother, Annie, a midwife.

His mother died in 1919 and his father died in 1926. After his father's death, Mr. Pettie began to break horses to support himself.

Survivors include his daughter, Earnestine Himes of Donaldsville, Iowa; his brother, the Rev. Johnny E. Pettie of Fort Worth; his sister, Virgie Jones of Longview, Tex.; four grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; and a great-great grandchild.

"I did not go to school too much," Mr. Pettie told the oral history project, HistoryMakers. "I did my learning working. Working. That was all I did."

He worked on a West Texas ranch in his late teenage years, and the rancher saw his skill with horses and taught him to ride.

He began to ride in rodeos where blacks were used as preshow enter-tainment. In a 1990 interview with CBS News, Mr. Pettie said he was paid "mounting money": the $2 or $3 that blacks received just to get on top of a bull and come out of the chute. The entertainment was supposed to be watching them being thrown from the animals.

"If you was a good rider, well, you would go ahead and ride," Mr. Pettie said. "And if you would get bucked off, you'd get your $2 or $3 or whatever."

"You could make $10 or $12 a day like that," he added.

Mr. Pettie served in the Army from 1942 to 1944, and then returned to the rodeo circuit in Colorado, Oklahoma and Texas.

In 1947, he and a friend began Colorado's first black rodeo. Mr. Pettie again broke his pelvic bone and spent three months in a body cast. After that, he stopped riding broncos and bulls.

In 1962, Mr. Pettie began working in the maintenance department at a Sears, Roebuck & Company store in Fort Worth. The next year, he tied for first place in a best-dressed cowboy competition. He transferred to Denver in 1965, and retired from Sears, Roebuck 10 years later.

He continued to ride horses until 1995, and, in 1996, was chosen by the London advertising agency for Levi Strauss to be a model in its Red Tab heritage campaign. Dozens of European magazines ran a photograph of Mr. Pettie holding a lariat in his black-gloved hand.

This year Mr. Pettie told The Associated Press that if his legs were what they had been, he would never have stopped riding in rodeos.

"There ain't nothing like a good, solid ride," he said. "I don't care where you are or who you are. It's just like music -- smooth and perfect if you do it right."
A Negro Way of Saying
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By Henry Louis Gates Jr.

ORA NEALE HURSTON'S last encounter with her dying mother, as described in "Dust Tracks on a Road" (1942), is one of the most moving passages in autobiography. "As I crowded in, they lifted up the bed and turned it around so that Mamá's eyes would face east," Hurston writes. "I thought that she looked to me as the head of the bed reversed. Her mouth was slightly open, but her breathing took up so much of her strength that she could not talk. But she looked up at me, or so I tell, to speak for her. She depended on me for a voice." We can begin to understand the rhetorical distance that separated Hurston from her fellow writers if we compare this passage to a similar scene depicted just three years later by Richard Wright, who was dominant among Hurston's black male contemporaries and her chief rival. In "Black Boy," a memoir of his childhood, Wright wrote: "Once, in the night, my mother called me to her bed and told me that she could not endure the pain, and she wanted to die. I held her hand and begged her to be quiet. That night I ceased to react to my mother; my feelings were frozen."

Hurston represents her final moments with her mother as a search for a voice. Wright attributes to a similar experience a certain "sombreness of spirit that I was never to lose," one that "grew into a symbol in my mind, gathering to itself . . . the pov..." Continued on page 43

Henry Louis Gates Jr. is a professor of English at Cornell University and the co-editor of "The Slave's Narrative."

Physics and Fiction: Order From Chaos
By John Banville

Today most laymen and indeed many scientists would regard as startling Sir Arthur Eddington's notion that "Science aims at constructing a world which shall be symbolic of the world of commonplace experience." Surely what science does is not construction, but reduction, the dismantling of wholes into smaller and smaller parts. Surely its aim, if it has a general aim, is to explain the world, not manufacture symbols. And what has commonplace experience to do with particle accelerators, with genetic engineering, with the

John Banville, an Irish novelist, has written on science and scientists in "Dr. Copernicus" and "Kepler" and in the forthcoming "Newton Letter..."

that upheaval many reputations suffered, Eddington's among them. Today his inheritors, strapped firmly into their specializations, would consider his view hopelessly simple-minded. And they are right, in a way. The dream of certainty, of arriving at a simple, elegant, and above all concrete answer, has had to be abandoned. Experiments now produce not "yes" or "no," but a sort of drift of probabilities. There seem to be no conclusions. We arrive at what looks like a fundamental point — the quark is isolated, DNA is mapped — but at once the seeming unit begins dividing and subdividing. In science, as in all human affairs, everything ramifies.

Humankind, says T. S. Eliot, cannot bear very..." Continued on page 41
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ey, the ignorance, the helplessness." Few authors in the black tradition are more dis­similar than these two. Wright reigned as one of the predominant authors of the 1940's; Hurston's fame reached its zenith in 1942 with a cover story in The Saturday Review of Literature proclaiming the success of "Dust Tracks on a Road." In 1950 she was discovered working as a maid in a fashionable section of Miami; in 1960 she died penniless in a welfare home in St. Lucie-County, Fla.

Hurston gives us, among other things, her full critique of racial chauvinism, imperialism, neocolonialism and economic exploitation.

Even Hurston's most devoted readers have had difficulty understanding some conserva­tive aspects of her politics — particularly her disap­proval of the United States Supreme Court decision outlawing racial segregation in public schools. However, the restored version of the chapter entitled "Seeing the World as It Is" reveals that Hurston questioned "race consciousness" — "It is a deadly ex­plosive on the tongues of men" — because she viewed it as being on a continuum with Nazi­zism. She also argued that Hitler's transgres­sion in subjugating neighboring countries was that he treated Europeans just as Euro­peans had treated their colonial subjects in Africa, Asia and Latin America. She devotes much of this chapter to a critique of neo­colonialism: "One hand in somebody else's pocket and one on your gun, and you are highly civilized. Your heart is where it be­longs — in your pocketbook... Democracy, like religion, never was designed to make our profits less." Virtually overnight Hurston's politics have become so much more complex and curious. One wonders what Wright would have thought had he read this restored ma­terial.

Not only was Hurston more "political" than we believed, but — according to this edi­tion — she was a decade older as well. When she enrolled in Howard University in 1918, she was not 17 years old; she was 27. And when she died broke as a result of illness and a heart attack in 1960, she not only looked to be a woman of 69, she was 79. These two facts are certain to gener­ate all sorts of reconsiderations of Hurston's place in the black literary tradition, most, I would imagine, to her benefit.

Mr. Hemenway, in an introduction that is much too brief, explains that "Dust Tracks" is full of lucanas, silences and political com­promises that are at odds with sentiments ex­pressed in Hurston's private correspondence and elsewhere. Hurston, he maintains, does a mask of style that "trans­forms a deadly explosive... into something"... becomes a kind of camouflage, an escape from articulating the paradoxes of her per­sonality." In Mr. Hemenway's opinion, the book fails as an autobiography because "the private Zora Neale Hurston... never actu­ally becomes one with the famous black novelist and autobiographer. In a text deliber­ately less than its author's talents, a text diminished by her refusal to provide a second or third dimension to the first surfaces." Rereading Hurston, I was struck by how con­scious her choices were. The explicit and the implicit, the background and the fore­ground, what the elements of social realitykeep to herself... these, it seems to me, reflect Hurston's reaction to traditional black male autobiographies (in which, "in the space..."...her words..."...we find white racism") and to a potentially hos­tile readership. As Lyndall Gordon says of Virginia Woolf, "the unlovable woman was always the woman who used words to effect. She was caricatured as a tattle, a scold, a shrew, a witch." Hurston, who had few peers as a wordsmith, was often caricatured by black male writers as frivolous, as the fool who "cut the monkey" for voyeurs and pan­dered to the rich white women who were her patrons. Hurston herself had also made up significant parts of herself, like a masquerader putting on a disguise for the ball, like a character in her fictions. Hurston in her books works as an artist — she writes to rewrite the "self" of the "race." She re­vealed her imagination as it sought to mold and interpret her environment. She censorship all that her readership could draw upon to pigeonhole or define her life as a synecdoche of the "race problem."

HURSTON'S achievement in "Dust Tracks" is twofold. First, she gives us a writer's life — rather than an account of "the Negro problem" — in a language as "dazzling" as Mr. Hemen­way says it is. So many events in the book were shaped by the author's growing mas­tery of books and language, but she employs both the linguistic rituals of the dominant culture and those of the black vernacular tradition. These two speech communities are the sources of inspiration for Hurston's memoirs and autobiography. Thus she offers an unrec­ognized — a verbal analogue of her double experiences as a woman in a male-domi­nated culture and as a black person in a non-black world... strikes me as her second great achievement.

Many writers act as if no other author in­fluenced them, but Hurston freely describes her encounter with books, from Xenophon in the Greek through Milton to Kipling. Chapter

"Black male writers caricatured Hurston as the fool. For protection, she made up significant parts of herself."

Continued on page 45
titles and the organization of the chapters themselves reflect this urge to testify to the marvelous process by which the writer's life has been shaped by words. "The Inside Search" and "Figures and Fancy" reveal the workings of the youthful Hurston's mind as she invented fictional worlds, struggled to find the words for her developing emotions and learned to love reading. "School Again," "Research" and "Books and Things" re-count her formal education, while "My People! My People!" — printed in its original form for the first time — unveils social and verbal race rituals and customs with a candor that shocks even today. Hurston clearly saw herself as a black woman writer and thinker first and as a specimen of Negro progress last. What's more, she structured her autobiography to make such a reading inevitable.

HERE is an example of the verdant language and the twin voices that complement each other throughout "Dust Tracks": "There is something about poverty that smells like death. Dead dreams dropping off the heart like leaves in a dry season and rotting around the feet; impulses smothered too long in the sylph air of underground caves. The soul lives in a sickly air. People can be slave-ships in shoes. ... everywhere her skin is marked by a culture "raised on simile and inventive. They know how to call names," she concludes, then lists "gutted," "box-angled," "puzzle-gutted," "shovel-footed." "It is an everyday affair," she writes, to hear someone described as having "eyes looking like skinny-griny nuts, and mouth looking like a dish-pan full of broke-up crockery!"

Immediately after the passage about her mother's death, she writes: "The Master-Maker in His Making had made Old Death. Made him with big, soft feet and square toes. Made him with a face that reflects the face of all things, but neither changes itself, nor is mirrored anywhere. Made the body of death out of infinite hunger. Made a weapon of his hand to satisfy his needs. This was the morning of the day of the beginning of things."

Language in these passages is not merely "adornment," which Hurston called a key black linguistic practice; rather, sense and sound are perfectly balanced. She says the thing in the most meaningful manner without being cute or pandering to a condescending white readership, as Wright thought. She is "naming" emotions, as she says, in a private, if culturally black, language.

The unresolved tension between Hurston's two voices suggests that she fully understood the principles of modernism. Hers is a narrative strategy of self-division, the literary analogue of the hyphen in "Afro-American" the famous twoness "W. E. B. Du Bois said was characteristic of the black experience. Hurston uses the two voices to celebrate both the holocentric and perspectivist modes of modernity and the black American. Hurston -- the "real" Zora Neale Hurston whom we long to locate in this book -- dwells in the silence that separates these voices; neither, bilingual and mute. This brilliant strategy, I believe, helps explain why so many contemporary critics and writers can turn to her works again and again and be repeatedly startled at her artistry.

I wrote at the outset that Hurston's works have served as models that a new generation of black women writers have revised. Who in the black tradition did Hurston revise? Who were her formal influences? Bylten Jackson's insightful introduction to "Moses: Man of the Mountain" not only restores to us this important allegorical novel but helps us understand much about Hurston's influences. The novel translates the Moses myth into the black tradition, creating a Moses who is an accomplished hoodoo man. Though allegorical, the novel is also a satire of, as Mr. Jackson writes, the "regrettably wide and black upper class, its white bourgeoisie, and the Negro masses from which [Hurston's] folklore came." Mr. Jackson, a professor of English at the University of North Carolina, writes that "Moses" is unique in the black tradition because mythology not only informs the structure of the novel but assumes that structure as well. In other words, Hurston creates, or re-creates, a myth of a black Moses. She signifies on the Moses legends -- she parodies and revises them, making them at once black and an allegory of black history in the West. The myth and allegory in "Moses" protect her tale from reduction to propaganda, just as her disguise in "Dust" shields her life from the same fate. These tactics would later change the direction of the black literary tradition.

ALPH ELLISON wrote of "Moses" that "Green Pastures," the melodramatic, widely popular play that depicted an all-black heaven, had challenged Hurston to do for Moses what it had done for Jehovah. But Hurston did it artistically rather than melodramatically. Mr. Hemenway reminds us that Freud published two controversial essays on Moses and the Egyptian origins a year before Hurston wrote her "Moses." Perhaps these shaped her writing. I believe, however, that Hurston's ultimate source was another black woman writer, Frances E. W. Harper, who published her own account in "Moses: A Story of the Nile!" in 1869. Both works are allegories, both stress Moses' identity as a conjurer, and both utilize multiple voices.

If a generation of splendiferous writers has turned to Hurston for their voices, it is fitting that she herself quite probably turned to a black female literary ancestor. But Hurston's lasting and most original contribution is that she always found, as she put it, "a Negro way of saying" a thing and "a way to say it," both the English language and Western literary forms to create the black and female perspectives that her texts so splendidly embody. The publication of Hurston's complete collected works is what we actually need. But with the republication of these two books, we will not lose Hurston again.
in a world brimming with bad news, here's one of the happiest finds: Instead of preying on people different races, young Americans are falling in love with them. Whites and blacks can be found rolling together as couples even at the University of Mississippi, once a symbol of racial confrontation. "I will say that they are always a second glance," acknowledges C. J. Rhodes, a black student at Ole Miss. He adds that there are all misgivings about interracial pairing, particularly among black men and a formidable number of white Southerners who view this race-mixing as abnormal, frozen by fear to see Sara Beth bring home a fixed-race marriage in the U.S. Number 1.5 million and are doubling each decade. About 7 percent of Asian-Americans and 6 percent of blacks have married whites in recent years. It's still more striking, one survey found that 40 percent of Americans had dated someone of another race. In a country where racial divisions remain deep, all this love is an enormously hopeful sign of progress in bridging barriers. Scientists who study the human genome say that race is mostly a bogus distinction reflecting very little genetic difference, perhaps one-hundredth of 1 percent of our DNA. Skin color differences are recent, arising over only the last 100,000 years or so, a twinkling of an evolutionary eye. That's too short a period for substantial genetic differences to emerge, and so there is perhaps 10 times more genetic difference within race than there is between races. Thus we should welcome any trend that makes a superficial issue like race less central to how we categorize each other.

The rise in interracial marriage reflects a revolution in attitudes. As recently as 1958 a white mother in Monroe, N.C., called the police after her little girl kissed a black playmate on the cheek; the boy, Hanover Thompson, 9, was then sentenced to 10 years in prison for attempted rape. (His appeals failed, but he was released later after an outcry.)

In 1963, 59 percent of Americans believed that marriage between blacks and whites should be illegal. In one time or another 42 states banned interracial marriage, although the Supreme Court finally invalidated these laws in 1967.

Typically, the miscegenation laws voided any interracial marriages, making the children illegitimate, and some states included penalties such as enslavement, life imprisonment and whippings. My wife is Chinese-American, and our relationship would once have been felonious.

At every juncture from the 19th century on, the segregationists warned that granting rights to Cupid is becoming colorblind.

blacks would mean the start of a slippery slope, ending up with black men marrying white women. The racists were prophetic. "They were absolutely right," notes Randall Kennedy, the Harvard Law School professor and author of a dazzling new book, "Interracial Intimacies," to be published next month. "I do think [interracial marriage] is a good thing. It's a welcome sign of thoroughgoing desegregation. We talk about desegregation in the public sphere; here's desegregation in the most intimate sphere."

These days, interracial romance can be seen on the big screen, on TV shows and in the lives of some prominent Americans. Former Defense Secretary William Cohen has a black wife, as does Peter Norton, the software guru. The Supreme Court justice Clarence Thomas has a white wife.

I find the surge in intermarriage to be one of the most positive fronts in American race relations today, building bridges and empathy. But it's still in its infancy.

I was excited to track down interracial couples at Ole Miss, thinking they would be perfect to make my point about this hopeful trend. But none were willing to talk about the issue on the record.

"If people wanted to marry [interracially], I think they'd keep it kind of quiet," explained a minister on campus.

For centuries, racists warned that racial equality would lead to the "mongrelization" of America. Perhaps they were right in a sense, for we're increasingly going to see a blurring of racial distinctions. But these distinctions acquired enormous social resonance without ever having much basis in biology.
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Power, Pitfalls and ‘The Great White Hope’

A Washington Company Revisits a Shining Moment From a Decidedly Different Era

By BRUCE WEBER

WASHINGTON, Sept. 9 — When Arena Stage, the leading nonprofit theater here, presented the world premiere of “The Great White Hope,” the regional theater movement was in its infancy even though Arena itself, founded by Zelda Fichandler in 1950, was already a teenager. It was December 1967, and the show, directed by Edwin Sherin and starring James Earl Jones and Jane Alexander, and financed partly by the fledgling National Endowment for the Arts, made history.

Written by Howard Sackler, it is set just before and during World War I, but it was very much a play of the moment, rife with the righteous anguish of the civil rights movement and the ire of liberal opposition to the Vietnam War. It was based on the life of the boxer Jack Johnson, the first black heavyweight champion, who was forced to flee the country on a trumped-up morals charge because of his romantic liaison with a white woman. But the spirit of the play — its flaming indignation — was fueled by a coincidence: the contemporary plight of Muhammad Ali, who in April 1967 was stripped of his heavyweight title when he refused to be inducted into the Army, having claimed conscientious objector status and famously declared: “I ain’t got no quarrel with the Vietcong. No Vietcong ever called me nigger.”

With a mammoth cast of 62 actors (including Ned Beatty, Antonio Vargas, Robert Prosky and Hector Elizondo), a virulent anti-racist theme often evoked by characters mouthing the vilest language of bigotry, a narrative that chases the characters all over the United States, to Europe and back to Mexico and Cuba, and a towering performance by Mr. Jones as the proud and beleaguered champ (he’s called Jack Jefferson in the play), this was not a work to be contained by the theatrical provinces.

And indeed, the following October Herman Levin, best known as the producer of “My Fair Lady,” moved the show — including the director, the two stars and much of the supporting cast — to the Alvin Theater on West 52nd Street (now the Neil Simon), making it the first production ever to transfer from a nonprofit resident theater to Broadway. There it ran for more than 500 performances and won three Tonys — best play, best actor and best actress. The play, which also won the Pulitzer Prize, has rarely been staged anywhere since.

All of which makes the rousing, provocative and fascinatingly problematic revival of “The Great White Hope” now at the Arena through Oct. 15 an event of significance. Directed

Continued on Page B5
Power and Many Pitfalls
In ‘The Great White Hope’

Continued From Page B1

by Molly Smith, beginning her third year as the Arena’s artistic director, it is the first production of the theater’s 50th anniversary season, and it is perfectly chosen as a celebration of its history.

It is also a potent reminder of the vast changes that have been wrought in the American theater landscape over the past three decades, particularly at a time when the most prominent American plays and musicals are developed in the regional houses before they ever come to Broadway and when commercial producers and nonprofit theaters routinely engage in financial and artistic partnerships. It is astonishing to recall that in 1968 such arrangements were so new that the Arena let “The Great White Hope” — still the most important production in its history, and at the time its most expensive — go to Broadway (and the movies) without claiming any financial interest in it or any artistic credit.

The play itself is a monster, a narrative with an epic arc, tracing the rocketlike rise of Jefferson and the long, agonizing persecution that costs him his livelihood, kills the woman he loves and in the end unmans him entirely. “The Great White Hope” is replete with mob scenes, party scenes, court hearings, gym workouts and family gatherings, with settings in a German beer garden, a Budapest cabaret and a barn in Juárez, among other exotic locales. There are monologues by white and black characters who address the audience with the rhetoric of race warfare, and there is one sizzling bedroom encounter. It is a work of colossal immodesty that even admiring critics of the original found occasionally overstuffed with bluster. But it was theatrically outrageous in the service of grand spiritual outrage, and in that, critics to be a symbol of black pride. But the rhetoric of the early 20th century is so blatantly and viciously uncomplicated that many of the white characters sound clownishly villainous, the black ones embarrassingly defeated.

And without the palpable current of racial violence that was running through society in the 1960’s — Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated between the play’s original run at the Arena and its opening on Broadway — it’s tough for actors to find credible readings for some implacably racist lines. Such an attitude no longer seems dramatic or even reasonably realistic as a widely held or expressed position; it’s merely dismissible stupidity. It’s a real problem when an actor’s boldest, most earnest efforts in a period role turn him into a buffoon for the audience.

Then, too, the idea of a prominent black athlete who is a wealthy, self-assured and even arrogant man and might well be a sex symbol is not only no longer shocking or threatening, it’s familiar and even cool. Ali, announcing his conversion to Islam at a news conference in 1964 at which he was accompanied by Malcolm X, was to many white Americans a threat. Today he’s our benign and grandfatherly hero.

Mr. Sherill, the director of the original production, said the playwright, who died in 1982, “didn’t have Ali in mind at all; he had Jack Johnson in mind.”

“Howard chose this character because he reminded him of a Shakespearean hero,” Mr. Sherill said. “What he wanted you to think of was Coriolanus. I was with him through much of the writing and all of the rewriting, and the name Ali never came up. That was just happening. That was just hitting on a historic wave. But I was present when Ali saw the production. He ran up on stage — this was when it was over and everybody’d left — and said: ‘It’s me. It’s me. This is my story.’”

I didn’t see the original, but to judge from the 1971 film, James Earl Jones played Jefferson as a supremely confident man, intimidating in both his physical grace and the persistent rumble of his self-possession. He was very much like the
An Ali-era story, playing in Michael Jordan's time.

agreed, lay its power.

The play, Walter Kerr wrote in The New York Times, is "about a man who is afraid of nothing written by a man who is not afraid of the theater."

"Two kinds of boldness blinking, throat open for a cockcrow, come together to create a blood-stained circus," Kerr wrote, "the most unabashed, unflinching outburst we have had since 'Long Day's Journey Into Night.'"

This is precisely the spirit that Ms. Smith's vigorous staging seeks out, often successfully. Indeed, a circus is the controlling metaphor for her production, with the stage painted in bright icons that suggest a Big Top - the arena's mainstage is a theater in the round - and calliope music introducing the Jefferson saga as a savage tale of show business. She makes full use of the auditorium, with characters parading down the aisles and around the top tier of seats as well as entering from beneath the stage through sliding panels in the floor. Pageantry abounds; the period costumes are elegant. Props and scenery drop from the rafters on rope and wire. And the cast, reduced to 28 actors, most in multiple roles, seems to be in perpetual motion.

Over all, it's terrific in its enthusiasm, even in the scenes - like the Budapest cabaret, where Jefferson is humiliatingly reduced to the service of grand spiritual outrage, and in that, critics expressed position; it's merely a dismissible stupidity. It's a real problem when an actor's boldest, most earnest efforts in a period role turn him into a buffoon for the audience.

Then, too, the idea of a prominent black athlete who is a wealthy, self-assured and even arrogant man and might well be a sex symbol is not only no longer shocking or threatening, it's familiar and even cool. Ali, announcing his conversion to Islam at a news conference in 1964 at which he was accompanied by Malcolm X, was to many white Americans a threat. Today he's our benign and grandfatherly hero.

Mr. Sherin, the director of the original production, said the playwright, who died in 1982, "didn't have Ali in mind at all; he had Jack Johnson in mind."

"Howard chose this character because he reminded him of a Shakespearean hero," Mr. Sherin said. "What he wanted you to think of was Coriolanus. I was with him through much of the writing and all of the rewriting, and the name Ali never came up. That was just happenstance. That was just hitting on a historic wave. But I was present when Ali saw the production. He ran up on stage - this was when it was over and everybody'd left - and said: 'This is me. It's me. This is my story.'"

I didn't see the original, but to judge from the 1971 film, James Earl Jones played Jefferson as a supremely confident man, intimidating in both his physical grace and the persistent rumble of his self-possession. He was very much like the young Ali, albeit pitched to a lower octave. Mahershala Karim Ali, the young actor who plays Jefferson in the current production, strikes a much more modern pose. He has a breathtaking physique, Nautilus-buffed, with cobblestone abs and wide shoulders, but he's not the man-mountain that Jones was. He's lithe. With his shaved head and sinewy muscles, he calls up the image of Michael Jordan.

His performance, too, seems purposefully derived from the contemporary athlete, fickle and moody, the self-assurance flickering. His Jefferson can intimidate with his anger and barbed humor, the implicit threat of brawn, but it's a learned demeanor, concealing the insecurity of youth. His most affecting scenes are with the woman he loves, Ellie White (Ellie Bachman (Kelly C. McAndrew), when they're alone, away from the world that demands so much of him.

The inevitable effect of all of this is to render Jefferson less heroic, less a symbol. Watching "The Great White Hope," you can't help but will yourself back into the past to find its potent drama. Michael Jordan hasn't suffered like Ali, after all, and he hasn't changed the world.

In the last scene, Jefferson is finally compromised, lured back into the ring with the promise that if he loses to the white challenger, his legal persecution will end. Whether he throws the fight is unclear. At the final bell, sad and stop-shouldereded, he tells a reporter: "He beat me - I'll finish it myself, if I have to." Meanwhile, the victorious challenger, his face awash in sweat and blood, stands ebullient, draped in the American flag. The metaphorical suggestions - that black America has been evicted and sublimated and that white America, if triumphant, has been bloodied - seem almost quaint in their ardor.

Thirty-three years after its premiere, "The Great White Hope" is more than quaint; it's a theatrical monument, really, a historical marker in more ways than one. This estimable revival at the Arena Stage is very much at home.
**ART**

New Orleans

*Degas and New Orleans: A French Impressionist in America*

"One does nothing here, it lies in the climate, nothing but cotton, one lives for and from cotton," wrote Edgar Degas after arriving in New Orleans to visit his relatives—and he was there during the cool season (October 1872 to March 1873). His mother had been born in the city, and his two younger brothers moved there and became businessmen. The New Orleans Museum of Art has put together 17 paintings and drawings done by Degas during his stay, along with earlier and later works and related objects from the Degas and Musson families. The highlight of the show (and the only work by Degas to be purchased by a museum in the artist’s lifetime) is "A Cotton Office in New Orleans," which depicts Degas’s brothers and their uncle, Michel Musson, along with clients, in the family offices of Musson & Co., Cotton Factors and Brokers.


Princeton, N.J.

*The Embodied Image: Chinese Calligraphy From the John B. Elliot Collection*

Maybe Princeton University has changed its mascot from a tiger to a dragon—it's museum is currently devoted to Chinese art. "The Embodied Image" includes 55 examples of calligraphy collected by Princeton alumnus John Elliot, along with other works on loan from various collections and museums. In China the act of writing itself is considered an art, at least as important as its content, and this show gives an overview of the development and differing styles of calligraphy from earliest Chinese history through the modern period. The exhibit will travel to the Seattle Art Museum and the Metropolitan Museum of Art next year. Also on display are two smaller shows—"Chinese Painting and Calligraphy: In Memory of John B. Elliot, Class of 1951," which looks at another aspect of the Elliot collection; and "From Ritual Simplicity to Imperial Splendour," which offers more than 40 works of ceramics from the collection of Nelson Chang, dating from the third millennium B.C. to the 18th century. (Both shows run through Sept. 26.)


**FILM**

*Chicago and U.S. Tour: Classically Independent Film Festival*

Sundance has the snow and celebrities, but for the rest of us (though only New York and Los Angeles get the "star-studded galas" treatment) there is this film festival, which started in New York earlier this month, and after its stay in Chicago will move on to San Francisco (June 4-7), Los Angeles (bearding the lion in its den June 25-28) and Minneapolis (July 23, 24, 30, 31). Each city gets panel discussions, and the films will be introduced by their casts and directors. In a sort of retrospective of classic "indies," the festival will screen "Paris Is Burning," "My Dinner With Andre," "Choose Me," "One False Move," "The Unbelievable Truth" and "Five Corners." It will also spotlight the next generation with four new films: "Broken Vessels," "Drylongso (Ordinary)," "On the Ropes" and "Restaurant."


**LECTURE**

San Marino, Calif.

*The Harlem of the West: African American Literature and the Culture of Los Angeles*

We’ve all heard of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s and ’30s. But just as the Italian Renaissance happened in other cities besides Florence, so the African-American cultural ferment could be found outside of New York. The Huntington Library is famous for its research collections and spectacular gardens, and houses the papers of various Afro-Angelenos who contributed to a Los Angeles Renaissance. In this Haynes Foundation Lecture, Douglas Flamming, associate professor of history at the Georgia Institute of Technology, will look at the work of poet Elizabeth Lurie Adams, architect Paul R. Williams and writer/composer Harold Forsythe.

*Huntington Library. May 27. (626) 405-2100.*

**MEMORIAL DAY**

Dearborn, Mich.

*Civil War Remembrance Day*

Since Memorial Day was started just after the Civil War, when Southern women began decorating the graves of soldiers who had fallen on both sides of the conflict, it is fitting that Greenfield Village will commemorate the holiday with military and civilian activities of that period. Henry Ford’s museum and town created out of historical buildings from various locales will have a display of old battle flags and weapons from Michigan regiments, a concert of popular music of the era, 19th-century games for children and a narrated demonstration of tactical maneuvers provided by historical re-enactors in uniform. And while the high-water mark of the Confederacy was considerably south of Detroit, Greenfield Village does boast an antebellum plantation house removed from Maryland, whose mistress will complain of the Yankee occupation to anyone who will stop and listen.

- Stuart Ferguson*
Warning: What follows neither prescribes nor prohibits. There is too much of that wherever racial facts and fictions are found. It is part confession, part justification, part proposal: a modest proposal to revive the word “Negro,” not as an exclusive term but as one that does justice to a group whose histories and bloodlines are too varied and contradictory for any one, all-encompassing definition.

Names matter, especially to those whose status is perpetually subject to debate or attack. It’s easy for others to roll their eyes and snicker. (‘‘Queer studies?’’ I remember when gay people didn’t want you to use that word. ‘‘Am I or am I not supposed to hold the door open for a lady? Oh, pardon me, I mean a woman.’’) Bad jokes are a sure sign of defensive anxiety. After all, if names didn’t matter, the groups with power wouldn’t have so many insulting names for the groups without it. The deadly earnest name game can be wearing, I admit, even from the inside. We will get fussy and sanctimonious about our own term of choice, at least until it falls from favor.

Because I came of age in the late 1960’s, I still tend to use ‘‘black’’ in everyday conversation. And now that a younger generation has made ‘‘African-American’’ the respectable term of choice, I tend to use it in formal and public settings. And I love to wear, I admit, even from the side. We will get fussy and sanctimonious about our own term of choice, at least until it falls from favor.

As a term, African-American carries more political weight and resonance than it does either anthropological or even biographical exactness. And the same is true of European-American. Not only are the so-called races more mixed than we have ever once thought, there are multiple divisions and subdivisions that matter to people in their daily lives. Two centuries ago, when trying to describe the mix of Europeans found in the New World, the French-born writer Crévecoeur put it this way, ‘‘From this promiscuous breed has risen that race now called Americans.’’

Identity is largely an invention. And black, brown and beige Americans are an invented people, put together, forced together, improvised from the most varied African, American Indian and European elements. ‘‘Negro’’ is a word that can be improvised on almost endlessly. It can be lofty, even mighty, as when the great labor leader A. Philip Randolph said, ‘‘Negro principles are not for sale.’’ It can be excruciating, as it often was in the 1950’s and 60’s when politicians and journalists pronounced it with slightly squeamish precision, as if using a pair of verbal tongs to keep the people behind the word at a safe distance.

Black Power radicals demeaned it by pronouncing it ‘‘NEE-grow,’’ while for whites growing up in the South it remained a threatening Yankee word. ‘‘Colored people’’ was the genteel term. ‘‘Nigger,’’ the nationwide insult of choice has now been renovated. Rappers have turned it into ‘‘nigga’’ with the same defiance that Black Power advocates once bestowed on ‘‘black.’’ Rappers’ multi-racial fans have made it the term they most want to be known by.

But back to ‘‘Negro.’’ It can be affectionate or rueful as when one exclaims, ‘‘My Negros!’’ upon encountering some name, expression or hairdo that runs the gamut from ingenious to entertaining to embarrassing. And I find it old-fashioned and chivalric when we speak of the Negro national anthem (‘‘Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing’’) or of Negro life and history.

Scientists have recently reported that children are more likely to have perfect or near-perfect pitch if they speak tonal languages, in which pitch and inflection can shape meaning. The word ‘‘Negro’’ is a tonal word. When intellectuals like W. E. B. Du Bois and James Weldon Johnson used it alongside ‘‘African’’ and ‘‘colored,’’ their ease and fluidity acknowledged that the language of race is a complex tonal one. We all need some ear training. We need to be working for as near-perfect pitch as we can get.

But what about alternative names for whites? Suggestions have ranged from the slangy (‘‘pinkies,’’ not to be confused with lefties) to the politically rigorous (‘‘whites of imperial or refugee descent’’). My favorite so far is Blancos, the Spanish companion to Negro. Please. Make your preferences known.
In Gayl Jones's novel, a black woman truck driver helps establish a new underground railroad along the Rio Grande.

**Mosquito**


By Henry Louis Gates Jr.

ASILY the most striking development in the history of African-American literature since the end of the civil rights movement is the emergence of the writing of black women. While the black literary tradition was inaugurated in the 18th century by a book of poems published by a slave woman, Phillis Wheatley, it has until recently been dominated by men. Now, however, novels and memoirs by Maya Angelou, Terry McMillan, Toni Morrison and Alice Walker routinely are national best sellers. Walker, Morrison and Alice Walker routinely are recognized as major figures in African-American literature, the category of entertainment are popular, novels, autobiographical writings, and adding things wherever they want. It is a late-night riff by the Signifying Monkey, drunk with words and out of control, regurgitating half-digested ideas taken from USA Today and regurgitating half-digested ideas taken from the color of the Egyptians to the xenophobia of the Great Books movement, from the art of "signifying" and the role of Africans in the slave trade to the subtleties of Ralph Ellison's "Invisible Man" ("that still my favorite book.")

The challenge of representing the illusion of speech in literature is to convince a reader that he or she is overhearing a speaker, experiencing the spontaneity of speech, but in a written language. Zora Neale Hurston called this paradox an "oral hieroglyphics." At her best, Jones's narrator is as original and compelling as the very best black vernacular narrators - Langston Hughes's Jesse B. Semple; Hurston's Janie Starks; Al Young's J. B. "Pigpile" McNeil. Far from being the case, however, Mosquito's diction is inconsistent, seemingly infiltrated by Jones's own, as in sentences like the following: "So then she's saying something about only those types of books that whites can put into the category of entertainment are popular, novels, autobiographical writings, popular essays, mostly about race or white man done us (or me, for those writing from a personal rather than a "collective ethic") wrong scenarios, poetry, but that ain't the same as building an intellectual literary tradition." And the book's several moments of sublime articulation are marred by a tendency in Jones to let herself become lost in words as many words as I wants and digresses as much as I can to get the ideas to the listeners." Then again: "I know there's a lot of y'all that ain't used to hearing the voices of the people that listens to the peoples that listens to the peoples that listens."}

Henry Louis Gates Jr. is the co-editor of "Africana: An Encyclopedia" and the author of "Wonders of the African World."
Is Democracy Still on the Dial?

BY ROBERT WORTH

These are dark days for local radio. The number of independent stations falls every year, and in December Congress all but killed a federal plan to license hundreds of new noncommercial low-power stations throughout the country.

Does it matter? So there may not be a broadcast of whale noises 24 hours a day from a recording device on the ocean floor off the Alaska coast, which was the plan of one proposed station.

But there is more at stake in the low-power debate than bringing some more diversity to the FM dial. For some scholars and advocates, Congress's action has revived an 80-year-old debate about the role that radio plays in a free society. Which promotes democracy better: a government guarantee of broader public access to the airwaves or letting free market forces reign? To low-power advocates, radio deserves special government protection because it is or ought to be the ultimate grass-roots medium. Even in the age of the Internet and cable television, radio remains the cheapest way (short of a bullhorn) to be heard by your friends and neighbors. You can start a pirate station if you have the $800 to buy a simple transmitter, an antenna and the cable to connect them. It is also the most accessible: you don't even have to be literate to listen to it. And while some low-power stations might be too small and eccentric to make a difference, many others could offer community news and special programming that small towns and ethnic enclaves would otherwise not get.

"I think radio should be carved out as the people's medium," said Robert W. McChesney, a professor at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign who has written widely on radio history. Radio was instrumental, for example, in bringing democracy to the former Communist bloc, where dissidents often relied on Radio Liberty and Radio Free Europe for information about their own countries. "If my fellow citizens knew me before I became president, they did so because of these stations," the Czech president, Vaclav Havel, said in 1990.

Some East Europeans see a parallel between radio's role in their countries and the low-power movement in the United States. Peter Molnar, a former member of the Hungarian Parliament, recently wrote in the online magazine at www.mediachannel.org that if the Congressional decision to scale back low-power radio is final, opponents of free radio "will point to the United States with a dark smile and ask why idealists are talking about civic access to radio and television frequencies when the leading democracy in the world fails to guarantee that opportunity to its own citizens."

Continued on Page A17
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smaller competitors. The Federal Communications Commission hoped to reverse that trend when it introduced the low-power plan in January 2000. But the major broadcasters, joined by National Public Radio, argued that the new stations would interfere with existing signals, and in December Congress dealt its blow to the plan by setting new technical standards and withdrawing some of the F.C.C.'s regulatory power. (On Wednesday, Sen. John McCain introduced a bill to restore part of the plan, but industry analysts agree that it is unlikely to succeed.)

Most people appear to have forgotten, Mr. McChesney said, that when radio first appeared in the 1920's, many politicians said corporations should not be allowed to profit from advertising. The broadcast spectrum was considered a natural resource, like the air, to which every citizen had a claim. In 1922 a conservative like Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover could say of radio: "It is inconceivable that we should allow so great a possibility for service to be drowned in advertising chatter."

In contrast, the commercial broadcasting gained a foothold in the late 1920's with the founding of CBS and NBC, there was a strong movement, joined by organized labor, religious and civil liberties groups, to reserve the airwaves for noncommercial broadcasting. Many of these allies hoped that President Franklin D. Roosevelt would side with them. But by the mid-1930's the broadcasters had powerful allies in Congress, and Roosevelt was reluctant to fight them. When Roosevelt signed the Communications Act of 1934, the resistance to commercial broadcasting died, and the new industry tried hard to erase the notion that there had ever been an alternative, according to accounts in Erik Barnouw's "The Creation of the BBC: The Men and Ideas Behind the British Broadcasting Corporation" (Oxford, 1983).

By 1937 the president of CBS, William S. Paley, declared of broadcasting that "he who attacks the American system attacks democracy itself." The notion that commercial radio stifled democracy rather than nourishing it was not entirely dead. It was behind the passage of the 1967 Public Broadcasting Act, followed soon by the creation of the Public Broadcasting Service and National Public Radio.

But in recent years that idea has fared poorly. After the Telecommunications Act of 1996 removed limits on the number of stations a single corporation could own, big media companies engaged in a feeding frenzy. The result has been a drastic decline in the number of independent stations on the dial. By the end of 1999, two companies, Clear Channel Communications and Infinity (a division of Viacom), controlled about a third of the $15.5 billion annual revenue of the radio industry, said James Duncan Jr., president of Duncan's American Radio Inc., which publishes and analyzes industry data.

Critics of commercial radio like Jason Loviglio, an assistant professor at the University of Maryland, argue that this is proof that the advocates of noncommercial radio in the 1920's and 30's were right: big business is killing radio's democratic promise, severely limiting the number of voices that can be heard.

Some conservative scholars argue that less government protection is the way to free up the airwaves. "If you want to advance democratic values through policy, said Thomas Hazlett, a resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, "the way to get there is opening markets to additional competition."

But to others, the problem with the American system is not too little democracy but too much. "If you look at the earliest reliable public opinion polls, you'll find antipathy to broadcast advertising is strongest among the well off and well educated," said Clifford J. Doerkson, a visiting professor at the University of Illinois who is completing a book on the early years of radio. "Lower down the socioeconomic scale, people mind it less, even like it. Culturally and economically speaking, the system we develop is the system most people like."

Meanwhile, emerging technologies could transform the debate about radio and democracy. Internet radio stations are already becoming popular, and digital and satellite technologies could also expand options available to the average listener.

What many critics of the American system really want, contends Mr. Doerkson, is not so much more democracy as a system more like the one that evolved in Britain, where the British Broadcasting Corporation had a monopoly from its founding in 1927 until the 1950's. The BBC was financed with a tax on receivers, avoiding the need for advertising.

The BBC, however impressive its cultural and political programming, was hardly democratic, Mr. Doerkson said. Its directors refused to survey listeners, rooting their choices in what the BBC's legendary first director, Sir John Reith, called "an active faith that a supply of good things will create a demand for them, not waiting for the demand to express itself." That made for high standards, but listeners grew frustrated with the BBC's austere programming, and its monopoly gradually eroded.

Michele Hilmes, a professor at the University of Wisconsin at Madison who is writing a book comparing public and commercial radio systems throughout the world, said: "You do run into a contradiction. The BBC is very elitist. Commercial radio is very popular, but not in a way that would lead to public service standards. How do you separate what is popular from what we might like to prescribe in the public interest, which unfortunately the public isn't very interested in?"

Underwood & Underwood
A fox trot at the Vanderbilt Hotel's first wireless concert in 1922.
A Stimulating Trip Uptown Without Taking the A Train

By WALTER GOODMAN

Harlem — its history and its personalities, its buildings and its neighborhoods — is on vibrant display in "A Walk Through Harlem." If you don't mind the occasional burst of effusiveness, tonight's guide, the architecture historian Barry Lewis, makes as informed a companion as anyone could wish. He is assisted by David Hartman, who helps to keep the conversation moving along with the camera, and by an array of Harlemites with stories to tell.

These 100 minutes start with bucolic photographs, taken in the middle of the 19th century, of what was then, when New York City did not extend much north of Greenwich Village, a suburb for well-to-do whites. The animated Mr. Lewis, who concentrates on North and West Harlem, gives us a look into an elegant house, circa 1880, complete with Tiffany window, mahogany mantelpiece and tile floors.

The coming of the first subway incited a building boom that brought in what Mr. Lewis calls "two groups that the respectable didn't want to be around," blacks and Eastern European Jews. A brisk history of the ever changing neighborhoods introduces luminaries of the Harlem that developed over the years as a cultural center for black America.

Meet Dr. Walter Turnbull, who started the Boys Choir of Harlem in the 1960's and the girls choir the following decade; Arthur Mitchell, who started Dance Theater of Harlem; the jazz pianist Billy Taylor, who recalls the great jam sessions; the widow of James VanDerZee, the noted photographer, examples of whose work enhance the program; and Marcus Garvey Jr., whose father generated the back-to-Africa movement of the 1920's. And there are tributes to Arthur Alfonso Schomburg, founder of the invaluable Schomburg Library, and eminences of the Harlem Renaissance like Langston Hughes, Claude McKay and Zora Neale Hurston, not to forget Madame C. J. Walker, who made a fortune with her formula for growing hair. "Hope in a jar," Mr. Lewis calls it.

Churches and newspapers, theaters and dance palaces (in which black customers were not always welcome) flourished when Seventh Avenue, as Mr. Lewis exults, was "the great black way." He calls Micheaux's Bookstore "a mecca for black intellectuals," and he reports that when the Hotel Theresa opened its rooms to blacks in 1940, it became the "Waldorf Astoria for Harlem." The Apollo Theater was swinging away on 125th Street, of course, and elegant apartment houses along Edgecombe Avenue in Sugar Hill attracted an elite that included Roy Wilkins and Thurgood Marshall.

It's a bountiful excursion, full of scenes of beauty and energy. No, you will not see much of the less appealing neighborhoods. But given the attention often attracted by bad news, there is something to be said for an upbeat tour.
At the peak of the Harlem Renaissance and Prohibition, a hair-straightening heiress named A'Lelia Walker Robinson opened her 136th Street mansion, christened the Dark Tower, as a literary salon and dining club. It was the perfect site for discovering, as Ann Douglas put it, "the potent combination of stimulants and strangers." Rothschilds, rebels and writers, including Langston Hughes and Countee Cullen, drank Ms. Robinson's exquisite Champagne, ignored her reportedly banal conversation and generally "stretched themselves to be as sophisticated as New Yorkers have since casually become," said David Levering Lewis, author of "When Harlem Was in Vogue" (Penguin, 1997).

"If modernism is the metaphor for the 20th century, you couldn't think of a better site for it, for the new mix of things, than Harlem," he added.

Ms. Robinson, a daughter of Mme. C. J. Walker, one of the first black millionaires, hoped her Georgian-style double town house, with its bow front and French interiors, would be a haven for writers and painters. But soon after the Dark Tower opened, something went awry. The place was fabulous, but so were the prices, Mr. Lewis wrote, and there was too strict a door policy, effectively shutting out the very people Ms. Robinson had seemed intent on welcoming. In their place were mainly "the rich, the prominent and the striving," Mr. Lewis wrote, adding, "The artists left hungry."
ON HER OWN GROUND: The Life and Times of Madam C. J. Walker, by A'Lelia Bundles. (Lisa Drew/Washington Square/ Pocket Books, $15.) According to this generous portrait by her great-great-granddaughter, Walker (1867-1919), the inventor of a hair-strengthening product that allowed black women to wear the popular styles of the day, overcame a poor childhood to become a brilliant entrepreneur and philanthropist, and an early advocate for women’s economic independence. “Bundles’s well-paced and well-written book . . . is as much social history as biography, filled with the detail and texture of culture and politics,” Margo Jefferson wrote in these pages last year.

CRAZY RHYTHM: My Journey From Brooklyn, Jazz, and Wall Street to Nixon’s White House, Watergate, and Beyond . . ., by Leonard Garment. (Da Capo, $18.) Most of this memoir revolves around the author’s complex relationship with Richard Nixon, whom he served as adviser, lawyer (in the late stages of the Watergate crisis) and late-night confidant. The result is a “beautifully written book” that “mingles the psychological underworld with the world of power politics,” David Brooks wrote here in 1997.

ISLAND, by Jane Rogers. (Mariner/Houghton Mifflin, $13.) A girl abandoned at birth vows, at the age of 28, to track down and murder her mother, a quest that takes her to a remote island in western Scotland. Last year our reviewer, Bliss Broyard, found this an ambitious, if flawed, novel whose narrator “catalogs her grievances and failings with such accuracy and lack of sentimentality that you can’t help falling under her spell.”

SCOTT VEALE
Theodore Rex

By Edmund Morris

Random House, 864 pp. $35

The Strenuous Life

Biography

THEODORE REX

Cooper Square, 464 pp. $32

Reviewed by MICHAEL LIND

"Experiences had flashed by him in such number that he was obviously destined to travel a larger landscape of life than were his fellows," Edmund Morris writes near the beginning of Theodore Rex, the second volume of his epic three-part biography of Theodore Roosevelt.

"He had been a published author at eighteen, a husband at twenty-two, an acclaimed historian and New York State Assemblyman at twenty-three, a father, and a widower at twenty-five, a ranchman at twenty-six, a candidate for Mayor of New York at twenty-seven, a Civil Service Commissioner of the United States at thirty. By then he was producing book after book, and child after child, and cultivating every scientist, politician, artist, and intellectual of repute in Washington. His career had gathered further speed: Police Commissioner of New York City at thirty-six, Assistant Secretary of the Navy at thirty-eight, Colonel of the First U.S. Volunteer Cavalry, the 'Rough Riders,' at twenty-eight, in Cuba, had come the consuming 'crowded hour.' A rush, a roar, the sting of his own blood, a surge toward the sky, a smoking pistol in his hand, a soldier in light blue doubling up 'neatly as a jackrabbit.' When the smoke cleared, he had found himself atop Kettle Hill on the Heights of San Juan, with a vanquished empire at his feet."

Passages like these make it clear that, in Edmund Morris, a great president has found a singular, primitive quality that belongs to ultimate matter—the quality of repute in Washington. His career had gathered further speed: Police Commissioner of New York City at thirty-six, Assistant Secretary of the Navy at thirty-eight, Colonel of the First U.S. Volunteer Cavalry, the 'Rough Riders,' at twenty-eight, in Cuba, had come the consuming ‘crowded hour.’ A rush, a roar, the sting of his own blood, a surge toward the sky, a smoking pistol in his hand, a soldier in light blue doubling up ‘neatly as a jackrabbit.’ When the smoke cleared, he had found himself atop Kettle Hill on the Heights of San Juan, with a vanquished empire at his feet.

Like his cousin Franklin in the 1900s, this patrician reformer considered his career to his class by many rich conservatives, who spread the rumor that he was insane, not without some evidence. According to Morris: "On 28 May, [1902] he was seen hanging from a cable over the Potomac, presumably in a moment of depression. Even the great Washington Evening Star remarked that a method of escape was necessary."

The life and letters of Theodore Roosevelt, 1901, was characterized by innovation and conflict, even in the absence of a single, defining event. With a novelist’s instinct for the significant scene and the symbolic detail, Morris recounts Roosevelt’s great-power diplomacy (including the detachment of Panama from Colombia and the construction of the Panama Canal), his battles to impose national regulation on big business, his successful crusade to make environmentalism a central concern of the federal government and his struggles to deal with the perennial crisis of race relations, during which he was torn between his humane instincts and the prejudices of his upbringing. TR was a master of the theatrical gesture; when a Moroccan rebel leader, Ahmed ben Mohamed el Raisuli, took 300 Perdicaris, a U.S. citizen, hostage, TR had the State Department send a cable that read: "We want Perdicaris alive or Raisuli dead." (Perdicaris was released.

TR deftly emboiders his own narration with the responses of contemporaries to the first American president who became a media celebrity (inspiring, among other pop culture phenomena, the "Teddy Bear"). His quixotish quirk, Henry Adams turned to metaphysics to describe him: "Roosevelt, more than any other man living, for him, has no meaning other than to drive oneself, to act with all one’s strength. . . . Those who remain on the sidelines he sees as cowards, and consequently his personal enemies." TR’s view of life, for him, has no meaning other than to drive oneself, to act with all one’s strength. . . . Those who remain on the sidelines he sees as cowards, and consequently his personal enemies."

"This might or might not be a one-man show, but it would not have been the first. . . ." Morris wrote in his controversial White House dinner with Herbert Hoover. "The very fact that I felt a moment’s qualm on inviting him makes me ashamed of myself and made me hasten to send the invitation." In 1908, in a letter to his son Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., he describes Randolph and Winston Churchill: "I can’t help feeling about both of them that the older one was a rather cheap character, and the younger one is a rather cheap character. Recently I have been reading my usual odd variety of books, including for the last three or four nights Creasy’s History of the Ottoman Turks, which gave me much comfort." TR in the same year, on capitalists: "The criminal and violent poor and the criminal and corrupt rich are in the essentials of character alike."

"Theodore Roosevelt and the Panama Canal (1905)"}

THEODORE REX

By Edmund Morris

Random House, 864 pp. $35

The Selected Letters of Theodore Roosevelt

Edited by H.W. Brands

Cooper Square, 464 pp. $32

Reviewed by MICHAEL LIND

"Experiences had flashed by him in such number that he was obviously destined to travel a larger landscape of life than were his fellows," Edmund Morris writes near the beginning of Theodore Rex, the second volume of his epic three-part biography of Theodore Roosevelt.

"He had been a published author at eighteen, a husband at twenty-two, an acclaimed historian and New York State Assemblyman at twenty-three, a father, and a widower at twenty-five, a ranchman at twenty-six, a candidate for Mayor of New York at twenty-seven, a Civil Service Commissioner of the United States at thirty. By then he was producing book after book, and child after child, and cultivating every scientist, politician, artist, and intellectual of repute in Washington. His career had gathered further speed: Police Commissioner of New York City at thirty-six, Assistant Secretary of the Navy at thirty-eight, Colonel of the First U.S. Volunteer Cavalry, the 'Rough Riders,' at twenty-eight, in Cuba, had come the consuming ‘crowded hour.’ A rush, a roar, the sting of his own blood, a surge toward the sky, a smoking pistol in his hand, a soldier in light blue doubling up ‘neatly as a jackrabbit.’ When the smoke cleared, he had found himself atop Kettle Hill on the Heights of San Juan, with a vanquished empire at his feet.

Like his cousin Franklin in the 1900s, this patrician reformer considered his career to his class by many rich conservatives, who spread the rumor that he was insane, not without some evidence. According to Morris: "On 28 May, [1902] he was seen hanging from a cable over the Potomac, presumably in a moment of depression. Even the great Washington Evening Star remarked that a method of escape was necessary."

The life and letters of Theodore Roosevelt, 1901, was characterized by innovation and conflict, even in the absence of a single, defining event. With a novelist’s instinct for the significant scene and the symbolic detail, Morris recounts Roosevelt’s great-power diplomacy (including the detachment of Panama from Colombia and the construction of the Panama Canal), his battles to impose national regulation on big business, his successful crusade to make environmentalism a central concern of the federal government and his struggles to deal with the perennial crisis of race relations, during which he was torn between his humane instincts and the prejudices of his upbringing. TR was a master of the theatrical gesture; when a Moroccan rebel leader, Ahmed ben Mohamed el Raisuli, took 300 Perdicaris, a U.S. citizen, hostage, TR had the State Department send a cable that read: "We want Perdicaris alive or Raisuli dead." (Perdicaris was released.

TR deftly emboiders his own narration with the responses of contemporaries to the first American president who became a media celebrity (inspiring, among other pop culture phenomena, the "Teddy Bear"). His quixotish quirk, Henry Adams turned to metaphysics to describe him: "Roosevelt, more than any other man living, for him, has no meaning other than to drive oneself, to act with all one’s strength. . . . Those who remain on the sidelines he sees as cowards, and consequently his personal enemies." TR’s view of life, for him, has no meaning other than to drive oneself, to act with all one’s strength. . . . Those who remain on the sidelines he sees as cowards, and consequently his personal enemies."

"This might or might not be a one-man show, but it would not have been the first. . . ." Morris wrote in his controversial White House dinner with Herbert Hoover. "The very fact that I felt a moment’s qualm on inviting him makes me ashamed of myself and made me hasten to send the invitation." In 1908, in a letter to his son Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., he describes Randolph and Winston Churchill: "I can’t help feeling about both of them that the older one was a rather cheap character, and the younger one is a rather cheap character. Recently I have been reading my usual odd variety of books, including for the last three or four nights Creasy’s History of the Ottoman Turks, which gave me much comfort." TR in the same year, on capitalists: "The criminal and violent poor and the criminal and corrupt rich are in the essentials of character alike."

"Theodore Roosevelt and the Panama Canal (1905)"
When Europe Went to War

By Eric Felten

When Glenn Miller joined the Army Air Forces in World War II, his first assignment was to lead a military band at Yale, playing for cadets marching around the New Haven green. Playing tired marches wasn't exactly what Miller had had in mind when he formed an Army band made up of stars from the dance bands of the day. Soon he had Ray McKinley out on the field drumming out a hybrid swing-march best to "The St. Louis Blues." The commander of cadets was not amused. "Look, Capt. Miller," he said, "We played those Sousa marches straight in the last war and we did all right, didn't we?" "You certainly did, Major," Miller replied. "But tell me one thing: Are you still flying the same planes you flew in the last war, too?"

The major's mistake wasn't just in trying to limit Miller to "The Stars and Stripes Forever." Not every Army band was playing it straight in the Great War. The most celebrated military band of World War I was led by Lt. James Reese Europe. Famous for its ragtime syncopation, blues, and jazz, the band of the all-black 369th Regiment even performed "The St. Louis Blues"—that is, when it wasn't fighting the trenches.

Before the war, Jim Europe was at the top of the society music business in New York. After spending most of the aught-years on the road with a black theater troupe, in 1910 Europe settled in New York, where he helped to found the Clef Club, a sort of booking agency/union for black musicians. He organized and conducted the Clef Club Symphony Orchestra, which made its Carnegie Hall debut to a sold-out house in 1912. By the next year, Europe was the leader for Vernon and Irene Castle, the Fred and Ginger of that decade. And among the musicians performing with Europe were Bable Blake and Noble Sissle, who would become prominent songwriters in the 1920s. According to Reid Badger's excellent 1995 biography the band's triumphant homecoming tour wasn't long for the Harlem unit to earn its reputation and nickname—the "Hellfighters."

Lt. Europe was one of the first African-American officers to lead men in combat in World War I. Parroliing the "no man's land" between the trenches, he was shelled and shot at, and nearly mowed down by friendly fire. A German barrage of poison gas landed Europe in a field hospital.

When Sissle came to visit the wounded Europe, he found the lieutenant sitting up, writing music. The band played "On Patrol in No Man's Land," which would become one of the Hellfighters's signature songs. Europe's arrangement was complete with the heavy walking bass drums for the exploding "foche" shells and the sharp report of snare drums mimicking the machine guns. Sissle can be heard singing it on a CD released in 1996 by the Memphois Archives label, a disc that brings together the 24 tunes the band recorded in 1919 for the French Pathe record company.

Those recordings capture the mix of music the Hellfighters Band played. There were ragtime marches, sentimental "plantation" medleys, novelty songs, W.C. Handy blue notes, and, with swooping slidehorns on "That Mouning Trombone"—an early sort of big-band jazz.

Writer Irvin Cobb described the band's effect on drilling soldiers: "The music poured in at their ears and ran down to their heels, and instead of marching they literally danced their way along."

In August 1918, the Hellfighters band came to Paris to play at the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, where, Europe told a New York newspaper, "before we had played two numbers the audience went wild!" The Army brass took notice and kept the band in Paris for two months, playing at hospitals, camps and parks. The Hellfighters started the jazz craze that would soon seize Paris.

Lt. Europe had been shot at, shelled and gassed by the time the Armistice was signed, 87 years ago tomorrow. But the band's triumphant homecoming tour would prove to be his most hazardous mission.

By May 9, 1919, he and his band were in Boston. The Hellfighters put on more than just a band concert. The show featured a variety of acts from within Europe's band's ruse—a vocal harmony group, a trombone choir, a string duo. One of the band's drummers, Herbert Wright, had a habit of wandering across the stage during the feature acts, and of being shot at whenever he'd be where to be found when it was time for the drum-section spotlight. During intermission that night in Boston, and not for the first time, Europe had to correct Wright's stage manners. "Lt. Europe, you don't treat me right," the drummer protested, launching into a literary attack. But Europe had turned to talk to some backstage visitors. "That's when the drummer screamed, 'Jim Europe, I'll kill you.'

Europe turned and saw that Herbert Wright was armed, just barely, with a penknife. He just waved the drummer off, "Herbert, get out of here." Before he could say more, Wright lunged across the room, his knife going for Europe's throat. As the drummer was dragged away, Europe wrapped a hankie of asphyxiating blood over a bleeding neck and sent his assistant conductor out to lead the second half of the concert. Noble Sissle sat backstage with Europe as they waited for an ambulance. That's when the drummer screamed, 'Jimmie Europe, I'll kill you.'

Europe turned and saw that Herbert Wright was armed, just barely, with a penknife. He just waved the drummer off, "Herbert, get out of here." Before he could say more, Wright lunged across the room, his knife going for Europe's throat. As the drummer was dragged away, Europe wrapped a hankie of asphyxiating blood over a bleeding neck and sent his assistant conductor out to lead the second half of the concert. Noble Sissle sat backstage with Europe as they waited for an ambulance. Leaving for the hospital, Europe reminded Sissle to have the band at the Massachusetts State House next morning for the concert's final performance.

There would be no concert there: Europe died during the night.
for governor and members of the legislature was held, and William G. Brownlow, who had been nominated by the convention, was elected. He was inaugurated on April 5, and Tennessee again came under a civil government.

CHAPTER III

THE CIVIL WAR IN EAST TENNESSEE

In the preceding chapters the progress and success of the secession movement were described. It will be recalled that, although secession became an accomplished fact in June, 1861, this was accomplished only as a result of the victory of a numerical majority over the forces of a vigorous, influential, and well organized minority. In Middle and West Tennessee the members of this minority group, who had been drawn largely from the old Whig party, almost without exception acquiesced in the result of the June election, found their way into the Confederate forces, and became valiant defenders of the Southern cause. There was no significant body of organized and articulate Union sentiment in these sections subsequent to June, 1861. In East Tennessee, however, the situation was entirely different. There the Unionists, alleging that the decision at the polls on June 8 was fraudulently obtained, refused to abide by its results. They allied themselves with the new Republican party and continued, with fierce and unrelenting hostility, their opposition to the forces that had disrupted the Union. As a consequence civil war with all of its horrors broke out in East Tennessee, and the animosities and hardships which were then created were long remembered. They bore a very significant and important influence upon several of the leaders of the subsequent period of reconstruction in Tennessee.

As the supporters of the Confederacy in East Tennessee were largely of the wealthy and aristocratic classes in the cities, while the Unionists came from the non-slaveholding classes in the rural and mountainous region, the war in that region assumed the character of a class strug-
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The contempt of the Unionists for the members of the aristocracy was very accurately expressed by William G. Brownlow when he described the latter as "descendants in direct line from some old foreigners who had been sold out upon shares to pay their passage to this country . . . who had taken their start in life by peddling upon pins and needles, by spading up gardens for other people, or by entering other people's lands, and, by hook or crook, securing their titles."¹ These two classes were innately and fundamentally incapable of understanding each other, chiefly because of their divergent social and economic interests. Inhabiting a region unsuited for the production of cotton, the Unionists of East Tennessee owned few slaves, and they followed William G. Brownlow in refusing to aid in inaugurating "a new reading of the Ten Commandments, so as to teach that the chief end of Man is Nigger."² On the other hand there was a disposition on the part of the slaveholders of the region to regard the Unionists as levellers, dangerous to the security of the institutions of the country.

To these fundamental social and economic differences must be added, as circumstances engendering animosity and distrust, the political and religious dissensions which were inflamed among the people by a group of clergymen, orators, and journalists. "No class of churchmen," declared the Knoxville Whig, "have been so intemperate and as proscriptive as those preachers who have entered into this contest. The result is, that in all of the congregations of the country, there is a division in sentiment, and a portion of the congregations are unwilling to hear these men preach."³ Among these agitators no one ex-

¹ Thomas W. Humes, The Loyal Mountaineers of Tennessee, p. 61.
² Knoxville Whig, Feb. 20, 1864.
³ William G. Brownlow, Sketches of the Rise, Progress, and Decline of Secession, p. 29.
⁴ Knoxville Whig, Aug. 31, 1861.

ceeding in force and vituperation the man who was here denouncing them, William G. Brownlow, and in force and acrimony he was followed closely by his sometime associate, Andrew Johnson.

Both of these men were active in the campaign against secession in 1861. A fair specimen of this activity is given in the account of an eye witness of Johnson's speech at Jonesboro, on May 6, 1861,

Such a time has never been since I have lived in the place. J[ohnson] rose to speak. The crowd at once commenced boosing, boosing, until it finally deafened you. He gave back for a little while, and then came forward and commenced. Such groans and cursing you never heard. They cursed him for a God Damed Traitor—told him he was hired by Lincoln to make speeches, asked how much he got—he again sat down. The crowd said Nelson might speak, but he should not. Nelson came forward and commenced. Some groaned for him a while, but he went on and did not speak long until a shower came up and he quit. A few went down into the basement story of the courthouse (which has been used as a necessary for a year or so), and Johnson spoke to a few old sore back union shriekers. The boys would occasionally thrust through the window a secession flag, and ball for him. When he went to start out to Nelson's they raised the shout, groaned and booed him out of town. . . . You never saw such a time. Men on horses ripping up and down the streets, screaming upon the top of their voices, "you damned traitor, you damned traitor."⁵

The character of the oratory and procedure indulged in by Johnson during this campaign was calculated to arouse rather than to allay animosity. On June 7 he spoke at Kingston, and the scene was vividly described by John Bell Brownlow, the son of William G. Brownlow, who had gone to warn Johnson that an attempt would be made upon his life if he boarded the train for Knoxville that night. "When I reached Kingston," said Brownlow, "Nelson, Johnson, and Trigg were speaking. Nelson was sitting on the stand asleep, and there was a large bucket

all the water-courses in America flow up stream; when flowers lose their odor, and trees shed no leaves; when birds talk, and beasts of burden laugh; when damned spirits swap hell for heaven with the angels of light, and pay them the boot in mean whiskey; when impossibilities are in fashion, and no proposition is too absurd to be believed,—you may credit the report that I have joined the Democrats!

I join the Democrats! Never, so long as there are sects in churches, weeds in gardens, fleas in hog-pens, dirt in victuals, disputes in families, wars with nations, water in the ocean, bad men in America, or base women in France! No, Jordan Clark, you may hope, you may congratulate, you may reason, you may sneer, but that cannot be. The thrones of the Old World, the courts of the universe, the governments of the world, may all fall and crumble into ruin,—the New World may commit the national suicide of dissolving this Union,—but all this, and more, must occur before I join the Democracy!

I join the Democracy! Jordan Clark, you know not what you say. When I join Democracy, the Pope of Rome will join the Methodist Church. When Jordan Clark, of Arkansas, is President of the Republic of Great Britain by the universal suffrage of a contented people; when Queen Victoria consents to be divorced from Prince Albert by a county court in Kansas; when Alexander of Russia and Napoleon of France are elected Senators in Congress from New Mexico; when good men cease to go to heaven, or bad men to hell; when this world is turned upside down; when proof is afforded, both clear and unquestionable that there is no God; when men turn to ants, and ants to elephants,—I will change my political faith and come out on the side of Democracy.10

Brownlow's editorials in the Knoxville Whig displayed his intense hatred of the Confederacy. The following is characteristic of the general tenor of these editorials,

If we had the power, we would arm and uniform in Federal habiliments all the fowls of the air and the fishes of the sea—every wolf, panther, catamount, and bear in the mountains of America—every tiger, elephant, and lion in Europe—every rattlesnake and crocodile in the swamps of Florida and South Carolina—every negro in the Southern Confederacy, and every devil in Hell, and turn them loose upon the Confederacy. Nay, we would poison the very air they breathe, the water they drink, and the food they eat. We would convert Hell itself into one great torpedo, and have it exploded under the very center of the Confederacy. Aye, we say put down the rebellion, and force rebels to lay down their arms, if, in so doing, we have to exterminate from God's green earth every living human being South of the Mason and Dixon's Line.11

Concerning Forest and Hardee, two prominent Confederate officers, he wrote on one occasion,

Had we our wish, we would throw Hell wide open, and place all such beastlike men and officers upon an inclined plane, at an angle of forty-five degrees, grease the plane with hog's lard six inches thick, with a wicket at the bottom, and send them, as one stream of traitors, robbers, and assassins, into the hottest part of the infernal regions.12

Likewise he was adept in appealing to the freedom-loving and democratic instincts of the Anglo-Saxons of the East Tennessee highlands. He constantly urged upon them the fact that,

We can never live in a Southern Confederacy and be made hewers of wood and drawers of water for a set of aristocrats and overbearing tyrants. . . . We have no interest in common with the Cotton States. We are a grain growing and stock raising people, and we can conduct a cheap government, inhabiting the Switzerland of America.13

His pen was extremely active in calling upon the Unionists of the region to speak out "in these times that try men's souls."14

Another cause for discontent in East Tennessee was the physical and material devastation wrought by the contending armies and by the depredations of camp followers and guerrillas on both sides. These "bush-
whackers" and "partisan rangers" especially deserve the most severe condemnation. Of them, Daniel Sullins, an East Tennessee clergyman, wrote,

There were many good men who were Union men in the country, but they were powerless to prevent the state of things. They might have done a little better than they did, maybe, if they had tried hard. But let it be written as history that it was not the men who wore the blue and the gray and stood on the firing line in the day of battle who did these cowardly things. No it was whelps from another kennel, who cowardly came out after the killing was over, with the instincts of a hyena to get what they could out of the offal. I will not particularise the fiendish acts that characterized and disgraced the time. Let them go unnamed and be forgotten.¹⁵

At first the people of East Tennessee were disposed to occupy a neutral position, but experience soon demonstrated that this was impossible. Because of the strategic value of the region, it was inevitable that both the North and the South would attempt to occupy it. The Richmond Enquirer called it the "Keystone of the Southern arch." Not only did its passes afford avenues for the armies to pass between the upper and the lower South, but it was also a great storehouse of salt and bacon, scarce and precious necessities of the soldier's life. Its tremendous value, thus, justified almost any measure calculated to secure it.

The attention of statesmen and military men in the North was early directed to East Tennessee. This fact, together with the urgent requests for aid which came from the region, should have brought the Union forces into East Tennessee during the first few weeks of the struggle. The government, however, moved with disastrous slowness. As early as May, 1861, Andrew Johnson and Horace Maynard besieged the President for prompt aid, and in October William Blount Carter wrote to General Thomas that "whoever is the leader of a successful expedition into East Tennessee will receive from these grateful people a crown of glory of which anyone might be well proud."¹⁶ A Southern sympathizer wrote to Jefferson Davis in November that these people "look for the establishment of the Federal authority with as much confidence as the Jews look for the coming of the Messiah, and I feel quite sure when I assert that no event or circumstance can change or modify their hope."¹⁷ Moreover, the President was, from the beginning, impressed with the importance of occupying the region, and in this view he was supported by General Thomas, then operating in Kentucky. Some supplies and arms were sent in June,¹⁸ and in October Lincoln pressed upon the war department the necessity of occupying Cumberland Gap, the outlet from East Tennessee to Virginia and Kentucky. When McClellan became commander-in-chief in November he assigned this task to his personal friend, General Buell, who was unfortunately bent upon striking at the center of the Confederate authority at Nashville. Johnson and Maynard telegraphed him that "our people are oppressed and pursued as beasts of the forest; the government must come to their relief,"¹⁹ but Buell remained inactive, maturing his own plans, and meeting the importunities of Lincoln and McClellan with evasive replies until the Confederate occupation of East Tennessee was complete.²⁰ As a result the Union objective failed, and these faithful people were forced to undergo two years of extreme privation before deliverance came.

¹⁵ Daniel Sullins, Recollections of an Old Man; Seventy Years in Dixie, pp. 195-96.
²⁰ C. R. Hall, op. cit., p. 18. This is the administration view of Buell's conduct. Historians have differed as to the advisability of his plans; some claim that his plan to strike at the enemy's main force was better calculated than that of Lincoln and McClellan. It is certain, however, that the lack of candor in Buell's dispatches put him in bad odor with the administration.
Meanwhile the Confederates had been much more keenly aware of the advantage of possessing the region. Many of the accounts of their brutality and outrages are doubtless exaggerated, but it is certain that they were determined, by fair means or foul, to control the eastern part of the state. In August General Felix K. Zollicoffer was designated to reclaim it for the Confederacy. In an address to the people of East Tennessee he promised moderation and conciliation. "The military authorities," he said, "are not here to offend or injure the people, but to insure peace to their homes, by repelling invasion and preventing the horrors of civil war. Treason to the state government cannot, will not, be tolerated. But perfect freedom of the ballot-box has and will be accorded and no man's rights, property, or privileges shall be disturbed." This policy failed, however, to effect the desired results, and more stringest measures were adopted. Crops were confiscated and sent South, and the Confederate conscription act was put into operation, tearing many Unionists from their homes for unwilling service in the ranks of the enemy.

One of the most important aspects of these stringent measures was the harsh treatment accorded to those persons suspected of bridge-burning. In many respects the burning of the East Tennessee bridges was one of the most hazardous events of the whole war. The execution of this attempt was arranged by the Rev. William Blount Carter, after consultation with Lincoln, Seward, and

---

21 Knoxville Whig, Aug. 10, 1861.
22 Carter was a Presbyterian minister living at Elizabethton. He received from the Federal Government the sum of $20,000 for his activity in arranging the scheme for burning the bridges. The plans were carried into upper East Tennessee by his wife disguised as a mother going to visit a wounded son. William Blount Carter was the brother of General Samuel P. Carter. The latter was a graduate of the United States Naval Academy and was serving in the navy when the war broke out. Upon the urgent request of President Lincoln he resigned from the naval service and took command of the Federal forces in East Tennessee, with the rank of brigadier-general. After the war he reentered the navy and rose to the rank of rear-admiral.
McClellan, and the plan was to burn, on the same night, nine bridges between Stevenson, Alabama, and Bristol, thus rendering useless 265 miles of railway and impeding the transportation of troops and supplies to the battlefields of Northern Virginia. On the appointed night five of the bridges were burned, and, although Carter escaped, five of his associates were hanged under instruction from Judah P. Benjamin, the Confederate secretary of war. 23

The execution of two of these men, Fry and Hensie, was particularly fiendish and brutal. According to the current report they were hanged upon the same limb of an oak tree close by the track of the East Tennessee Railroad, and the trains were ordered to pass by them slowly, so that the passengers could see, kick and strike with canes their dead bodies, from the front and rear platforms of the cars, as they passed. After two days, however, such natural processes developed that the bodies had to be taken down in order that the passengers might pass the spot without offense. The military authorities also directed that many prominent Union men, suspected of various acts, ranging from uttering “Union talk” to bridge-burning, should be imprisoned at Knoxville or sent to Tuscaloosa, Alabama, where they suffered greatly. 24

Brownlow’s Whig was suppressed, and the editor was committed to jail. 25

Becoming restive under this condition of things and hoping for relief from the North, the Unionists began to organize military forces. As early as July Brownlow stated that there were 10,000 of them under arms, 26 and

He is said to have been the only man in the history of the United States to rise to such eminence in both branches of the service.

24 These events are recounted in some detail in Brownlow’s Sketches of the Rise, Progress, and Decline of Secession. See especially pp. 311-12. Other good accounts will be found in Humes, The Loyal Mountaineers of Tennessee, and Temple, East Tennessee and the Civil War.
25 Knoxville Whig, Oct. 24, 1861. Brownlow might have avoided this inconvenience merely by taking the oath of allegiance to the Confederacy but this he refused to do.
by November they had grown bold enough to avow their purpose to resist the authority of the Confederacy. "The Union feeling in this county is intense," wrote T. J. Cannon from Loudon, "and all they want, in my opinion, to induce a general uprising is encouragement from the Lincoln armies. They have a great many arms, and they are actually manufacturing Union flags to receive the refugee Tennesseans when they return." A worse state of feeling never prevailed in East Tennessee than at the present moment," wrote R. G. Fain to Judah P. Benjamin. "The belief that the enemy are about to enter our borders has emboldened them to such an extent that there is no telling what they may do." A Southern sympathizer wrote to Jefferson Davis,

In my passage through East Tennessee I found a much more hostile and embittered feeling toward the Confederate Government than I had supposed to exist. I found the emissaries of the Lincoln Government actively and constantly engaged in exciting hatred and animosity towards our government. I believe the people only await the occasion to revolt against the Confederate Government.

A similar view was expressed in the correspondence of the Union Men. William Blount Carter wrote from Kingston that,

This whole country is in a wretched condition; a perfect despotism reigns here. The Union men of East Tennessee are longing and praying for the hour when they can break their fetters. The loyalty of our people increases with the oppressions they have to bear. Men and women weep for joy when I merely hint to them that the day of our deliverance is at hand.

In Morgan County the same writer found the Union people "firm and unwavering in their devotion to our government, and anxious to have an opportunity to assist in saving it." The Confederates, he found, were continuing "to arrest and imprison our people."

---

* * bid., p. 233.
* * Ibid., pp. 369-70.
* * Ibid., p. 231.
* * Ibid., p. 329.
Many went North to join the Union armies. Camp Dick Robinson in Kentucky offered them a convenient rendezvous, and Dan Ellis, "the great Union guide," piloted hundreds of loyalists across the mountains to this post. 32

Determining to hold the region at all costs the Confederates inaugurated a reign of terror. Vigilance committees prowled over the country, armed to the teeth, arresting men on suspicion of hostility to the new government, and shooting others down. The Unionists then, despairing at length of relief from the North and regarding their houses and lives in danger, formed themselves into secret "bushwhacking" societies, shot Confederates from ambush and destroyed their property. This is turn maddened the Confederates and provoked them to savage retaliation. A civil and guerrilla war was thus begun, the horrors of which almost defy description. The fact that the Confederate armies were composed largely of Tennesseans, who were bitter political enemies of the Unionists and who keenly realized that, in the event of failure, they had to expect the penalty of treason at the hands of vindictive local enemies, tended to intensify their cruelty.

On the other hand, the Unionists, deprived of the stabilizing force and discipline of a regular military organization, were unrestrained in their acts. The Confederates, operating from their center at Knoxville, terrorized the country. In October Robertson Topp wrote that,

More than one hundred persons have been arrested in East Tennessee, without warrants in some cases, marched great distances, and carried into court on no other charge than that they were Union men. In one case an old man named Duggan, a Methodist preacher, was arrested and carried 50 miles on foot—he a large fleshy man—refused the privilege of riding his own horse, and all they had against him was that in February last he prayed for the Union. . . . Arrests are made by W. G. Swan, William

* These exploits were described, in a somewhat exaggerated manner, by Ellis himself in, Thrilling Adventures of Daniel Ellis, the Great Union Guide of East Tennessee.
Churchwell, John Crozier, John Crozier Ramsey, and others. . . . It is said that these men have private griefs and malice to gratify, and that they mean to bring down the avenging arm of the government to satisfy their passions.33

The Union leaders were silenced, and their papers were suppressed. The Confederate press waged an active propaganda, however. The Knoxville Register became the organ of the Confederate government, and a violent campaign was launched against the Unionists through its columns. In December, 1861, the Register stated that,

The time has come when their devotion to the memories of the past must yield to the exigencies of the present. The Union is now finally dissolved; the Federal Government is no longer administered according to the principles of the constitution, and each day's developments reveal more clearly the ultimate designs and fell purposes of the Northern people and government to crush out the most cherished institution and the most sacred rights of the government to satisfy their passions.33

In October of the following year the same paper stated that,

There breathes not a sane man in East Tennessee who will not acknowledge that the tastes of our people have been corrupted; that a radicalism in politics and religion has not been engendered; that feuds have not been created by the violence and acrimony with which politicians and parties have conducted their struggle for the ascendancy in this portion of the state. We have been driven by the force of circumstances to give utterance to feelings embittered by the assaults of a press which once existed in this city, that did more to destroy the harmony of

---

34 Knoxville Register, Dec. 20, 1861.

our people, to sow dissension in churches and among families and friends than any other publication ever issued in our country.35

It never addressed itself to the reason of its readers but to the worst passions of men. It never argued any proposition, but was filled with fiercest denunciations, the most ribald jests, the vilest slanders. It spared neither the living nor the dead. The private character of no one escaped pollution; the very grave-stones of departed statesmen and heroes were lifted up, and shafts of malice and hate were leveled at the reeking corpses of the entombed.36

Thomas W. Humes, who was living in East Tennessee at the time, wrote that,

Words of bitterness and wrath against the "yankees" and against Union men under several opprobrious names were freely used. Alienations of close kinsmen and ruptures of friendly relations were widened and deepened. Other swords there are besides those of steel wielded in civil wars, quite as sharp and effective as they in wounding feelings and cutting through social ties, as are metallic blades in severing limbs and piercing bodies.37

More serious and moderate men, however, lamented and regretted that such a state of affairs should have come to pass. David Deaderick wrote in his diary that,

God is doubtless punishing the whole people North and South for their sins. The nation had forgotten God, had magnified herself against Him. Had prospered as never nation had prospered before, and had never in thankfulness looked to the great source of all these blessings. Had deserted God's sabbaths, and in many ways repudiated his authority, and he has permitted the vile passions of men to rule them, and a cause of quarrel, which could have been, and should have been, adjusted peacefully, has brought on this terrible war.38

The following year, 1862, brought no relief. "Dishonesty increases here," wrote J. G. M. Ramsey to Gov-
ernor Harris. "Smith is in an enemy's country. You and the Richmond government never would believe how much of Lincolnism is spread over all East Tennessee." Under such circumstances the Confederates met with little success in enforcing their conscription act. In April General E. Kirby Smith wrote to the Confederate adjutant-general that,

Every effort made by the state authorities to call out the militia of East Tennessee has proved unavailing. The county officers chosen in the recent state elections are generally open advocates of the Federal Government. The people only await the appearance of a Northern army to range themselves under their banner.

At the same time Smith wrote to Major R. A. Washington, the assistant adjutant at Richmond, advocating the application of martial law in the region. He was firmly of the belief that this measure was an absolute necessity, since,

But six counties in East Tennessee are friendly to us; the others are disloyal; many in open revolt, in which there are organized armed bands that oppress men of Southern principles. In the recent state elections open and avowed supporters of the Federal Government have been elected to almost every office, and they will be installed on Monday next. Under their administration little justice will be meted to loyal citizens.

With the introduction of martial law the Confederates were able to maintain a nominal ascendancy in East Tennessee for a time. In this they were facilitated by the heroic action of the Knoxville Register and by the resentment which the Emancipation Proclamation caused among the slaveholders of the region. When Thomas A. R. Nelson, formerly a strong and avowed Unionist, saw this document he issued an "Address to the People of East Tennessee" in which he affirmed that,

The worst elements of society were aroused, and bad men took occasion to vent their spite on such as they did not like. Old family feuds broke out afresh, and the land was full of murders and robbery. Bands of the worst men seized the opportunity, scoured the country by night, calling quiet old farmers to their doors and shooting them down in cold blood. This caused other bands to unite and retaliate. It was the reign of terror—war at every man's door, neighbor against neighbor. Neither property or life was safe by day or night.

---
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The last link is broken which bound me to the government for which my ancestors fought, and, whatever may be the course of others, I shall feel it my duty to encourage the most persevering and determined resistance against the tyrants and usurpers of the Federal administration who have blasted our hopes and are cruelly seeking to destroy the last vestige of freedom among us.

In February, 1863, the Register, in a spirited editorial, issued a statement of "The Demands of the Crisis," declaring that,

It is time for every one who has the least spark of patriotism in his heart—every one who professes himself a citizen of Tennessee, and every one who would rather be a southern freeman than a bond slave of a yankee taskmaster, to be bestirring himself to see what he can contribute, either in personal services, money, or moral support, for the rescue of Tennessee from the grinding oppression of the foe that seeks her subjugation. Every city, every town, hamlet, and country cross-roads should be ablaze with the fire of indignant patriotism; the air should resound with the notes of the spirit-stirring drum, with the clang of arms, and the shouts of defiance to the invaders.

What this enthusiasm would have resulted in can only be conjectured, for in September, 1863, the Union army under Burnside entered East Tennessee and occupied Knoxville. The situation was now reversed, the status of the Confederates changing from that of occupiers to that of invaders. On the whole, however, conditions were not improved, and in many cases they grew even worse. Daniel Sullins wrote that,

The worst elements of society were aroused, and bad men took occasion to vent their spite on such as they did not like. Old family feuds broke out afresh, and the land was full of murders and robbery. Bands of the worst men seized the opportunity, scoured the country by night, calling quiet old farmers to their doors and shooting them down in cold blood. This caused other bands to unite and retaliate. It was the reign of terror—war at every man's door, neighbor against neighbor. Neither property or life was safe by day or night.

---

\[a\] Letter of J. G. M. Ramsey to Harris, Mar. 18, 1862, in Harris Papers.
\[c\] _Ibid._, p. 390.
Many lawless acts were committed by the Federals on persons and property. There was a determination to retaliate upon the Confederates for the treatment which the Unionists had received at the hands of the former. In his diary David Deaderick described the state of affairs in and around Knoxville in December, 1863.

Citizens were arrested, in many cases Union men, so called, at the instance of a personal enemy or on some frivolous charge and put in prison. The county jail was used, and the house at the northwest corner of Main and Prince Street near the Courthouse. In many cases the prisoners were left ignorant of the charges made against them. Some have lain in jail for weeks or months, who were finally discharged, nothing having been established against them. No redress could be had by the sufferers in such cases or outrages. The property of citizens, both union and secession, has been taken from them by the military and doubtless without authority often. Some of it has been paid for at their own price, but in numerous instances no payment has been made. The plea of military necessity must satisfy the sufferer.45

Many refugee Tennesseans now returned, eager to recoup their lost fortunes and to take vengeance upon their former oppressors. Among these refugees was the implacable Brownlow. In October, 1861, his newspaper had been closed and he committed to prison. After remaining in the Knoxville jail until December, where, according to his journal, he was grossly ill-treated, he wrote to Judah P. Benjamin the Confederate secretary of war, “You are reported to have said to a gentleman in Richmond that I am a bad man, dangerous to the Confederacy, and that you desire me out of it. Just give me my passports, and I will do more for your Confederacy than the devil has ever done—I will quit the country.”46 Benjamin accepted this gratuitous proposal, and Brownlow was shortly afterward sent through the lines to the North. His family was sent after him with little ceremony, and although he made considerable money by lecturing in the North, he was a heavy financial loser in the war.47 Although he was accused of having a desire to profit materially by the success of the Union army and the confiscation of property, there seems to be little evidence to show that he was guilty of this. It is true, however, that, remembering his ill-treatment in the Knoxville jail, he desired revenge upon those who had been active in securing his imprisonment. His wrath was especially directed toward John Crozier Ramsey and the Confederate district attorney, John H. Crozier. Through his instrumentality the latter was committed to the chain gang where he died of ill treatment and humiliation.48

Brownlow re-established his newspaper under the title of the Knoxville Whig and Rebel Ventilator and began anew, and even more fiercely, his attacks upon the Confederate government. The following excerpt from one of his editorials is typical of his style:

> Keep it before the people that it is proper and right for union men to shoot down upon sight, each and all of these murderers [those who had court martialled union men in 1861] and that it is the duty that East Tennessee union men owe to their country, to their God, and to their abused relatives to see that these men, each, anyone of them, or all, die violent deaths, if they shall...

45 David Deaderick, Diary, p. 69. Dec. 30, 1863.
dare to show themselves in East Tennessee during the present century. 49

On another occasion he wrote in his paper,

We endorse all that Lincoln has done, and we find fault with him for not having done more of the same sort. The Federal Government has been too slow and lenient to punish rebels, and to crush out this wicked, abominable, and uncalled for rebellion from its very commencement. The mediation we shall advocate is that of the cannon and the sword, and our motto is—no armistice on land or sea until all the rebels, both front and rear, in arms and in ambush, are subjugated or exterminated. 50

It is a well known fact that Brownlow was an extremist, and due allowance must be made for this fact; but it is also true that many prominent men, ordinarily of less extreme views and sentiments, shared these radical sentiments. This fact is well illustrated in a speech delivered by Nathaniel G. Taylor in Faneuil Hall, Boston, on February 10, 1864. In this speech Taylor said,

East Tennessee has drunk the fierce cup of suffering and nothing seems left to her now but to drain the bitterness to its very dregs. She has sacrificed everything but loyalty and honor; she has suffered everything but dishonor and death; and now destitution and famine, followed by despair and death, are tramping upon the thresholds of her sad homes, are entering their very doors, ready to consummate the sacrifice and to complete the offering. 51

Then speaking of peace, he added,

Can we get peace by quibbling over questions of constitutional law and talking about violated rights, and the rights of traitors, if they will come back into the Union, while they are pointing their daggers at the very heart of our nationality itself? No, sir, . . . There is but one way I know of. Let it gleam upon the bristling points of 1500,000 bayonets; let it blaze upon the glittering steel of 500,000 swords; let it leap from the mouths of 10,000 cannon, and the echo of that thunder will bring peace to every home and house and heart throughout the length and breadth of our ruined country. 52

The economic, social, and intellectual life of East Tennessee suffered greatly during the war. As the contest advanced, shops and mercantile houses were forced to diminish their stocks or close their doors entirely. Prices gradually increased until they became almost prohibitive. Many articles, in frequent or habitual use by the people, could not be had at any price. Coffee increased from fourteen cents to one dollar per pound; salt rose from two and one-half cents to thirty cents; brown sugar from twelve and one-half cents to seventy-five cents. Common calico increased eightfold, and wearing apparel of all kinds rose correspondingly. Gold and silver passed completely out of circulation. Then bank notes gradually disappeared. As the rate of interest and salaries continued on the same level, those who depended for maintenance upon incomes from loans or upon stipends for regular services suffered from this derangement of affairs. Debtors became increasingly anxious to pay their debts, as they could do so in the depreciated paper currency, which a citizen of loyalty to the Confederacy would not refuse or a citizen of loyalty to the Union dared not refuse. 53

The intellectual life of the region was seriously restricted. The newspapers dwindled in size and sometimes did not appear at all. Even after the restoration of the Federal power in 1863 Brownlow was repeatedly forced to suspend publication of the Whig because of a lack of paper and ink. Moreover, any news from outside had to be shorn in its proportions and its color changed to suit the requirements of the political and military censors. The Richmond Examiner appears to have been the chief foreign paper in circulation, and its popu-

49 Knoxville Whig, Apr. 9, 1864.
50 Ibid., Nov. 11, 1863.
51 Edward Everett, Account of the Fund for the Relief of East Tennessee, p. 35. The East Tennessee Relief Association was organized in Boston, and thousands of dollars were spent by it in alleviating the sufferings of the Unionists in East Tennessee.
52 Ibid., p. 35.
53 Thomas W. Humes, op. cit., pp. 176-77.
larity was enhanced by its occasional criticisms of the Davis administration. Even its dimensions were reduced to one-half sheet of very inferior paper. If, by any chance, a few newspapers were smuggled in from the North and came into the hands of a Unionist citizen they were regarded as worth their weight in gold. Their contents were eagerly devoured, and they were then passed covertly to other Unionists; and so they would continue their rounds. Current literature, periodicals, and new books found almost no access to the region. The only books which had circulation were Bulwer’s *A Strange Story* and a translation of Victor Hugo’s *Les Miserables*. These had been reprinted at Richmond and were remarkably inferior in their mechanical execution. The paper upon which they were printed vied in poverty and unhappiness. The covering was of wall-paper with very large figures, the mutilation of which, in adapting the binding to its use, added to the grotesque appearance of the book.54

In the great majority of cases friendly social intercourse between people of hostile opinions ceased. In some instances, however, citizens of Unionist sympathies who had influence with the military authorities performed services for their Confederate friends and neighbors. This, it seems, was not always a labor of love, however, for instances are said to have occurred where a charge of ten dollars was made for introductions to General Carter.55

In Knoxville, especially, there was a great scarcity of food, both for men and live stock. A number of horses and mules left in an open field ate the manes and tails of each other, and it was reported one night, facetiously of course, that “the mules had eaten the fifth wheel of a caisson.” Fuel was exceedingly scarce, and fences and buildings were frequently requisitioned to supply this need.56

---


These conditions were somewhat relieved after the entrance of Burnside in 1863. In 1864 Brownlow spoke of the disappointment of the green flies: “who are returning this year under the apprehension that the rebels are still holding the country.”57

That the Unionists were keenly alive to the hardships which they had suffered, but which they had endured for the sake of the Union, is shown in a memorial which they sent to congress in 1864,

Their arms and ammunition were seized, before they could organize, by the rebel soldiers; and though the government, which owed them protection, did not protect them, yet their hearts clung to the government and they prayed for the union. Five thousand of their men have seen the inside walls of rebel prisons, and hundreds of them, covered with filth, devoured with vermin, famished with hunger, have died martyrs to their country there. Their property has been seized, confiscated; their houses pillaged; their stock driven off; their grain consumed; their substance wasted; their fences burned; their fields laid waste; their farms destroyed by friends as well as foes. The Rebels robbed them; the Federals devoured them; for they had short supplies, and our women broke their last biscuit, and gave them the biggest half, out of the mouths of hungry children. They gave up the last horse, mule, cow, sheep, hog, everything they had to the soldiers that neded them, because they were union soldiers, or were plundered out of them by the enemy. Their young men have been hunted like wild beasts, by soldiers, by Indians, sometimes by blood hounds, and when caught, tied two-and-two to long ropes, and driven before cavalry—thin-clad, barefooted, and bleeding—over frozen roads and icy creeks and rivers. Some have been beaten with ropes, with straps, and with clubs. Some have been butchered, others shot down in their own homes or yards—in the highroad, or the fields, or in the forests; others still have been hung up by the neck to the limbs of trees, without judge or jury. I have heard of no single neighborhood within the bounds of East Tennessee, whose green sod has not drunk the blood of citizens murdered.58

---

*Knoxville Whig,* Apr. 30, 1864.  
*Edward Everett,* op. cit., pp. 6-7.  
Memorial of N. G. Taylor to Congress.
These conditions, although they may have been slightly exaggerated by some of the writers who have been quoted, did exist, and they form the background of reconstruction in Tennessee.

CHAPTER IV

THE INAUGURATION OF THE BROWNLOW ADMINISTRATION

Attention has already been called to the intrepid and eccentric character of the governor-elect. A more detailed description of this singular person will be instructive, for it was his character and personality that dominated the history of Tennessee during the entire reconstruction period. William Gannaway Brownlow was born in Wythe County, Virginia, on August 29, 1805. Left an orphan at an early age he was bound out to serve an apprenticeship at the trade of house-carpenter. During the period of this apprenticeship the value of industry and the dignity of labor were so thoroughly impressed upon him that he never forgot them. Years later he wrote, "Though a Southern man in feeling and principles, I do not think it degrading to a man to labor, as do most Southern disunionists. Whether East or West, North or South, I recognize the dignity of labor and look forward to a day, not very far distant, when educated labor will be the salvation of this vast country."  

His education was somewhat imperfect and irregular, even in the subjects taught in the common schools of the country, but it was sufficient to admit him to the Methodist travelling ministry. Upon the completion of his apprenticeship, having removed to Tennessee in the meantime, he left the carpenter's trade and entered the ministry. Here he remained for about ten years, and during the time availed himself of his position to study and improve his limited education. This study, however, was confined entirely to the English branches of knowl-

1 William G. Brownlow, Sketches of the Rise, Progress, and Decline of Secession, p. 17.
"The evening brings all home," the last ringleted girl had finished off the ballad on a hopeful note—she would have given her ears for a praising word from Miss Duff—and now night and quiet had come to the house. Regular as the curtain of nightfall was Susan Duff's routine in closing away her teaching day. The hour of lesson noted into the account book she kept handy atop the piano, then the resounding doors of the music parlor were slid shut. A stop in the hallway bath, face freshened with a rinse of cold water; her chestnut hair shaken down. Onward to a quick stovetop supper, which Susan devastated as if making up for her late father's famous habit of three-mile graces. Now she could ascend.
As fixed as a star, the telltale glow of her gable window appeared over Helena with the first of dusk and burned on past respectable bedtime. The hours beyond dark she counted as her own, free and clear of beginner lessons and quavery approximations of "The Little Brown Church in the Vale." The room was expansive—it had been the loft quarters for a married pair of servants—and Susan used it like a cottage within the larger house. You might think a woman of her time, unmarried by choice, found little to do. Not Susan. Letters to former students. (Tonight's to 00, who had lost out on the role of 00) Still secretary of the Montana chapter of the Susan B. Anthony League. She was determinedly attempting the novels of D.H. Lawrence. The time went. Now it was nearing midnight, she had just begun to salt away another day between diary covers, when she heard the turn of a key in the front door and then the rhythm of him coming up the stairs to her for the first time in four years.
Dear Liz--

Been a bit delayed with this book proposal--second knee surgery, an IRS audit, projects on this new house; hey, the time just goes when you’re having fun--but here it is for you to take a look at.

When we pondered an earlier version of this before I decided to do MOUNTAIN TIME first, I believe you rightly had some concerns about the racial component in this story idea; white guy writer trying to make something of African-American turf, the inviolate Harlem Renaissance. I still don’t expect to get off Scot-free for trying my hand in that territory, but I think emphasizing a couple of angles of character may help with that problem. First, Monty Rathbun will be very much a small-town Westerner despite the darkness of his skin; Montana-born and -accented, as was his real-life counterpart, Taylor Gordon. I have copies of Taylor Gordon’s letters and a book he wrote about his experience of entering 1920’s Harlem from the West, and can draw from those to create an appropriate voice and viewpoint. Secondly, Susan Duff will be the primary lens of the story, the Scotch-born sensibility who will play much of the role in this book that Angus McCaskill did in DANCING AT THE RASCAL FAIR. (Susan is, in effect, Angus’s protege from that one-room school on the South Fork of English Creek; the country there, and the feel of RASCAL FAIR, will very much be part of this book.) Lastly, I believe I see how to end this book without cataclysm or tragedy, but with a sort of musical elegy, a bit along the lines of that last scene in Joyce’s “The Dead,” lingering and wafting the time ahead at the same time.

So, let me know what you think, stuff I should and shouldn’t do. I can of course reshape or expand this proposal if necessary before you approach Susan and Nan; all I’ve told Nan about this idea is that it would go back toward RASCAL FAIR territory. Over to you.

all best,
The topic was “Blasphemy: What You Can’t Say Today in America.” The setting was a panel sponsored by the writers’ organization P.E.N., and blasphemy was being quite broadly defined as irreverent or insulting treatment of anything held sacred. But we are such a disparate, segmented society that there is no such thing as one standard.

One group’s blasphemy is another’s piety. Trouble comes when you offend someone with the legal, financial or cultural power to censor and ostracize you.

American writers have come up against the power of the law, but what they usually run into is the power of the dollar or the powers that make and break reputations. And all writers worth reading come up against the power of their private censors.

The panel took place at New York University last month. The moderator was a law professor interested in the legal boundaries of censorship. But the panelists (three writers, a filmmaker and a theologian) were more suited to talk about what happens when one is left alone with the constraints the psyche imposes on the imagination, and with anxieties about how one’s audience will respond.

The Rev. Peter Gomes, a minister at Harvard University, relished displaying his admiration for George III and his conviction that the basic tenets of the Declaration of Independence were, in fact, untenable. The author Cynthia Ozick was extremely nervous, she said, given her respect for public civility and the presence of Mr. Gomes, about declaring that the moral progress embodied by the story of Abraham and Isaac had been eradicated when Christianity returned human sacrifice to the center of religion with the story of the Crucifixion. (Mr. Gomes did not respond.)

Francine Prose, the writer, observed that often one can write and publish what one wants, only to have it ignored or misread by critics and those who depend on critics. Call it censorship via benign or malignant neglect.

Which brought to mind my favorite example of the malign sort, found in a newspaper review of “The Awakening,” Kate Chopin’s 1899 novel of female lust and infidelity. Faced with those distasteful subjects, the critic simply pulled back and announced, in a perfect union of arrogance and ignorance: “A fact which we have all agreed not to acknowledge is as good as no fact at all.”

This, in turn, got me thinking about what critics don’t say or, more precisely, feel they can’t say, what facts and feelings they do not acknowledge when — when — write.

For instance: I saw a shelf full of “Beloved” videos at my local Blockbuster the other day, and flashed back to my own review, which had been enthusiastic, even impassioned, and quite naive about the cultural detritus that surrounded the whole enterprise.

“Beloved” was a box-office failure when it opened last October despite a media extravaganza that included cover stories in Time and Vogue and virtually free advertising on Oprah Winfrey’s television show. Ms. Winfrey even offered audiences the chance to dine with her and the other stars if they bought tickets during opening week and wrote essays about the film.

All of this was offset a scant week after the opening by a blitz of doomsday reporting. Look how badly it did in that crucial opening weekend compared with “Bride of Chucky”!

Hollywood producers and directors, some of whom didn’t want their names used, issued gloomy assessments about what a tough sell serious black films would be in the future. It looks pretty grim, they said, as if they weren’t exactly the ones with the power to make it look otherwise.

Leaving mogul hypocrisy behind, it’s clear that Ms. Winfrey made a mistake by starring in the film as well as producing it. She tied it too closely to her own audience appeal. If you were tiring of her show’s incessant focus on self-help and spiritual development, for example, you were that much more likely to nix her movie.

It’s very tricky to filter a movie about the horrors of history through a triumphantly successful celebrity power broker. And it gets even trickier if that celebrity is black and the film is about slavery.

Whenever I write a column about some cultural wrong or double-dealing that harms blacks, I get letters insisting that Ms. Winfrey’s success proves me wrong. On top of that, we all know (yes we do) that women with great power must deploy great tact.

Surely some of those same moguls who so quickly branded the film a loser (making it instantly less appealing to undecided viewers) had been longing to tell Miss Producer and Star to stick to her television show, her cable network for women and occasional appearances in other people’s movies.

And now for the audiences that stayed away, both white and black. Many whites stayed away, some said, because they are still in a state of denial about our troubled racial past. Absolutely. There are also whites who don’t live near blacks, who don’t generally visit big cities, and can limit their media access to blacks. They probably didn’t go because they aren’t interested in our troubled racial past unless it gets in the way of their present or future. Call them the “suppose we had a national conversation on race and nobody came?” crowd. (More white characters might have brought in more white viewers, but “Beloved” just doesn’t have many.)

So what about the black audiences who, in the end, would have made the difference? They didn’t turn out either. Was this another form of denial? Shame instead of guilt?

Plenty resent the fact that movieland blacks are usually confined to shootouts or slave ships. So they punished “Beloved” as they had punished “Amistad.” (Why do I say “they”? Because I think blacks, a k a “we,” should have turned out in droves for both; they were strong movies.) Slavery just isn’t image-enhancing enough. At the N.A.A.C.P. Image Awards this year, Ms. Winfrey was firmly rebuked when top honors went to those frolicsome soul sisters who showed us how Stella got her groove back.

We are always affected by what we happen to be feeling about a group when it becomes the subject of a movie. These feelings don’t have to be violent or constant, they just have to shoot in and out of our thoughts and conversation. It is no leap of the imagination to hear some whites saying: “‘Beloved? I am so tired of hearing about black wrongs and white guilt. Slavery was terrible. Let’s worry about crime and affirmative action now. Anyway, I’m sure it’s going to be very P.C. No, I haven’t read the book. But do you think Toni Morrison really deserved the Nobel Prize?”

And now for a little black dialogue. “Fine, call it the rage of the black middle class. I do not want to see any more black people in rags talking ebonics. Whites always go out of their way not to show people like us in movies. We’re the real threat — they can’t patronize us. As far as I’m concerned, ‘Beloved’ is just another minstrel show.”

I didn’t write any of this while the movie was still in circulation. I did hear people talking. No, let me be more precise. I heard plenty of black people talking in the ways reported here. The kinds of white responses cited were passed on to me by friendly white informants.

If I had hoped my intellectual approach might counter some of these reactions I was wrong. More to the point, I disliked the thought of getting mail or calls from whites telling me I was defensive and presumptuous about their reactions, and from blacks telling me that, besides airing private talk in public, I had mocked and trivialized their criticism.

Sometimes, writing about race can make you feel you are about to choke on disdain and despair. And turning those feelings into lucid prose? Well, it’s always tricky, especially if you pride yourself overmuch on your good manners. In this case, the result was a courteous and utterly useless silence.
The face of Aleksandr Pushkin is everywhere in Moscow: on billboards, on vodka bottles and in these flowers planted by municipal workers.

**ARTS ABROAD**

**No One Doesn't Like Aleksandr Sergeyevich**

There's Poetic Justice in Russians’ Rush to Celebrate Pushkin’s Bicentenary

By CELESTINE BOHLEN

Not all of me is dust. Within my song, safe from the worm, my spirit will survive.

MOSCOW, June 1 — With days to go before the 200th anniversary of the birth of Russia’s greatest and most beloved poet, it is a wonder that Russians are not sick of Aleksandr Pushkin.

Take Moscow, the city of his birth. Every other billboard carries a picture of his puckish face or sloping profile, accompanied by his verse. Theaters and concert halls are running back-to-back productions either of his works or of reworked interpretations of his life. A national television program has been marking off the days until the birth date itself, on Sunday. Newspapers and magazines delve daily into his importance for Russia, its literature, its culture, its troubled soul.

But if there is one thing that Russians never tire of it is Pushkin, no matter how often his image has been used and abused: by a czarist regime that glorified him as a loyal son of imperial Russia, by a Stalinist system that cast him as an atheist and rebel, and now by a crass commercialization that shamelessly puts his name on everything from chocolates to vodka.

There are some who fear that all this idolatry could kill Russia’s love for Pushkin, just as Boris Pasternak once wrote that Vladimir Mayakovsky, the bard of the Russian Revolution, died a second death when Stalin issued a decree declaring him Russia’s best poet.

Certainly overkill is a danger. “It always seems to us that by accepting Aleksandr Sergeyevich into our company, we are bestowing honor upon him, but my God, how vulgar all this makes him,” wrote the literary critic Stanislav Rassadin in a recent article, “Our Privatization of Pushkin.”

But Pushkin is too much part of the national psyche to risk displacement or debasement. By age 7 most Russian children already know at least one of his poems by heart, not just because his verse is part of the national curriculum but because it is so accessible, so clear and so human that it slips effortlessly into memory, like a child’s prayer.

“Love for Pushkin — not so easy for foreigners — is a genuine sign of a person who is a bearer of Russian culture,” Lydia Ginzburg, a Russian philologist, wrote recently. “Any other Russian writer may be loved or not — it is a matter of taste. But Pushkin, as a phenomenon, is a must for us. Pushkin is the backbone of Russian culture.”

Continued on Page B2
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ARTS ABROAD

A Recurring Theme In Russian History

Striped of its old-world romance — the balls, the country estates, the gambling and that old Russian stand-by aristocratic ennui — the story of Pushkin is one that has recurred again and again in Russian history. The poet loved by the people (or at least those who love poetry), feared by the authorities, is officially adopt­ed after death as a secular saint. In a story line that picks up again with his beautiful, careless wife, then a ball, then a country estate, then the decree of his exile during his lifetime, Pushkin is one that has recurred again and again in Russian history.

The year Stalin's great terror began, 1937, was an ominous one for Russia and for its intelligentsia, whose members were killed, exiled and sent to labor camps by the hundreds of thousands. It was also the year that the Communist authorities, with perverse timing, laid claim to Pushkin by marking the 100th anniversary of his death with a gala ceremony and with celebrations at his family estate in the Pushkin region. It was also the year of "My Pushkin," the title of a poem by Marina Tsvetaeva but also a way of signifying the many varied and deeply personal interpretations of the man and his works, kept safe from the state's crude group.

All this is enough to explain the extraordinary flood of Pushkiniana that continues to pour through Russian publishing houses into libraries and bookstores. Hundreds, maybe even thousands, of books by and about Pushkin have been readied for this year's anniversary.

Among them is "Pushkin's Hidden Love," a collection of scholarly guesses about the identity of the woman, known in Pushkin's notes only as "N.N." believed to have been his one true and secret love. Also new is yet another piece of historical detective work about the origins of the fateful duel with the man all Russians are brought up to hate, the arrogant Frenchman Georges d'Armelle, who never expressed regret for firing the fatal shot.

It is a Russian tradition to celebrate jubilees by neat historical symmetry, this year also bringing the 100th anniversary of the birth of Vladimir Nabokov, a Russian-born writer whose works were banned in his homeland during his lifetime. By Tradition, A Last-Minute Rush

But for all the advance warning, the celebrations of the Pushkin bicentenary have the feel of a last-minute rush job, another Russian tradition. Only in the last few weeks did work pick up for the restoration of the lovely Church of the Ascension in Moscow, where Pushkin married Natalya Goncharova in 1831. With the city's gala celebrations just days away, the churchyard is still full of building materials.

At Pushkinskiye Gory, the town in Pushkin's estate in the Pskov region where Pushkin lived alone and in exile from 1824 to 1826 and lies buried at the Svyatogorsky monastery, the authorities are bracing for hundreds of thousands of visitors during the official ceremonies. Both President Boris N. Yeltsin and Alexey II, the Patriarch of the Russian Orthodox Church, are expected.

In the 1980's the flow of visitors to the "Pushkin Places," a trio of charming and surprisingly modest wooden houses typical of the early-19th-century Russian gentry, peaked at 400,000 a year. (There is Mikhailovsky, where Pushkin lived; Tri­ gorovskoye, the home of his friends and neighbors, the Ospov-Wulfs, and Petrovskoye, built by the son ofHamali­ bal, Pushkin's maternal great-grandfather, the Ethiopian prince who was adopted and brought to Russia by Peter the Great.) Since the collapse of the Communist system, which had organized tourism, the numbers have plunged to about 100,000 a year.

The struggle to preserve the Pushkin legacy while making it appealing to a more worldly Russian tourist is a challenge that the directors of the Pushkin sites share with the country as a whole.

Of the $3 million allocated this year for the restoration of the various estates, one-quarter had to be spent fixing up a museum built in the center of town to handle the overflow of Pushkin pilgrims. It looks more like a North Korean mausoleum than a shrine and yet, Pushkin was a 19th-century Russian poet, and seven years after its completion it is already falling apart.

The rest of the money has gone toward restoring the three estates (one of them is still closed) and their surrounding parks to a pristine state that elicits a shudder from Pushkin purists.

"The park was never so tidy as it is now," said Mr. Fomichev. "They cleared away everything. It looks good. But so many trees have been cut down." The Pushkinskiye Gory museum-park's director, Georgi Vasilievich Osipov-Weinberg, stands his ground, noting that the buildings have been destroyed and rebuilt several times since Pushkin's time, during the revolution and again during World War II. That anything was preserved at all, he said, is due only to Russia's reverence for its dead poets.

"After the revolution the estates of the Russian gentry were of no interest to anyone, and many were destroyed," he said. "It was only because of names like Pushkin, Tolstoy, Chekhov and Turgenev that that part of our history was saved for us."

"CHARGED WITH DESIRE!" A GRANDIOSE ROMANTIC FILM ABOUT THE POWER OF LOVE.

Joan Collins, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

besieged

a bernardo bertolucci film

NOW PLAYING IN NEW YORK AND LOS ANGELES!

www.film.com/besieged

CELEBRATE LIFE, LOVE & LAUGHTER.

THE MORE YOU LOOK, THE MORE YOU'LL FIND.

you haven't looked at
Enoehs
Susan & Archie have an affair in Europe; she's certainly gone to
Samuel's grave; they go on to Persia.
They continue affair to Hellman; he is blackmailed out of govern-:
ance by a fella who's had him tailed, from Mont. Club to S.'s.
- A lifts his glass eye w/ his pipe or a pencil
- has a blind side

- make Archie a Williamson?
  70, T.T. - Warren Woman
  - A. has to serve as Sam's bussman & soldier, both.
  - S. interrogates him a few business deals or deals, how he squared
    it w/ Prague politics.
  - A. won't run for Gov. & Dixon for Senate, until blackmail

S: "I thought you had sworn off me."
     (How so) - good? - well? - (archie name)

Archie: revenge? - do good? - Does he know?
Susan, who she came into my pps.

Archie & - send lv to his wife, to "make up" to S. giving up M.

I upheld to making them an incoherent sort of character.
"The evening brings all home," the last ringleted girl had sung on a hopeful note. She would have given her ears for a praising word from Miss Duff—and now night and quiet had come to the house. The routine of Susan Duff

Regular as the curtain of nightfall was Susan Duff's routine. The OO doors of the music parlor were slid shut. (food) which Susan picked at impatiently.

She was determinedly trying to remain secretary of the league... letters to former students... a woman, single by choice, a woman who

... Attempts in closing of parents' day... a quick supper... a quick devotional... grace... her late father's service book...
Susan, God's gift to gossips
the musically inclined,
Of all the things said of Susan Duff, the truest was that she was liberal w/...
The woman from Scotch Heaven was...

The woman of this was liberal...

where the last curlew of evening was curfew,
An accumulation of nocturnes was not the life she had set out to lead, but with a voice built on a thousand hymns and an outlook to match, she was not overly surprised.

A nocturnal side...

but with a voice built on a thousand hymns and

In her 00 voice, built on a thousand hymns and

Now that she no longer dined friends frequently, and the voice built on a thousand hymns

She would have taken exception to being described as nocturnal as the description that she was the moon,

Teacher that she was, she had learned

As fixed as a star, the glow of her window in the turret room appeared at dusk and burned on until no certain hour time.

Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of the party. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog's back.
Fireflies at the Parthenon lead and synopsis:

Susan Duff, God's gift to the musically inclined, was liberal with the night. As fixed as a star, the telltale glow of her gable window appeared over Helena with the first of dusk and burned on past respectable bedtime. The hours beyond dark she counted as her own, free and clear of beginner lessons and quavery approximations of "The Little Brown Church in the Vale." Now it was nearing midnight, she had just begun to salt away another day between diary covers, when she heard the turn of a key in the front door and then the rhythm of him coming up the stairs to her for the first time in four years.

He is Wesley Williamson, the business and political scion of a cattle-empire family. Wes—"incurably married," in Susan's phrase for him—was forced out of a governor's race, and his public career ended, by foes within his own party who uncovered his affair with Susan. This night in the mid-1920s, he says he has a singing pupil for her, whose tutelage he will pay. Susan studies Wes, the window behind him framing the state capitol dome and his limousine with his black chauffeur, Monty, waiting outside in the flurry of the winter's first snowfall, and she skeptically asks who in this world means that much to him. He looks stunned at her question, obviously not having thought of it that way, but he half turns toward the scene outside and tells her: "Monty."
Fireflies at the Parthenon lead and synopsis:

Susan Duff, God’s gift to those who had a voice, was liberal with the night. As fixed as a star, the telltale glow of her gable window appeared over Helena with the first of dusk and burned on past respectable bedtime. The hours beyond dark she counted as her own, free and clear of beginner lessons and quavery approximations of “The Little Brown Church in the Vale.” Now it was nearing midnight, she had just begun to salt away another day between diary covers, when she heard the turn of a key in the front door and then the rhythm of him coming up the stairs to her for the first time in four years.

He is Wesley Williamson, the business and political scion of a cattle-empire family. Wes—“incurably married,” in Susan’s phrase for him—was forced out of a governor’s race, and his public career ended, by foes within his own party who knew of his affair with Susan. This night in the 1920s, he says he has a singing pupil for her, whose tutelage he will pay. Susan studies Wes, the window behind him framing the state capitol dome and his limousine with his black chauffeur, Monty, waiting outside in the flurry of the winter’s first snowfall, and she skeptically asks who in this world means that much to him. He looks stunned at her question, obviously not having thought of it that way, but he half turns toward the scene outside and tells her: “Monty.”
**Fireflies at the Parthenon** lead and synopsis:

Susan Duff was liberal with the night. As fixed as a star, the telltale glow of her gable window appeared over Helena with the first of dusk and burned on past respectable bedtime. The hours beyond dark she counted as her own, free and clear of beginner lessons and quavery approximations of “The Little Brown Church in the Vale.” Now it was nearing midnight, she had just begun to salt away another day between diary covers, when she heard the turn of a key in the front door and then the rhythm of him coming up the stairs to her for the first time in four years.

He is Wesley Williamson, the business and political scion of a cattle-empire family. Wes—“incurably married,” in Susan’s phrase for him—was forced out of a governor’s race, and his public career ended, by foes within his own party who knew of his affair with Susan. This night in the 1920s, he says he has a singing pupil for her, whose tutelage he will pay. Susan studies Wes, the window behind him framing the state capitol dome and his limousine with his black chauffeur, Monty, waiting outside in the flurry of the winter’s first snowfall, and she skeptically asks who in this world means that much to him. He lookes stunned at her question, obviously not having thought of it that way, but he half turns toward the scene outside and tells her: “Monty.”
Fireflies at the Parthenon lead and synopsis:

By day she kept her hours as furled as a suffragette’s umbrella, but Susan Duff was liberal with the night. As fixed as a star, the telltale glow of her gable window appeared over Helena with the first of dusk and burned on past respectable bedtime. The hours beyond dark she counted as her own, free and clear of beginner lessons and quavery approximations of “The Little Brown Church in the Vale.” Now it was nearing midnight, she had just begun to salt away another day between diary covers, when she heard the turn of a key in the front door and then the rhythm of him coming up the stairs to her for the first time in four years.

He is Wesley Williamson, the business and political scion of a cattle-empire family. Wes—"incurably married," in Susan’s phrase for him—was forced out of a governor’s race, and his public career ended, by foes within his own party who knew of his affair with Susan. This night in the 1920s, he says he has a singing pupil for her, whose tutelage he will pay. Susan studies Wes, the window behind him framing the state capitol dome and his limousine with his black chauffeur, Monty, waiting outside in the flurry of the winter’s first snowfall, and she skeptically asks who in this world means that much to him. He lookes stunned at her question, obviously not having thought of it that way, but he half turns toward the scene outside and tells her: “Monty.”
Fireflies at the Parthenon lead and synopsis:

The music mistress was liberal with the night. As fixed as a star, the telltale glow of her gable window appeared over Helena with the first of dusk and burned on past respectable bedtime. The hours beyond dark Susan Duff counted as her own, free and clear of beginner lessons and quavery approximations of "Flow Gently, Sweet Afton." Now it was nearing midnight, she had just begun to salt away another day between diary covers, when she heard the turn of a key in the front door and then the rhythm of him coming up the stairs to her for the first time in four years.

He is Wesley Williamson, the business and political scion of a cattle-empire family. Wes—"incurably married," in Susan’s phrase for him—was forced out of a governor’s race, and his public career ended, by foes within his own party who knew of his affair with Susan. This night in the mid-1920s, he says he has a singing pupil for her, whose tutelage he will pay. Susan studies Wes, the window behind him framing the state capitol dome and his limousine with his black chauffeur, Monty, waiting outside in the flurry of the winter’s first snowfall, and she skeptically asks who in this world means that much to him. He lookes stunned at her question, obviously not having thought of it that way, but he half turns toward the scene outside and tells her: "Monty."

Catch a firefly, crimp it under the ring on your finger, and you wear a live, pulsing jewel until its glow gradually extinguishes. The flare of involvement that Wes sets off here, in Susan’s domain of night, lights the saga of these three characters all the way from Montana’s ins-and-outs of striving and power to New York and the Harlem Renaissance. Monty, fully named Montgomery Rathbun, is distantly known to Susan from their growing-up years in the Two Medicine country—he is the descendant of a “buffalo soldier,” the black troopers sent west to fight Indians—and yet an enforced stranger because of the racial divide. When she realizes he possesses a singing voice of rare splendor, untrained but vibrantly born of spirituals, Susan joins Wes’s Pygmalion-like project to launch Monty on a performing career. And so, from the political corridors and attained drawing rooms of
Fireflies at the Parthenon lead and synopsis:

Susan Duff was liberal with the night. As fixed as a star, the glow of her gable window appeared with the first of dusk and burned on past respectable bedtime. The hours beyond dark she counted as her own, free and clear of beginner lessons and tremulous approximations to music. Now it was nearing midnight, she had just begun to salt away another day between diary covers, when she heard the turn of a key in the front door and then the rhythm of him coming up the stairs to her for the first time in four years.

He is Wesley Williamson, the business and political scion of a cattle-empire family. Wes—"incurably married," in Susan's phrase for him—was forced out of a governor's race, and his public career ended, by foes within his own party who knew of his affair with Susan. This night in the mid-1920s, he says he has a singing pupil for her, whose tutelage he will pay. Susan studies Wes, the window behind him framing the state capitol dome and his limousine with his black chauffeur, Monty, waiting outside in the flurry of the winter's first snowfall, and she skeptically asks who in this world means that much to him. He looks stunned at her question, obviously not having thought of it that way, but he half turns toward the scene outside and tells her: "Monty."

Catch a firefly, crimp it under the ring on your finger, and you wear a live, pulsing jewel until its glow gradually extinguishes. The flare of involvement that Wes sets off here, in Susan's domain of night, lights the saga of these three characters all the way from Montana's ins-and-outs of striving and power to New York and the Harlem Renaissance. Monty, fully named Montgomery Rathbun, is known to Susan from their growing-up years in the Two Medicine country—he is the descendant of a "buffalo soldier," the black troopers sent west to fight Indians—and yet an enforced stranger because of the racial divide. When she realizes he possesses a singing voice of rare splendor, untrained but vibrantly born of spirituals, Susan joins Wes's Pygmalion-like project to launch Monty on a performing career. And so, from the political corridors and attained drawing rooms of
Helena, by way of a harrowing scene of a snowed-in train on Wes’s branch-line railroad in the Two Medicine country, the three go east to try to affix Monty’s star in the musical firmament. Their crossed fates, as Susan and Monty must cope with their growing attraction to each other across the era’s dangerous barrier of color, as the motives of Wes unsettle everyone including himself, will make a deeply longitudinal novel, into everlasting questions of allegiance, the hold of the past, and the costs of love and career.

As with This House of Sky, this is a story whose shoulder I have peered over for most of my life. Monty’s real-life counterpart, Taylor Gordon, was the only black man in my Montana hometown and his singing voice did carry him to Harlem, and for that matter Carnegie Hall, briefly in the 1920s. I tape-recorded his memories of those times not long before he died, familyless, in 1971, and his papers and other Harlem Renaissance archival holdings are rich with detail. The baronial West, the Wesley Williamson’s of the world, I see as a haunting counterpoint to a life such as Monty/Taylor’s, endowed with simply talent. As for Susan Duff, who will be the central voice and distinctive sensibility of this novel, she first came into my pages as a bossy indomitable schoolgirl with a golden voice of her own in Dancing at the Rascal Fair and has demanded her own book ever since. I look forward to making this trio into the central cast of characters of Fireflies at the Parthenon.
--note to myself: Liz in this phone conversation was obviously a little leery of the Harlem/racial element, i.e. whether it's too far afield from my previous work, and while she didn't say so, maybe doubts whether I can bring it off.
A Man Without Luck

Fortune's judgment: Virgil tells Dante that it lies hidden in the grass like a snake. Its permutations are swift and know no truce, so numerous are those who must be made and unmade for one tribe to prosper while another languishes. Virgil is expounding on the punishment the highest wisdom mete out to misers and spendthrifts, but he might as well be speaking about the rise and fall of literary reputations. Within one generation, celebrity and commercial success are often seen to repose on small affections. Within one generation, celebrity and commercial success are often seen to repose on small affections. Thus the work of an Eugene Thackeray or William Dean Howells, deprives them of readers. Conversely, just such a change may bring Trollope back into fashion and cause forgotten novels and new biographies to be published posthaste, as though news of Tolstoy's dictum — that this was among the greatest of English novelists — had just been received by the general public. Sometimes an entire genre (19th-century epic poetry) goes into eclipse while another is rediscovered (English metaphysical poetry) or a work later recognized as a masterpiece so offends the current critical canon that for a time it stops an author's career dead in its tracks. Such was the effect of "Moby-Dick" on Melville.

But individualized rotten luck, more like the bite of a snake in the grass than a majestic revolution of the wheel of fortune, also preys on writers: tuberculosis or insanity; drug or alcohol addiction. There may be ostracism, or worse, on account of political views or activities that may be extraneous to the work or central, may be noble or despicable. The list of notable victims and their afflictions is endless. Occasionally, tragicomic elements intrude, like the seizure of the first printing of Nathanael West's "Miss Lonelyhearts" by creditors of his publisher, precisely at the moment of peak demand stimulated by a series of rave reviews.

The occasion for these ruminations is the case of Pierre Jean Jouve (1887-1976), a French writer of immense talent. Although his fiction is as good as the best of André Gide, Françoise Mauriac or André Malraux, Jouve's reputation is undeservedly amic in comparison with theirs, or with the reputations of many lesser French writers. Are the asperities of his characters and his truculence at fault? This is undoubtedly the case. But, in addition, he had no luck: his success stumbled over his own curious misjudgment about the part of his work that deserved the most attention.

Jouve believed that he was first and foremost a poet. His literary entourage and the French critics agreed; Jouve's name may even be heard in Harold Bloom's roll call of this sector of the canon. Jouve stopped writing prose fiction in 1935, when he was only 48 (except for a unique genre in which he excelled, short prose pieces midway between prose poems and minimalist short stories), while his last volume of poetry was published in 1965, when he was 78. But Jouve's novels, novellas and prose pieces are more original and more exciting than his poems, and stand on a higher rung on the ladder of genius. Had Fortune chosen him, she would have focused attention on them, and Jouve's output of poetry was excessive. Even if one doesn't count his version of "Paradise Lost," the pre-1925 poetry (which he later disowned) or his verse translations of "Vagadu," "Hécate" and "Le Monde Désert." Is it Quixotic to try to interest American readers in Jouve and his work? Probably, in spite of the exciting news that these translations are available or forthcoming. Nevertheless, I am convinced that Jouve's modernity — the extraordinary wit, speed, purposeful freedom and hard edge bordering on cruelty — of his fiction — would appeal tremendously to contemporary readers and possibly set off important esthetic reverberations.

Although Jouve's life and milieu were fascinating (among his friends were Rainer Maria Rilke, Max Jacob, Stefan Zweig and the painter Balthus), there is no biography of Jouve, and I am not aware that any is planned. However, in 1954 Jouve published "En Miroir, Journal Sous Date," a short, pitiless autobiographical text analyzing his life in relation to his own work. Jouve admitted, "The devil's urging was, as usual, pernicious."

Paradoxically, Jouve's initial success came early. He published a novel and a book of poems in 1911, when he was only 24. In 1925, Jouve's third novel, "Paulina 1880," a whirwind, deceptively Stendhalian romance with a nasty twist to it, narrowly missed winning the Prix Goncourt — in all likelihood because Jouve's previous association with the controversial writer Romain Rolland and his antiwar movement, as well as Jouve's own vociferous pacifism during World War I, had antagonized certain members of the jury. Even so, his place in the French literary establishment had become secure. The novels that followed were even better, but most critics didn't like them as much; for another seductive "Paulina," they found Jouve's later fiction jarringly modern, flawed by his preoccupation with Freudian theory.

to his work. For its lucidity and lyric strength, for the startling boldness of its revelations and silences alike, it deserves comparison with Chateaubriand’s vast “Mémoires d’Outre-Tombe.”

In his personal life, things went badly for Jouve from the start. He was born in the depressing northern city of Arras, into a family of “bourgeoisie probée et sévère.” Of his mother he said nothing in “En Miroir,” except that she had taught the piano and that music created a strong link between them. A vignette appears in the prose piece “Gribouille,” published in 1932 in a collection entitled “Histories Sangiantes.” “Mme. Gribouille,” a pianist, was a self-effacing woman; she seemed to have been gone over with a rubber eraser and there remained only a few traces of her; for her husband, a severe army officer: she wanted to accomplish with Jouve what she had been unable to do with another man. They were both staying at a small hotel near the Boulevard Raspail, Lisbé accompanied by her mother. “After some games that were harmless and yet, perhaps, grave, the girl was taken from me, returned to the provinces,” Jouve wrote in “En Miroir.”

The experience with this woman was a prelude to a series of three “real” liaisons, spaced over many years. The first was with the mother of one of his school friends, a woman even older than la belle Capitaine. The second, which was to be Jouve’s major inspiration, involved a woman who appeared in his work most often as Lisbé or Hélène. Jouve met her in Paris in 1909. They were both staying at a small hotel near the Boulevard Raspail, Lisbé accompanied by her mother. “After some games that were harmless and yet, perhaps, grave, the girl was taken from me, returned to the provinces,” Jouve wrote in “En Miroir.” Twenty-four years later, when Jouve was already married to his second wife, Blanche Reverchon, the “girl” was miraculously, unexpectedly, set before him again at the corner of the street where the hotel had once stood, “the young beauty of the time gone by, golden haired.” She turned out to be married, like la belle Capitaine, to an army officer: she wanted to accomplish with Jouve in haste all they had previously forgone. Instead, they embarked on a clandestine correspondence. Soon thereafter, Lisbé wrote to the horrified Jouve that she was pregnant by her husband — for the first time, after her 18 years of marriage. He fled to Switzerland, for a summer vacation in the Engadine and to patch up matters with Blanche; meanwhile, Lisbé unsuccessfully tried to provoke a miscarriage.

Lisbé carried the child to term, but it was stillborn, strangled by the umbilical cord. Thereupon, Jouve finally slept with her — and felt a lump in her left breast, which turned out to be a cancer. He returned to Switzerland, wrote a magnificent novella, “Dans les Années Profondes” (“Hélène” in the Marlboro Book translation), and sent Lisbé a letter breaking off their liaison. But sexual encounters with her recommenced furiously two years later; Jouve claims it was “because she wanted them.” Her breast had been amputated, she was horribly sick. Soon she was dead, as Jouve had foretold in “Dans les Années Profondes.”

“Does the imagination dwell the most? Upon a woman won or a woman lost?” The postponed or half-achieved conquest of Lisbé, and her mutilation and death — played into Jouve’s curious psyche. Take, for instance, this passage, clearly about Lisbé, from “Les Beaux Masques,” a posthumously published collection of Jouve’s prose pieces: “In the Bois de Boulogne she spoke to me of the future and the endurance of her love, face sad, her eyes of an intense heat; but under the thick tweed skirt her heavy hip was advancing toward me with an obscene purpose, and I, who was afraid of committing myself to her too closely by words, seeing this hip, loved her.”

It may not come as a surprise that both of Jouve’s marriages (to Andrée Charpentier and Blanche Reverchon) were to considerably older, intellectually powerful women. Indeed, Blanche was fully nine years his senior. We find her assuming the enigmatic role of a worldly mother when she presides over the third and last of Jouve’s great love affairs. Its object was a young prostitute by the name of Yanick, whom he met, probably in the early 1920s, on the Champs-Elysées, when he was over 60. The encounters with Yanick were at first infrequent. Then she consented to give him her telephone number; she was available and kept appointments punctually. Jouve found her in love. He began to think of inducing Yanick to abandon her profession, a suggestion she rejected. Yanick had a feeling for poetry; she knew by heart certain poems of Baudelaire and Gérard de Nerval.

Jouve confessed that initially “I did not make full use of her body. Everything was very reserved, and she

Continued on next page
always visited on me the comedy of turning out the light. When he finally "possessed" her for the first and practically the only time, it seemed to me that the act brought Yanick pleasure. Jouve eventually revealed the affair to Blanche. She did not merely acquiesce. "B. was enamored of Yanick," he wrote. Some months later, the girl disappeared. Jouve observed ironically, "Either she is dead, or she went abroad to ply her trade — which comes down to the same thing, does not it?"

Jouve's marriage to Andrée Charpentier, a strong-willed, brilliant suffragist, took place in 1910 (one year after the first meeting with Lisette). Andrée was his equal in every way, with a carefully nurtured literary voice. The resulting sense of loss and rejection made for a spiritual crisis that Jouve observed laconically, "Either she is dead, or she went abroad to ply her trade — which comes down to the same thing, does not it?"

Jouve's reaction to the rise of Fascism and Nazism was one of prescience and unambiguous loathing. He and Blanche fled Paris before it was occupied by the German Army. For a while, they lived in the south of France. Finally, they were able to escape to Switzerland and settled in Geriwa. Louis Aragon, an acknowledged poet of the French left, observed that the act brought Yanick pleasure. Jouve even more definitively put a distance between me and all literary movements, including current events, business, the arts, and literature. A word-for-word transcript comes with each tape, complete with an extensive French-English glossary and informative cultural notes. Study supplements, prepared separately, help build listening comprehension with exercises based on selected program segments.

Dramatic, compelling...witty...vivid
...[written] with delicacy and tact.

KONIN
A QUEST
"Unique, engrossing, and triumphant...

...always on the verge of tears..."

—Elie Wiesel,
New York Daily News

"Dramatic, compelling...witty...vivid...

...[written] with delicacy and tact.

One reads sometimes with a smile...
as if it were the most

gripping adventure story."

—Elie Wiesel,
New York Newsday

Unique, engrossing, and triumphant...

...a remarkable display of powerful

narrative skills.
—Thomas Keneally,
author of Schindler's List

THEO RICHMOND'S
"fascinating...memorial to a lost community

and the people who lived there"
"They speak for a long time, tenderly. Jacques no longer feels betrayed. He is happy. When Jacques is happy, he is happy as the sun. Whatever the danger, impatience and desire are chained together by a pure love that he offers to Nature. Because the face Nature shows to him is adorable."

"As Jacques paid more attention to his conscience, he would feel something tear profoundly (a certain calm, an acquired virtue), and he would see in him a sort of shipwreck, of a shape entirely opposite, lip red, flaming hair, that has followed him to this meadow — only to disappear. Alone. At last. With him. The child. After the shipwreck a great agitation in the elements, then equilibrium is restored. Jacques experiences his own nature. He is proud. The love he gives to the cowherd is well accorded with the universe, but with a sweetness, an extraordinary, with greatness and a magnificent sense of the Forbidden. The child receives, as though it were a secret he understands, a mysterious invitation. Desires are supple ...."
August 6, 1996

Ivan Doig
17021 10th Avenue N.W.
Seattle WA 98177

Dear Mr. Doig,

I have read most of your books, and they seem to touch a spot so near and dear to me that I felt compelled to write to you of my father's autobiography, which, among other things, recalls his experiences homesteading with his brother in Eastern Montana. The book (unpublished) is entitled, *Ed Lister: An Autobiography...As Told to Shari Linjala*.

The year was 1913, the homestead was located about 20 miles out of Belmont, and my dad was a lad of 15. Dad's homesteading venture lasted until, at age 20, he registered for the draft in Rapelje and moved to Portland, Oregon to enlist. The war ended November 11, 1918--before Dad's induction--but he didn't return to Montana to live until retirement. Instead he opted to stay in Portland, immersing himself in the automobile repair business, where he worked until offered a job in St. Louis, Missouri working on the railroad. His railroading career was off and running when he delivered his first locomotive for the Northern Pacific running out of Centralia Washington in November of 1929. To make a long story short, Dad was part of the elite group who put the original diesel-electric locomotives on American railroads, and a pioneer of what was to become Electromotive Division of General Motors.

I worked with Dad for three and one-half years to record this history, and feel grateful to have completed the project before his death in 1991. Those who have read this autobiography have commented on their delight at discovering a special slice of history, as he recalls his experiences in Eastern Montana, working and surviving in Portland before the during the depression and building and putting diesel locomotives into service from coast to coast. I would love to send you a copy of this account if you are interested in reading it. Please let me know your thoughts. We have 100 copies in print, including one in the archives at Mansfield Library at The University of Montana--I have no idea how Dale Johnson became aware of my project, but felt quite complimented with his request for a copy.

Again, I want you to know how much both my husband and I have enjoyed your books. Our summer has been quite hectic, so I've yet to read the copy of *Bucking the Sun* you autographed for me when you were in Missoula this spring. To date, I'd have to say my favorite is *This House of Sky*.

Should you choose to respond to this, I'd be delighted to hear from you.

Sincerely,

Shari Linjala
4900 Blue Mountain Road
Missoula MT 59804
(406) 251-2571 - home
(406) 243-5281 - work
Dear Shari Linjala--

Sorry about the tardiness in replying, but I've been on a practically endless bookstore tour. Your offer of your dad's book is tempting, but I've really hit a shelf shortage here (winter project is another wall of bookcases) and I believe I ought to simply make a note that the book is available at the U of Montana Library, where I fairly regularly come and do research. So, your dad's career is now very much on file with me, and I wish you well with the book; the Montana Historical Society in Helena might also prize a copy?

Thanks for thinking of me in this connection; I may write a novel with some railroading in it, but it's a ways into the future.

sincerely,

[Signature]

August 6, 1996

[Address]

3 September 96

[City, State, Zip]

[Phone Number]

[Email Address]
EF 42  Two-Story Biscuits - Effâ, Farm
p. 33-36
M.R. Montgomery, SAYING GOODBYE--
p. 11—Montana Sedition Act of 1918 "first in the nation"?
p. 13—still unrepealed?
p. 12—Council of Defense etc.
Master Classes: The Play vs. 3 Recent Realities

By ANTHONY TOMMASINI

For an aspiring singer, the mystique of the master class is understandably enticing: within the space of an hour a renowned artist is supposed to size up your problems, impart secret remedies and send you on the sure path to operatic greatness.

The truth — and all music students secretly understand this — is that the process of becoming a fine singer and performer is a painstaking effort, and the best support students can have are teachers who stick by them week in and week out for years. For the most part, master classes are better at opening a window to the master’s art than at helping young artists in lasting ways.

This was amply demonstrated in actual master classes given here recently by three renowned singers, Roberta Peters, Régine Crespin and Leontyne Price. Their efforts were vastly different from what takes place on stage in Terrence McNally’s hit play, “Master Class,” loosely based on Maria Callas’s public classes at the Juilliard School in 1971-72. Mr. McNally’s portrayal of Callas, mesmerizingly played by Zoe Caldwell, is a dramatic fabrication: Callas as a catty, withering, arrogant, self-pitying diva-demon. The reality was quite different.

Over five months Callas spent 42 hours with a select group of students, and the record shows that she was from start to finish utterly professional, more like a senior colleague than an oracular presence. She went through the music phrase by phrase, dealing with matters of text, diction, portamento, vocal projection, characterization. Her criticisms were often sharp but never personal. Although she was not always articulate, she made her points in the most revealing way possible: through singing, though her voice by then was sadly ravaged. But the points were made.

Within the limitations of the master class format, some artists manage to work effectively, offering insightful reactions, fresh perspectives and inspiration. Ms. Peters demonstrated those skills on Nov. 18 at Weill Recital Hall, Ms. Crespin on Nov. 19 at the Mannes College of Music and Ms. Price on Nov. 20 at Carnegie Hall.

Ms. Crespin’s master class was the culmination of a week’s residency at Mannes, where she worked in private sessions with five selected students. So by the time the classes were opened to the public, close working relationships had been established between the legendary French soprano, now 68, and the excited students. Ms. Crespin arrived at her class dressed for work: flowery blouse, casual slacks and sensible shoes. Seated at an onstage table from which she seldom moved, she listened intently, following along in the students’ own scores, which she freely marked up with penciled notations.

Ms. Crespin’s critiques were unfailingly offered as suggestions. When Jennifer Arnold, a mezzo-soprano singing Charlotte’s great aria from Massenet’s “Werther,” questioned Ms. Crespin’s objection to a somewhat restless interpretation of an arching phrase, Ms. Crespin said: “I only propose: if you feel it differently, you do it differently. But you must convince me.”

Most of Ms. Crespin’s suggestions involved issues of idiomatic French vocal style, phrasing, nuance, voice placement — matters that the students would need time to absorb. But some of her comments
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produced immediate results. After Mary Petro had sung "Mi chiamano Mimi" from "La Bohème," Ms. Crespin said, "You know, when Mimi tells Rodolfo what had been 'a bit sappy became sassy."

"You have to burp? Go right ahead. Burp." Then she shared a story about a colleague, the tenor Franco Corelli, who swore that eating raw garlic was good for the voice. But during performances he was always having to tap his chest, Ms. Petro said, and there was much banter as well.

"When myself," she is my own approach to vocal technique and repertory development. Remarkably fit at 65, she demonstrated her technique of holding a heavy medicine ball in her outstretched arms as she sings to channel bodily tension into the music. The previous day had been like she really was. The song's sighing refrains must be "Italian language in the world," she said, "though you'd never know with my down-home accent that I feel that way." To Jennifer Aylmer, a striking mezzo whose sumptuous voice filled Carnegie Hall with the arching phrases of "My Man's Gone Now" from "Porgy and Bess" with whom she bonded.

"The voice is extraordinary," Ms. Price said after Ms. Vaughn had finished singing the music. Ms. Price has more or less made her own for 40 years. "It's so very moving. When Gershwin wrote this, he knew where the bodies were buried. I'm out of control," Ms. Price added, looking like she really was.

All Ms. Vaughn's performance lacked, Ms. Price said, was the deep expressivity that comes from the "cultural texture" that is captured in the music. "You don't mind my getting sisterly about it?" Ms. Price, who is from Laurel, Miss., asked Ms. Vaughn, a North Carolina native. "I can tell from the way you answered "Yes, ma'am" that you know what I'm talking about."

The song's sighing refrains must be "like moaning in church," Ms. Price said. The lofty final phrases "up in nosebled country," as Ms. Price called it, must proclaim despair: "She's not scared of dying; she's scared of living without her man."

To make the point, Ms. Price sang a few phrases with an emotional fervor and vocal character that elicited frenzied cheers from the audience, although her voice was inadvertently (and unflatteringly) amplified through the microphone she wore to make her spoken comments audible.

With all the singers, Ms. Price necessarily passed over some important matters that should eventually be attended to, like instances of poor English diction. But she provided an inspiring example of musical honesty and vocal charisma. What last-act benefits this particular master class will have is hard to say. But for three exciting hours, nobody was thinking about that.
Black Identity and a Lifetime of Reflection

By RICHARD BERNSTEIN

If truth be told, Ralph Ellison, whose novel "Invisible Man" is one of the indisputable classics of American literature, also waged an untiring intellectual war against the complications of the real world.

Mr. Ellison, who was born in Oklahoma City in 1914 and died in New York in 1994, always identified himself as an "American Negro writer." The essays in this collection represent a sustained, lifelong reflection on issues that are still so much with us: race, racism and African-American identity.

But while Mr. Ellison clearly took the oppression of blacks as an essential and irrefutable fact of African-American life, he also waged an untiring and collectively war on those "who regard blackness as an absolute, and who see in it a release from the complications of the real world."

Words like complexity appear often in Mr. Ellison's nonfiction essays, along with conscience and consciousness, as well as a quality he called roundedness. He refused to participate in the emotionally satisfying cult of black rage or the reduction of black people to a category of oppression. He also repudiated all notions of a separate black culture, insisting throughout his life that the black identity was inseparable from the American identity, and that indeed, the "American" is literally nothing in the American identity that does not partake of its quotient of blackness. Mr. Ellison was integrationist in his very marrow, and in these times of intense identity politics and multiculturalism, that puts him outside the contemporary trendy mainstream.

One of the most famous of the essays is Mr. Ellison's "Invisible Man," which appeared in the Library of America edition, "The World and the Jug." It is a reprise of one of the central arguments among black intellectuals, although Mr. Ellison wrote it in refutation of the ideas of Irving Howe, the liberal-socialist literary critic who was Jewish (and therefore, Mr. Ellison stresses, familiar with historic oppression) and white. Mr. Howe had published an essay in "Dissent" that contained, while Mr. Ellison and James Baldwin unfavorably with Richard Wright, author of "Native Son." It was Wright and his fictional creation ofigger Thomas who, Mr. Howe's phrase, expressed "a pain and ferocity that nothing could remove," and that contrasted favorably to the "more modulated tones of the younger Negro novelists."

Mr. Ellison's response, showing him at a moment when anger bursts through the usual courtly tranquility of his writing, hinges on the idea that he needed no lessons in what makes for a "good Negro." If one didn't know better, he says, one might believe that for Mr. Howe a Negro was not a human being but an abstract embodiment of living hell. The more complex reality, Mr. Ellison continued, is that life for black Americans is a "discipline teaching its own insights into the human condition." Believe it or not, he writes, "there is a fullness, even a richness here."

"Howe sees to seem segregation as an opaque steel jug with the Negroes inside waiting for some black man to stand up and blow the cork."

Mr. Ellison writes, "But if we are in a jug it is transparent, not opaque, and one is allowed not only to see outside, but to read what is going on." And what we see and read is not the product of a segregated culture. "I understand a bit more about myself as a Negro," Mr. Ellison writes in a remark that seems veritably profound.

The essays in this collection, edited by John F. Callahan and with a preface by Saul Bellow, have some 60 essays, including a dozen or so never published by Mr. Ellison. They are all of them adorned by Mr. Ellison's usual quiet intelligence. There is an elaborateness to some of the writing, which adds to the archaic feel of much of this writing, as if it had been produced in a different century. The essays include some journalism, like "The Way It Is," a 1943 visit to a family in Harlem, one of whose members has been drafted into the Army. But literature is literature.

A writer who saw oppression as an essential part of American life.
I arrived in White Sulphur Springs on June 30, 1954. I began work as pastor of the 1st Presbyterian Church on 1 July 1954, and work as a Sunday School Missionary under the Presbyterian Church Board of National Missions. This relationship lasted until October of 1964 when I resigned to work on a Master’s Degree at Montana State College (later University).

The work in the parish allowed a young green pastor from an urban metropolitan area the opportunity to explore many areas blocked by that urban environment. I lived four blocks from the Wabash Railroad mainline from Detroit to Kansas City, and beyond. There was a water tower at 10 1/2 street and Laurel. My home was at 1121 E. Laurel. The stream engines (configurations 2800 had to stop for water. So, I spent some hours waiting at the crossing, but also listening to the many thumps, hisses, bells, whistles of the trains. I think most boys my age always yearned to ride in the engine. So, when I came to WSS, I had a chance to ride in the engine. Harold Clay was superintendent of the line. At that time Fred Coburn was the engineer, with Vernon (Blackie) Ransier the assistant engineer, and fireman when Fred was at the throttle. Because Supt. Clay was a member of the parish, I had received permission to go on a "run" to Ringling.

The WSSYPRR was a joint venture between the Milwaukee Railroad and Dick Ringling, of the Ringling Circus family. The Ringling’s had purchased a lot of land in Meagher County, and where the WSSYPRR joined the Milwaukee, the town was called Ringling. The Milwaukee was electrified from Harlowton Montana, 55 miles to the East, and to Avery, Idaho. The distance from Harlow as it was and is called to Avery was over 400 miles. I am not sure when Ringling was founded, but I suspect in the era between 1900 and 1910. An earlier railroad had existed in the area before the Milwaukee came through. This was the Montana Rail road, or referred to as the Jawbone as script was use to pay employees and creditors as the railroad ran out of cash due to the problem with Free Silver in the elections of the 1890’s. East of Ringling about 15 miles was Loweth, the highest point on the Milwaukee between Chicago and Seattle. Ringling was a thriving community until the late 1920’s. As the depression began to overcome the economy, for some reason there were a number of towns in Montana disappearing, or almost disappearing because of fires. I recall Maurice Holmes, a resident of WSS for years telling to making a trip to the "east" in the summer or fall of ’29. Ringling was there when they left, but when they returned only a few places remained.

Ringling in the early 50’s consisted of the depot of the railroad, three homes for railroad section hands and their families, the closed Ryan store, a shell of the Ringling Bank, a Bar, Schuyler’s garage, the former
The Congregational Church, a grade school, and several homes in various states of repair. The school met in the lower or lst floor. There was a High School, but due to the decline in population, it was closed. The building had an upper story which was to be used for the increase in students. But, with the fire, and the depression, it was never completed. There were three tracks at Ringling. So, the WSSYPRR came in, switched cars to the appropriate east and west bound tracks for the Milwaukee freights to pick up. In 1945-55 Ringling had passenger service with 1 east and 1 west bound train per day. The crack streamliner from Chicago, the Olympian Hiawatha did not stop there. It came rolling off the Loweth hill at speeds of 55 plus and thundred through Ringling.

The WSSYPRR was a venture of Dick Ringling. The name, White Sulphur Springs and Yellowstone Park Rail Road was to run from WSS to Yellowstone Park. I supposed it would hook into the Northern Pacific branch line at Wilsall some 40 miles south of Ringling. The NP line went from Wilsall through Clyde Park to Livingston, thence to Gardiner. The right of way extended 22 miles from Ringling to WSS. There was a Y at Ringling where the engine could make a turn around for the return trip, sidings at Calkins about 10 miles from Ringling, and the yards at White Sulphur Springs. The trains ran on a sporadic schedule, that is whenever there was enough freight to take to Ringling, or bring from Ringling to WSS. The consists were mixed with cattle during the shipping season, and other freight such as gasoline, fuel oil, coal, feed, even Chevrolet cars for the Berg Garage in WSS. There was also "pulp" for Wisconsin paper mills. The Yards at WSS were dominated by the Stockyards, and the Stockyards Y. In the fall of each year this was a busy place. Thousands of head of cattle and sheep were shipped from WSS. The cars from WSS were then taken to Ringling for pick up by the through Milwaukee freights. Some went east, others west.

Now to my trip!. There were 15 cars of cattle to be shipped. They had all been loaded, and we proceeded to Ringling. The road bed was not very solid, as were many of the Milwaukee branch lines. Mostly dirt, not a lot of sold rock ballast. So, speed was limited! The trip took 3 hrs! Fred chewed tobacco! Every once in a while he leaned out the window to spit! Vern was busy shoveling coal. If memory is correct it took 10 tons of coal for the trip. This was probably where Vern got the nickname "Blackie". It was a hot, dirty job. Fred would glance at the right of way, pull the whistle cord for the 6 crossings, wave at ranchers along the way, and add water to the boiler. He straddled the "Johnson Bar" This was the lever that changed direction for the engine from forward to reverse, and also allowed the engineer to change the stroke for more power, etc. It was a bumpy, boring ride after we started. But Fred always had stories to tell. At Calkins, the siding, a town had been platted at one time, and lots were sold to unsuspecting "rubes" from the ast. He told of one elderly couple to had met the train at Ringling, and asked to get off at Calkins. The WSSYPRR then ran an engine and coach to Ringling each day. The engineer
told them that there was nothing at Calkins. But, they had to see for themselves. They went on to WSS. Fred did not know what they did after that. We arrived at Ringling, set out the cars, and then made the return trip. When I got home I had to shower extensively to remove the soot, ashes, etc. But, it was fun.

The WSSYPRR had the only two steam engines on the entire Milwaukee line in 1954/55. They received loving care from Fred, Blackie, and others. The "roundhouse" consisted of a shed large enough to house the two engines and their tenders. Coal bunkers were adjacent to the "roundhouse". The tenders were watered with a firehose from a nearby hydrant. In early 1955 the Milwaukee notified Superintendent Clay that they two engines had to be retired, and the road deselized. The flues in their boilers were defective, and there were no facilities on the entire line for repairs. So, two new engines arrived in February of 1955. They were General Electric 44 tonners, with engines at both ends, the cab in the middle. They were more efficient, burning only 1/3 of the equivalent fuel for the 44 mile round trip. They were also much shorter. The two steamers were then placed on passing tracks, their boiler fires allowed to cool, and water drained from their boilers and tenders.

In the spring of 1955, the Saturday before Palm Sunday, the WSSYPRR was to ship 12 cars of cattle to Butte for Ed McReynolds. Ed was a local cattle buyer. The cars were to arrive in Butte for the Monday morning cattle auction. I had my sermon prepared, and was making the trip in the "new diesels". The cabs were clean, had heat, and not as noisy as the old steamers. But, the speed was the same! We left WSS about 11 am. It was a cloudy day, temperature about 30. There had been some snow earlier in the week. Not much, about 2". On Friday, they had taken the diesel to Ringling to pick up some cars, but on the return found that the engine lacked the power of the steamer and had to leave 4 cars on the mainline about 6 miles north of Ringling. This was to have disastrous consequences as you will see.

The trip south was uneventful until we got to Calkins. There we ran into a real Montana Spring Blizzard. Wind, and Snow. The visibility was about 50 feet! We were snug in the car though. As we passed Calkins there was some discussion about whether we had enough power to pull through the cut on the Loweth Martinsdale road. They decided not to set out some of the cars at Calkins, which would have meant proceeding to Ringling and then returning for the cars at Calkins, then back to Ringling. There was also some discussion about what to do when they came to the stretch where the cars had been abandoned. They would have to be pushed back to Ringling!

As we approached the cut near the crossing on the Ringling Martinsdale Road we noticed that the cut was full of snow! About a foot and a half. The train gradually began to loose speed as it was an uphill grade! Soon we made no progress at all! The 44 ton engine sat on the rails with the
wheels spinning! Just like a car in a snow drift! So, the decision was made to cut off the stock cars, proceed to Ringling, then return and take them back. This would mean taking only a few at a time. So, the cars were cut off and we began to make progress up the hill. About 20 minutes later we were in sight of the 4 cars left on the main line. The wind was blowing about 40 mph, snow covered the tracks. I did not realize how helpless a railroad engine or railroad car is when there is snow on the track. The flange on the wheels is seldom more than 4 inches. That is all that keeps the train on the track! With the track covered, the engine and train could easily go on "the ground" or derail. So, Blackie and the other fireman took their grain shovels, (which fortunately were standard equipment) and began to flange the track. They could only do this for about 10 minutes at a time. We then proceeded to knock the cars over the top of the grade. It took about an hour. After we knocked them through, we could then push them to Ringling, and set them out there. The goal was then to return to the 'cut' and begin the laborious trip of bringing the other cars back. When we cut out the cars the cows were really bellowing.

Superintendent Clay met us at the Ringling Y. After reviewing the situation, we then proceeded back to WSS. The crew stayed with the Engine at Ringling because it had to be left with the engine running. Food and other sustenance was brought for the crew.

Palm Sunday in WSS was a white Xmas card scene. Lots of snow. I thought about the cattle spending the night in the crowded cars, with no food or water. I also wondered what the plan was for solving the problem.

Superintendent Clay decided that one of the steamers had to be "fired up". It had been drained of water, so water had to be put into the tender, and the fire started. This usually took several hours before steam could be built up. The fire was started early Sunday morning. By 11 o'clock the steamer was ready to roll. It was no problem getting through the cuts filled with snow. There was a snow plow/cow catcher. And the weight of the engine was spread out over half a city block... And steam had unlimited power! They proceeded to the cut, pulled all of the cars back to Calkins, made a run around to get in front of them, then proceeded to Ringling. When they came to the cut, Fred opened the throttle. The hunge steamer with the weight of the cars made quick work of the drift. They snow was very light and it; must have been a sight to see the steamer hit the drift with snow flying everywhere. I went with Supt. Clay to Ringling to see them come in. Ed McReynolds as also along. He did not believe that they could bring the cars in! But, they came with huffs, puffs, steam escaping, whistle blowing, rods clanking, cows bellowing. When the engine passed, I could see Fred with his head out the window, probably letting go with a wad of chew! Ed was disappointed. The cattle would not make into the Monday auction in Butte. Superintendent Clay replied that this fit the "acts of God" clause in the contract for unseen delays.
There was one problem with breaking through the drift at the cut! The engine had such force, that when it hit the drift, the snow built up and destroyed the front coupler on the engine! As the engine was to be retired, the Milwaukee was in no hurry to send a crew to repair the coupler. The engine sat on the siding at Ringling for at least a week. Then a crew came from Harlowton and repaired the coupler. It had to be replaced! Without the coupler, the idled engine could not be attached to a train for its last journey to the scrap yard.
Susan Duff was liberal with the night. The hours beyond dark she counted as her own, free and clear of
Meeting myself on the long road, I took the chance to ask:

"Am I who I think I am?"

The answers ran various.

possible plot turn for There's No Better Trouble...:

Susan Duff has a daughter who turns out as strong-willed as herself: their clash, and ultimate accommodation(?), over these identical self-strengths.
A reproduction of the Parthenon was the perfect spot for a little reading in Nashville yesterday, a day that itself deserved to be reproduced: a high temperature of 83 and low humidity. The reader was Bill Haymes, a singer and songwriter. The reproduction was first built for the Tennessee Centennial Exposition in 1897, then rebuilt in 1931.
Nashville

To many across the country the word Nashville evokes images of rhinestone cowboys and sequined guitarists. Most are unaware, however, that the $300 million music business in Music City, U.S.A., is only Nashville's fourth largest industry, following insurance, banking and printing.

Nashville was founded on Christmas Day 1779, when James Robertson, under the authority of the governor of North Carolina, established a settlement on the west bank of the Cumberland River and called it Fort Nashborough in honor of Francis Nash, a Revolutionary War general. Sixty-four years later Nashville became the state capital.

Union forces took Nashville in 1862. Three years later, shortly before the surrender at Appomattox, the Confederates attempted to regain control in the Battle of Nashville. Badly outnumbered by Union troops, they were defeated in a 2-day battle that is believed to have been the last of the Civil War.

Nashville's size and its central position and proximity to the Cumberland River dictated its importance as a trade and transportation center. Prosperity in the river trade increased with the arrival of the first steamboat in 1818. The economy got another boost when the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway was completed in 1854, providing important connections to Atlanta and Louisiana.

The printing industry, especially the production of Bibles, is of major importance in Nashville. The city is home to more than 700 churches and also is the headquarters of the Southern Baptist Convention. Because of its strong religious ties, Nashville is sometimes referred to as "the Protestant Vatican" or "the buckle on the Bible Belt."

The city's devotion to education and the arts began in the early 1800s and creates yet another image: "The Athens of the South." This side of Nashville is most evident in its architecture, which reflects a strong preference for Greek
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THE INFORMED TRAVELER

POPULATION: 448,400; metro 985,000  ELEVATION: 550 ft.

Whom to Call

Emergency: 911
Police (non-emergency): (615) 862-8600
Time and Temperature: (615) 259-2222

Hospitals: Baptist Hospital, (615) 329-5555; St. Thomas Hospital, (615) 386-2111; Vanderbilt Hospital, (615) 322-5000.

Where to Look

Newspapers

Nashville has two daily papers, The Nashville Banner (afternoon) and The Tennessean (morning). The Nashville Record, a legal and financial paper, is published on Thursday.

Radio and TV

Nashville radio station WKDA (1240 AM) is an all-news/weather station; WPLN (90.3 FM) is programmed by National Public Radio.

The major network TV channels are 2 (ABC), 4 (NBC), 5 (CBS), 8 (PBS) and 17 (FOX). For a complete list of radio and television programs, consult the daily newspapers.

Visitor Information

A weekly publication, This Week Key, lists information on dining, recreation, entertainment and events.

Maps, brochures, calendars of events, lists of sightseeing companies and hotel location maps are available at the Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce, 161 4th Ave. N., Nashville, TN 37219; phone (615) 259-4700. The Nashville Tourist Information Center, I-65 and James Robertson Parkway, exit 85, is open seven days a week and also offers tourist assistance; phone (615) 259-4747.

What to Wear

Summer maximums are in the 90s, with an occasional high of 100 in July. Fall is characterized by warm days and cool nights, with daytime temperatures similar to those in spring. Snowfall averages 11.3 inches annually; rainfall is 46 inches.

---

Temperatures average between 30 and 45 December through February, with an average low of 29 in January. Spring offers temperatures in the high 60s and low 70s, with nighttime temperatures in the 40s and 50s.

Summer maximums are in the 90s, with an occasional high of 100 in July. Fall is characterized by warm days and cool nights, with daytime temperatures similar to those in spring. Snowfall averages 11.3 inches annually; rainfall is 46 inches.
Opryland USA in Nashville, Tennessee has always been the place for family fun. From exciting Opryland themepark to the legendary Grand Ole Opry to the incomparable Opryland Hotel, there’s entertainment for every age. And now, there’s even more fun and entertainment. Nashville On Stage features 150 days of major country stars in concert. The historic Ryman Auditorium, home of the Grand Ole Opry for 31 years, has been re-opened as a performance hall and museum. Plus, the Wildhorse Saloon, a one of a kind dance club, Opryland River Taxis to downtown Nashville and more. For more information about Opryland USA, contact your AAA office or call 1-615-883-2211.

Opryland USA
A Gaylord Entertainment Company

Stop by your local AAA office and pick up your special discount card good towards discounts at Opryland USA.


Opryland USA

Among the more than 15 institutions of higher education are Vanderbilt University; Fisk University, one of the first private black schools in the South; and Meharry Medical College, the first black medical school in the nation. The Tennessee Performing Arts Center, home of the capital’s symphony, ballet and visiting theatrical companies, is further testimony of Nashville’s diverse cultural interests.

Insurance, banking and Bibles seem rather dull when compared to the legendary Grand Ole Opry, the country’s longest running radio program which began in 1925 as the WSM Barn Dance. Because the broadcast followed a segment featuring classical music from the Grand Opera, announcer George D. Hay could not resist introducing his homespun country music show as the Grand Ole Opry—a name now legendary.

It was during the city’s economic boom in the 1960s that Nashville became the place to record, and Music Row was born. According to the Country Music Association, more than half of all single records produced in the United States come out of Nashville.

Present-day Nashville is the result of extensive urban renewal projects to renovate highways, parks and buildings. For example, the cast-iron and masonry facades on many of the buildings in the warehouse district were restored or re-created and now front offices, shops and restaurants.

One interesting historical spot in Nashville is the Old Cemetery at 1001 Fourth Ave. S. It is the burial place of many of Nashville’s most memorable figures, including its founder, Gen. James Robertson, and Capt. William Driver, who nicknamed the U.S. flag “Old Glory.” Driver’s grave is one of the few places that the flag is permitted, by an act of Congress, to fly 24 hours a day.

Though Nashville has much to offer, it is the image of the Country Music Capital of the World that dominates in the hearts of many. Whenever we think of Nashville, it is not Andrew Jackson, Andrew Johnson, James K. Polk, Sam Houston or Thomas Hart Benton—native sons—who spring to mind, but such 20th-century superstars as Dolly, Loretta, Chet, Tammy, Johnny and Hank.

Approaches
By Car
Three major interstates pass through Nashville. Near the heart of the city these highways combine to form a circle around downtown with a little help from I-265 and I-440. Convenient exits provide easy access to major city streets.

The main north-south route is I-65. Closely parallel is the US 31 corridor, which divides into US 31E and US 31W north of Nashville, US 31 and Alt. US 31 to the south, and I-24 to the west.

Approaches
By Plane, Train and Bus
Nashville International Airport, 15 minutes from downtown, is served by many commercial airlines. Opryland (see attraction listing) has commuter bus service from the airport, and most major hotels provide courtesy cars to and from the airport. Airport shuttle service to downtown is $8 each way per person. Rates vary to major hotels outside downtown. Shuttle service runs according to demand; phone (615) 275-1180. The Greyhound bus terminal is at 200 8th Avenue S.; phone (615) 256-6141.

Getting Around
Street System
Nashville is a fairly easy city in which to navigate, given that the downtown area is ringed by four major interstates: 20, 265, 440 and 24.

The key to deciphering the street system is to remember that the Cumberland River runs north to south, bisecting the heart of the city. The numbered avenues run north to south, west of and parallel to the river. The numbered streets run north to south, east of and parallel to the river. East-west streets are generally perpendicular to the river on both sides.

Four bridges connect the east and west sections of downtown: the Memorial Bridge, Woodland Street Bridge, Shelby Avenue Bridge and Jefferson Street Bridge. Broadway (US 70), Charlotte, Church and Jefferson streets are the principal crosstown routes.

US 41 is the main north-south thoroughfare, though it is separated by the Robertson Parkway for about a half mile in the area around the State Capitol. The Robertson Parkway also is the link with Memorial Bridge. South of Demonbreun Street, US 41 (also called Eighth Avenue) divides, and the Eighth Avenue S. part of the fork becomes US 31. US 41 continues south as Lafayette Street.

Broadway and Jefferson, Charlotte, Church and Demonbreun streets are all downtown access exits off the I-40 loop of the circumferential highway. On the eastern side of the river, Jefferson, Main and Woodland streets and Shelby Avenue are exits off the I-24 loop of the highway.

The average speed downtown is 30-35 mph. The minimum age for drivers is 16, 15 with a
What To See

BELLE MEADE PLANTATION is 7 mi. s.w. on US 70S (Harding Rd.) at 5025 Harding Rd. The 1853 Greek Revival mansion is noted for its curving stairway, 14-foot ceilings and classic proportions. The 1890 carriage house displays 20 carriages. Also on the grounds are a 1790 log cabin, an 1820 smokehouse and an 1884 creamery.

Allow 1 hour minimum. Guided tours Mon.-Sat. 9-5; Sun. 1-5. Last tour begins at 4. Closed Jan. 1, Thanksgiving and Dec. 25. Admission $6; over 65, $5.50; ages 13-18, $4; ages 6-12, $2. Discount. Phone (615) 356-0501.

BELMONT MANSION, on the Belmont College campus, is reached via the Wedgewood exit off I-65; follow Wedgewood 2½ mi. w. to Magnolia Ave., then go 2½ mi. s. via 18th St. to the campus entrance. Belmont is an ornate Italian villa built in the 1850s for Adelia Acklen, one of the country’s wealthiest women. Exterior features include elaborate cast-iron balconies and an octagonal cupola.

Spacious rooms, including an arched-ceiling ballroom, contain a grand staircase, heavy marble mantels, period furnishings and artworks collected by the original owners. The mansion’s history and restoration are described in guided tours. Allow 30 minutes minimum. Mon.-Sat. 10-4, Sun. 2-5, June-Aug.; Tues.-Sat. 10-4, rest of year. Closed major holidays. Admission $5; ages 6-12, $1. Discount. Phone (615) 386-4459.

CAR COLLECTORS HALL OF FAME, 1534 Demonbreun St., ½ blks. s. of I-40 exit 209B, displays classic automobiles, including Elvis Presley’s Cadillac, the Batmobile and Batcycle from the TV series and the Tucker used in the movie picture about that inventor. Other exhibits include a post-World War I doctor’s parlor. Allow 30 minutes minimum. Daily 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Apr.-Oct.; 9-5, rest of year. Admission $4.95; ages 6-11, $3.25. Discount. Phone (615) 255-6804.

CHEEKWOOD-tennessee botanical gardens and Museum of Art is about 8½ mi. s.w. off Harding Rd., between Belle Meade Blvd. and 100, next to Percy Warner Park and Golf Course. The 55 acres contain show gardens, native woodlands, four greenhouses featuring camellias, orchids and cloud-forest plants, and Botanic Hall, which contains horticultural exhibits. The Museum of Art, in the former 1920s Georgian-style Cheek family mansion, houses a permanent collection of 19th- and 20th-century American paintings and Worcester porcelain, and presents important special events. It includes flower shows, concerts and the extensive Trees of Christmas display, which begins the second Saturday after Thanksgiving and continues through December 27. Food is available.

Allow 2 hours minimum. Mon.-Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5; closed Jan. 1, Thanksgiving and Dec. 25 and 31. Admission $5; over 65 and college students with ID $4; ages 7-17, $2. Discount. Phone (615) 356-8000.
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COUNTRY MUSIC HALL OF FAME AND MUSEUM, at 4 Music Square E., ½ blks. s. of I-40 exit 209B, honors singers and writers who have contributed to country music. Displayed are costumes, films, instruments and records, Grand Ole Opry-era memorabilia and personal items of the country stars, including Elvis Presley’s “solid gold” Cadillac and gold piano. RCA’s Studio B offers a behind-the-scenes look at the recording process.


COUNTRY MUSIC WAX MUSEUM is 2 blks. w. of I-40 exit 209B at 118 16th Ave. S. Figures of more than 60 country music stars are displayed in 26 dioramas, including one of a performance at the 1930s Opry stage. A gift shop sells personal memorabilia of some performers also are exhibited. Allow 30 minutes minimum. Daily 9-9, June-Aug.; 9-5, rest of year. Closed Thanksgiving and Dec. 25. Admission $5; over 65, $3.50; ages 6-12, $2. Phone (615) 256-2490.

CUMBERLAND SCIENCE MUSEUM is reached via I-40 exit 210C (2nd and 4th aves.), or off the I-65 Wedgewood exit, following signs to 800 Fort Negley Blvd. Exhibits and programs explore astronomy, physical science, natural history, human health, recycling and world cultures.

Highlights include the Curiosity Corner, featuring many hands-on displays for children; the Old Country Store, exhibiting late 19th-century kitchen implements and grocery items; the Japanese Room, a re-created Japanese living room; live animal programs; daily science programs; and weekly planetarium shows.

Allow 1 hour minimum. Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5, Sun. 12:30-5:30, June-Aug.; Tues.-Sat. 9:30-5, Sun. 12:30-5:30, rest of year. Admission $6; over 65 and ages 3-12, $4.50. Planetarium only admission $3; shows $1 with regular admission. Phone (615) 862-5160.

DOWNTOWN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Church St. and 5th Ave. N., is an example of the Egyptian Revival style popular during the 19th century. The 1849 church served as a Union hospital during the Civil War. Allow 30 minutes minimum. Tours are offered Mon.-Fri. 10-3, during DST. Open Mon.-Fri. 9-3; closed holidays. Free. Phone (615) 254-7584.

FORT NASHBOROUGH is downtown at 170 1st Ave. N., between Broadway and Church sts. on the banks of the Cumberland River. The blockhouses and stockade—a reproduction of the 1780 log fort—appear as they did in the days when the fort withstood American Indian attacks. Allow 30 minutes minimum. Mon.-Sat. 9-4, Apr.-Nov. Closed holidays. Free. Phone (615) 862-8424.

GRASSMERE WILDLIFE PARK is off I-65; take Harding Place exit 78A e. 2 mi., then n. to 3777...
Nolensville Rd. This 200-acre park offers a ¾-mile trail that features animals indigenous to Tennessee, including wolves, bears, otters and cougars. Other exhibits include a two-story aviary, an aquarium and indoor exhibits on anthropology and endangered animals. Picnicking is permitted. Free.


Music Valley Car Museum, next to the Music Valley Wax Museum of the Stars, displays more than 50 cars, some belonging to country music performers, including many stars of the Grand Old Opry, and some Grand Ole Opry House. Allow 1 hour minimum. Daily 8 a.m.-10 p.m., Memorial Day weekend-Labor Day; 9-5:30, rest of year. Closed Thanksgiving and Dec. 25. Admission $3.50; over 65, $3; ages 6-12, $1.50. AE, DS, MC, VI. Discount. Phone (615) 883-3612.

Tennessee, including wolves, bears, otters and 30 miles of holiday lights add to the festive atmosphere.

Daily 10-9, early May-Early Oct.; Sat.-Sun. 10-9, late May to early May; Fri.-Sun. 10-9 day after Thanksgiving-Dec 31. Admission $22.95; ages 4-11, $15.95. Two-day admission $36.95; ages 4-11, $21.95. Christmas in the Park admission $8.50; ages 4-11, $5.50. Parking $4, AE, DS, MC, VI. Phone (615) 889-6611. See color ad p. 110.

The Opryland Hotel, one of the nation's largest hotels, features two interior garden spaces under glass roofs, each 2 acres in size. The Conservatory is a botanical garden with more than 10,000 tropical plants, and the Cascades is a lushly planted area with a waterfall and fountain. The Dancing Waters fountain is the site of a nightly light show synchronized to live harp music. Visitors are welcome to stroll through the hotel, which is lined with restaurants, lounges and shops. Phone (615) 889-1000. See color ad p. 110.

OSCAR L. FARRIS AGRICULTURAL MUSEUM is at 440 Hogan Rd.; off I-65 at Harding Rd. exit. e. 1 blk. to Trousdale, then 2 mi. Set on 200 acres, the museum displays more than 2,600 farm implements and rural household items dating from the time of the pioneers to that of rural electrification. A special exhibit is the state Agricultural Hall of Fame. Each May the museum presents the Rural Life Festival which offers demonstrations of sheep shearing, butter churning, and other skills and crafts as well as wagon rides. Allow 1 hour, 30 minutes minimum. Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30; closed state holidays. Donations. Phone (615) 360-0197.

THE PARTHEON, 2 mi. w. on West End Ave. in Centennial Park, is a full-size replica of the Parthenon in Athens, Greece. It is the only such replica in the world, the Nashville Parthenon is the home of the city of Nashville's permanent art collections. Included within the Parthenon is a 42-foot-high sculpture of the goddess Athena. Allow 1 hour, 30 minutes minimum. Mon.-Sun. 9-4:30, Sun. 12:30-4:30, Apr.-Sept.; Tues.-Sat. 9-4:30, rest of year. Admission $2.50; over 62 and ages 4-17, $1.25. Phone (615) 862-8431.

PERCY AND EDWIN WARNER PARKS, 7 mi. s. via US 70S and SR 100, encompass 2,681 acres of rugged hills, ridged hollows, meadows and fields. Some areas are more than 1,000 feet above sea level. The park's nature center features a natural history museum, an organic garden, a wildflower garden and a nature trail. Scenic drives, hiking trails, and bridle paths
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bluegrass, Broadway, gospel and rock 'n' roll. Complementing the shows are many rides, crafts demonstrations, restaurants, special events and the Grand Ole Opry Museum. During Christmas in the Park a larger-than-life nativity scene, stage productions, themed areas and more than 40 miles of holiday lights add to the festive atmosphere.

Allow 1 hour, 30 minutes minimum. Daily 8 a.m.-10 p.m., May-Sept.; 9-5:30, rest of year. Closed Thanksgiving and Christmas. Phone (615) 889-6611. For information on other shows in production phone TNN Viewer Services at (615) 883-7000.

Grand Ole Opry Sightseeing Tours offers various tour itineraries throughout Nashville and the surrounding counties. Among the highlights are Music Row and homes of the stars. Some tours include backstage visits to the Grand Ole Opry House. Tours lasting 3-3½ hours leave daily at 10 and 2. Fee $17. Phone (615) 889-6611.

The $89.95 Opryland USA Passport includes 2-day admission to Opryland theme park, a day cruise on the General Jackson, a performance at the Opry, a 2-day concert admission for two Nashville On Stage performances, and a Nashville sightseeing tour. AE, DI, DS, MC, VI. Parking $3 per private vehicle; kennel $1. For information or reservations write Opryland USA Reservations & Ticketing, 2808 Opryland Dr., Nashville, TN 37214, or phone (615) 889-6611. See color ad p. 110.

The General Jackson is a four-deck paddle-wheel showboat that departs Opryland's Cumberland River dock for morning, afternoon and evening cruises. Among the cruises offered is a 2½-hour afternoon cruise featuring an music entertainment and an optional buffet meal. A 3-hour evening cruise includes a music stage production and a banquet-style dinner. Cruises daily Memorial Day week-end through Labor Day; otherwise, varies. Two-hour cruises $15.95; ages 4-11, $9.95. Dinner cruise $38.95; ages 4-11, $29.95. Reservations are recommended; phone (615) 889-6611.

Grand Ole Opry, the country's longest-running continuous radio program, has not missed a broadcast since its beginning in 1925. The 2½-hour shows are divided into 15- and 30-minute segments and are performed in the four-story Grand Ole Opry House. Shows Fri.-Sat. at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m., early May-late Oct.; Fri.-Sat. at 7 and 9:30 p.m. rest of year. Matinees Tues. and Thurs., late May-early Sept. Evening tickets (reserved seating) $16 main level, $14 upper balcony; matinees $14 and $12.

Most seats for each performance are sold in advance. A schedule of performers is not available before the weekend's Grand Ole Opry shows. Order tickets (weeks in advance for peak summer weekends) by sending check or money order with date and show requested to Opryland USA Reservations & Ticketing, 2808 Opryland Dr., Nashville, TN 37214. Phone (615) 889-6611. Any remaining seats go on sale Tuesday for the upcoming weekend's shows. Rather than contacting AAA Auto Club South for Grand Ole Opry tickets, members should contact Opryland USA Reservations & Ticketing at the address and phone number above. See color ad p. 110.

Opryland is a 120-acre theme park presenting more than a dozen live shows highlighting America's musical heritage, including country, country music and traditional folk.
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can be traveled; horse rentals are not available. The parks are open daily dawn-11 p.m., nature center open Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30, Free. Phone (615) 370-8051 (park), or 352-6299 (nature center).

RYMAN AUDITORIUM. 116 5th Ave. N., was the home of the Grand Ole Opry 1943-74. The 1891 building was renovated in 1994 and contains a small museum and 2,000 seat performance hall. Allow 30 minutes minimum. Daily 8:10-4:30; closed Thanksgiving and Dec. 25. Admission $2.50; ages 6-12, $1. Phone (615) 254-1445. See color ad p. 110.

STATE CAPITOL, next to Capitol Plaza on Charlotte Ave., is a fine example of Greek Revival architecture. Designed by William Strickland, the 1859 building has been renovated to reflect the period. Statues and markers on the grounds include an equestrian statue of Andrew Jackson and statues of Sam Davis and Alvin York. Also on the grounds are the tombs of James K. Polk, the 11th president, and his wife.

Allow 30 minutes minimum. Daily 8-5; some areas closed Mon.-Sun. and holidays. Free. Phone (615) 741-2692.

TENNESSEE STATE MUSEUM is housed in the lower level of the James K. Polk Cultural Center on Deaderick St. An operating gristmill is the centerpiece for a wide variety of exhibits depicting Tennessee's history. Highlights include Davy Crockett's rifle, Sam Houston's guitar, Andrew Jackson's assassination chair, a 3-day fishing wagon, a reconstructed log cabin and exhibits on Mississippi Valley Indians, the Civil War and antebellum Tennessee.

Dec. 10, 1994 through March 5, 1995, China's traveling exhibition "Genghis Kahn: Treasures from Inner Mongolia" will be in the museum on one of only three stops in the United States. The exhibit presents 3,500 years of Mongolian History using a timeline of cultural artifacts, including some weaponry created by Genghis Kahn. Tickets for the exhibit may be purchased in advance.

Allow 1 hour minimum. Tues.-Sat. 10-5 (Kahn exhibit also Fri.-Sat. 5-8), Sun. 1-5; closed Jan. 1, Easter, Thanksgiving and Dec. 25. Museum admission free. Genghis Kahn exhibit $8.50. Phone (615) 741-2692.

TRAVELLERS' REST is 6 mi. s. on I-65, use exit 78, then 3 mi. s. on US 31 (Franklin Rd.), following signs via Farrell Pkwy. The original four-room house, later expanded to 16 rooms, was built in 1799 by John Overton, law partner and presidential campaign manager for Andrew Jackson. The Battle of Peach Orchard Hill was fought on the grounds. The house contains pre-1840 Tennessee-made furniture. The smokehouse is restored to its original appearance.

Allow 1 hour minimum. Tues.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5; closed Jan. 1, Thanksgiving and Dec. 25.

Admission $5; ages 6-18, $3. Phone (615) 832-2962.

UPPER ROOM CHAPEL AND MUSEUM, 1/2 blks. off 21st Ave. S. at 1908 Grand Ave., is in the Upper Room Building where the devotional booklet by that name is published. The chapel is of Georgian design. The chancel is an adaptation of the upper room of Leonardo da Vinci's "Last Supper," with ceiling paintings of the apostles on the side walls. On the rear wall is Ernest Pellegrini's woodcarving of that Da Vinci painting.

The Upper Room Museum offers seasonal displays which include an Ukrainian egg display March through May and 100 Nativity scenes December through January, Mon.-Sat. 8-4:30; closed major holidays. Donations. Phone (615) 340-7207.

What To Do

Sightseeing

For viewing the city from above, the restaurants located on the top floors of the Hyatt Regency and Regal Maxwell House hotels offer fine views of the city while dining.

Bus Tours

The following companies operate half-day, full-day and evening sightseeing excursions with stops at the major attractions and/or tours of the stars' homes: Grand Ole Opry Tours, 2810 Opryland Dr., (615) 880-9494; Gray Line Tours (see color ad p. 117), 2416 Music Valley Dr., (615) 883-5555 (discount); and Johnny Walker Tours, 97 Wallace Rd., (615) 834-8585.

Boat Tours

THE BELLE CAROL RIVERBOAT COMPANY operates cruises on the Cumberland River aboard stern paddle-wheel boats from 2 blks. e. on 1st Ave. between Broadway and Church sts. at Riverfront Park. Sightseeing cruises of 1½ hours board daily at 1:30 June-Oct.; Tues.-Sun., Mar.-May; Thurs.-Sun. in Nov.; Sat.-Sun. in Dec. Closed Dec. 25.

Dinner, Sunday brunch (Mar.-Oct.), late-night party and holiday cruises are offered byos on a limited basis. Tickets must be purchased at the time reservations are made; no refunds are given. Sightseeing cruise $10.95; ages 4-11, $8.20. Dinner cruise $34.45; ages 4-11, $23.15. Brunch cruise $19.95; ages 4-11, $14.30. AE, DS, MC, VI. Phone (615) 244-3430 or (800) 342-2355.

Sports and Recreation

No major league team calls Nashville its home, but Nashvillians come out in record numbers to see the minor league and college teams.

Baseball fans root for the Nashville Sounds, a AAA team affiliated with the Chicago White Sox. Tickets to their games at Herschel Greer Stadium near I-65 and Wedgewood Avenue on Chestnut Street, are available; phone (615) 242-4371.

Stock-car racing and special racing events take place at the Nashville Motor Raceway on the Tennessee State Fairgrounds at Wedgewood Avenue between 8th Avenue S. and 4th Avenue S.; from I-65 use exit 81. Phone (615) 726-1818.

Vanderbilt University's football team, the Commodores, has attracted a faithful crowd to Dudley Stadium for years. The Vanderbilt basketball team is usually a contender in its conference, making tickets a valuable commodity; phone (615) 322-3544.

The J. Percy Priest and Old Hickory reservoirs (see Recreation Chart) and a network of inner-city parks are the mainstay of many area sports.

Swimming is enjoyed at either J. Percy Priest or Old Hickory reservoirs and at Montgomery Bell State Park (see Recreation Chart), all easily accessible from Nashville. Four YMCA's within the city also offer swimming facilities. The Metro Park System maintains eight outdoor and three indoor pools for public use; phone (615) 862-8424. Simulated waves offer a seashore setting at Wave Country, Briley and Two Rivers parkways, Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day; phone (615) 885-1052.

Boating marinas are at both J. Percy Priest and Old Hickory reservoirs. Water skiing also is popular on these lakes. The Harpeth Scenic River, southwest of the city off US 70, is popular with canoeists. For information on canoeing trips in the Nashville vicinity contact the Tennessee Department of Tourist Development, 320 6th Ave. N., P.O. Box 23170, Nashville, TN 37202; phone (615) 741-2158.

Fishing for crappie, bass, catfish and perch in the lakes around Nashville is a favorite pastime. For non-residents, a 3-day fishing license costs $20.50, while a 3-day fishing license excluding trout is $10.50. A 10-day fishing license is $30.50, or $15.50 excluding trout. For licenses write Fishing, Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, P.O. Box 40747, Nashville, TN 37204. Phone (615) 781-6500.

Indoor and outdoor tennis courts are at Sportsplex Tennis Center, across from Centennial Park, March through October; phone (615) 862-8490. Metro Parks offer free public courts on a first-come-first-served basis; phone (615) 862-8490. Courts also are available at local high schools and universities.

Nine-hole golf courses open to the public include Percy Warner, (615) 352-9958, and Riverview, (615) 226-9331. Eighteen-hole courses include Harpeth Hills, (615) 862-8493, Nashboro Village, (615) 367-2311; Riverside, (615) 847-5074; Shelby, (615) 862-8474; Ted Rhodes, (615) 242-2336; Two Rivers, (615) 889-2675. McCabe, (615) 862-8491, offers 27 holes.

Want to See Nashville? See Grayline.

GRAY LINE OF NASHVILLE
2416 Music Valley Drive • Nashville, TN 37214

With daily sightseeing tours to downtown Nashville, Music Row, by the Ryman Auditorium, Opryland Hotel, and stars' homes like Dolly Parton, Reba McIntyre, Alan Jackson, Minnie Pearl and Johnny Cash — you'll see it all on a Gray Line Tour! And, if you present this ad you'll receive $2.00 off per person on any of our sightseeing tours. So, if you want to see Nashville, see Gray Line Tours of Nashville — taking you where you want to go.
Ice skating is popular mid-June through mid-May at Sportsplex, (615) 862-8480, Rambling Breeze Ranch, (615) 876-1029, off Knight Road in north Nashville, and Riverwood Recreation Plantation and Riding Academy, (615) 262-1794, off Copper Lane in east Nashville, offer horseback riding.

Where To Shop

The main shopping district in the downtown area is along Church Street, where such major department stores as Castner Knott, smaller chain stores and many individual shops are popular places to shop. Within the Church Street Centre, connecting with Castner Knott, are three levels of shops, several restaurants and a food plaza.

Rivaling the downtown district are the suburban malls. Hickory Hollow Mall off I-24 at Bell Rd., is four levels, with approximately 150 stores and an assortment of fast food and gourmet restaurants. Rivergate Mall, on Two Mile Pike, is the largest mall, with 125 stores, including Abercrombie and Fitch, Castner Knott and Dillard's.

White Way Antiques Mall, one block off Music Row at 1200 Villa Place, features dealers offering antiques from various eras and periods.

Souvenir shops run rampant on Demonbreun Street where your choices range from recording a Christmas song to purchasing an Elvis tree ornament. For the ultimate Nashville souvenir, try a pair of cowboy boots. Discount shoe stores in the area can make the purchase relatively painless. The five Genesco outlet stores in the metropolitan area sell name brands and are popular with visitors.

Jackson Hall.

The Opryland entertainment complex is the city's most elegant Continental dining area. The Opryland Hotel, (615) 862-8480, offers 125 stores, including Abercrombie and Fitch, Castner Knott and Dillard's.

White Way Antiques Mall, one block off Music Row at 1200 Villa Place, features dealers offering antiques from various eras and periods.

Souvenir shops run rampant on Demonbreun Street where your choices range from recording a Christmas song to purchasing an Elvis tree ornament. For the ultimate Nashville souvenir, try a pair of cowboy boots. Discount shoe stores in the area can make the purchase relatively painless. The five Genesco outlet stores in the metropolitan area sell name brands and are popular with visitors.

In Clarksville, 40 miles northwest of Nashville, the Acme Boot Co. has prices that can make the drive worthwhile.

If you really enjoy haggling over prices, don't miss the Nashville Flea Market, held the fourth weekend of each month at the Nashville Fairgrounds.

For unconventional shopping visit Nashville's specialty shops and shopping centers. Topping the list are the stores catering to country music fans. Collectors or just lovers of country music can find goods representing recordings at the Conway Twitty Country Shop and the Mel Tillis Store. These establishments will special order any recording not in stock.

More geared to the country look in clothing is Loretta Lynn's Western Wear in the heart of the city. The Bandwood Complex and Bavarian Village, in the Green Hills district of Nashville, stocks the most expensive in luxury items. Jewelry, gourmet foods and designer clothes are some of the popular buys.

Carter's Court, a multi-shop complex in Franklin, is fashioned on a Colonial American village theme. A variety of antique and furniture shops, fashion boutiques and a bakery are patronized by the well-to-do.

Where To Dine

Nashville's restaurants reflect its many images. Something special can be found in almost all other metropolitan areas do not have a Nashville hallmark: good Southern cooking. If biscuits and sausage entice you, then wait until you get to a dinner of meatloaf, mashed potatoes, lima beans and apple pie.

Many reasonably priced, family-run restaurants can be found throughout the city. Some popular ones are the Cock of the Walk, 2624 Music Valley Dr., (615) 889-1930; the Elliston Place Soda Shop, known for its '50s-style atmosphere, 2111 Elliston Pl., (615) 240-1000; and the Loveless Cafe, 2400 SR 100, (615) 646-9700.

Others noted for excellent Southern food are the Satsuma Tea Room, 417 Union St. downtown, (615) 256-5211 or 256-0760, a favorite for lunch; and Uncle Bud's, 714 Stewart Ferry Pike, (615) 872-7700, and 1214 Lakeview Dr., (615) 790-1234, which specialize in barbecue and catfish.

If you would like to run into a country music star, then try your luck at the restaurants or diners around the Music Row-Belmont-West End area, especially those on Lower Broadway.

Loretta Lynn's Western Wear

The trendy dining places patronized by the specialty of hotel lounges, are scattered throughout the city. The Opryland Hotel, (615) 862-8480, offers 125 stores, including Abercrombie and Fitch, Castner Knott and Dillard's.

In Nashville you don't have to sit in a stiff chair at a concert hall to listen to good music. Instead you can relax with friends, food and drink at a small bar or nightclub and listen to soulful sounds, especially the honky tonks on lower Broadway are known for their uncommercialized country music.

If you like to bar hop, then head to the hub of the city's nightlife, Printer's Alley, between Third and Fourth avenues. Not only is country music prevalent, but also in abundance and slick Las Vegas-style acts. Nightclubs in vogue are the Nashville Visitors Guide.

Built in east Nashville along the Cumberland River in 1974, the multimillion-dollar Grand Ole Opry House at Opryland is a center for country music shows and for the taping of TV programs and specials. Tickets for television tapings at Opryland are available through The Nashville Network, (615) 883-7000.

For more information on the Opryland entertainment complex, which is the unquestionable favorite with children, phone the Opryland Access Information line at (615) 883-9536 for information or reservations.

The many colleges and universities in Nashville also offer their share of music, dance and drama productions. Many of the programs are free. Performances are at Vanderbilt's Blair School of Music, (615) 322-7651. Nashville's Academy Theater, 724 Second Ave. S., specializes in children's productions; phone (615) 254-0303. Chaffin's Barn, 8204 SR 100, stages plays in a dinner theater setting; phone (615) 646-9977.

Concerts take place on weekends, mid-May through September at Centennial Park. For more information phone (615) 862-8400.

For more information phone (615) 862-8400.

Especially for Children

The Opryland entertainment complex is the main attraction for youngsters. Not only will they enjoy the rides and musicals but also the good food; the Country Music Hall of Fame and the Grand Ole Opry House. As an extra treat, parents should try to get some of the free tickets available for the tapings of TV shows and specials at the Opryland Studio.

Also at Opryland is a 120-acre theme park, which is the unquestionable favorite with children. More than 20 rides, a petting zoo, craft demonstrations and live shows will entertain children for hours.
Youngsters may enjoy a trip along Music Row for a behind-the-scenes look at the music industry. They will see recording studios, publishing houses, talent agencies and promotional businesses.

Also in this vicinity are the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum and the Country Music Wax Museum, with dioramas of the top names in the industry as well as such memorabilia as elaborate rhinestone costumes and Elvis Presley’s gold Cadillac. Studio B in the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum shows all the budding young country stars how recording is done.

To take a break from the country scene visit the Cumberland Science Museum, where hands-on exhibits allow children to investigate scientific phenomena. Planetarium shows and live-animal demonstrations also are entertaining and educational.

Another attraction for children is the Nashville Academy Theater, where shows are performed October through May and once during the summer. For a day outdoors pack a picnic lunch and head for Percy and Edwin Warner parks. Their wildlife preserves, horseback riding facilities and hiking trails are a delight for those of all ages. Radnor Lake, 1050 Otter Creek Rd., is another local recreation area. The wave pool at Wave Country is always a popular children’s attraction (see Sports and Recreation).

### Special Events

The events highlighting the calendar year are true to the city’s first loves and traditions and celebrate the best of what Nashville has to offer. The Tennessee Crafts Fair in May attracts artists and craftsmen from around the state. The Tennessee State Fair in mid-September also is well attended.

One of Nashville’s finest traditions is the Iroquois Steeplechase. This classic event, held the second Saturday in May, has been a major festivity since 1941. Attracting crowds of approximately 50,000—most notably the champagne, caviar and Rolls Royce set—the steeplechase features seven races. It is held in Percy Warner Park; for ticket information contact Vanderbilt Children’s Hospital at (615) 322-7284.

Music festivals are popular among locals and tourists alike. The Opryland American Music Festival is held in April and May. Summer Lights is a week-long music festival held the first week in June.

The International Country Music Fan Fair, celebrated the second week in June, includes shows, concerts, softball games and barbecues as well as the opportunity for fans to meet their favorite stars during autograph sessions. The climax of this celebration has become an event in itself: the Grand Masters Fiddlers Convention.

Closing out the year is the December Nashville Country Holiday at Cheekwood, the mansion at the Cheekwood Tennessee Botanical Gardens and Museum of Art. A different Christmas theme is presented each year.

### Natchez Trace Parkway (F-3)

The Natchez Trace Parkway, angling southwest to northeast across Mississippi, Alabama and Tennessee, is being developed by the National Park Service to commemorate the Old Natchez Trace. The trace evolved from an Indian trail into a post road and pioneer trail. Extending 500 miles from Nashville to Natchez, Miss., the trace was instrumental in linking the lower Mississippi Valley to the Union in the early 1800s. It was once the most direct route between Natchez and the nation’s capital.

Wayside exhibits, interpretive markers and self-guiding nature trails highlight locations that illustrate the history of the Natchez Trace. A 12-minute audiovisual program at the Tupelo Visitor Center, Milepost 266 in Mississippi, relates the story of the trace. The center is open daily 8-5; phone (601) 680-4025. Emerald Mound, one of the largest Indian temple mounds in the country, is 11 miles northeast of Natchez, Miss., on a county road about a mile off the parkway at Milepost 103.5.

Two segments of the parkway are open: a 79-mile stretch from US 61 north of Natchez to I-20 west of Jackson, Miss., and a 330-mile section from I-55 north of Jackson, Miss., to SR 96 west of Franklin. There are picnic areas along the route. Gas is available on the trace only at Milepost 193, or in neighboring communities.

Note: The points of interest below are listed in order, from north to south. All are free.

**Meriwether Lewis Site**, Milepost 265.9 at jct. SR 20 and the parkway, 7 1/2 mi. e. of Hohenwald, is a tribute to the Western explorer. He and Lt. William Clark led the first expedition through the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean.

Lewis was made governor of the Louisiana Territory, and while on the Natchez Trace Trail on a trip to Washington, D.C. in 1809, he died from a gunshot wound thought to have been self-inflicted. Lewis was buried at the site and in 1848 Tennessee erected a monument to him. A rustic log building houses a museum which depicts his life. Allow 30 minutes minimum. Daily 8-5. Free. Phone (601) 680-4025.

**Chickasaw Village Site**, n.w. of Tupelo, Miss., between US 78 and SR 6 at Milepost 261.8, was the location of a massive Chickasaw village. Foundation markers and interpretive panels explain the site. An exhibit shelter and audio station tell the story of these American Indians; a nature trail identifies some of the plants they used for food and medicine. Allow 30 minutes
There's No Better Trouble You Can Have

by Ivan Doig
in November. An international committee, headed by Charles G. Dawes of the United States, recommended that a new financial system be adopted by the Germans and that reparations claimed by the Allies be scaled down, and this Dawes Plan was adopted in 1924. But the inflation wiped out savings, worked great hardship on the German middle classes, and helped to prepare the way for Adolf Hitler's seizure of power in 1933. And, to a lesser extent, financial disturbances worked hardships on the middle classes all over Europe and thus strengthened the tendency toward government of and for the masses.

**Psychological Effects of the War.**—If the war's economic consequences were narrower than contemporaries predicted, its psychological effects were also quite different from what most people of the time foresaw. During the war politicians and publicists spoke of the great days to come, when there would be no more wars, no more armaments, no more clashes between nations, and no more want. The actuality of the harsh compromises in the treaties, coupled with continued violence in eastern Europe, the Balkans, the Middle East, and Asia, mutual distrust among the victors, and a sharp recession following the immediate postwar boom, produced a widespread sense of disillusionment. Some felt that the peacemakers had not been sufficiently idealistic; others, that they had been impractical. Still others concluded that the outcome of the war had proved all governments incapable of acting in the interest of common men or had proved man's fate to be something altogether beyond man's own control. From these various moods emerged an increasingly strong pacifist movement, violent nihilist movements like that of the Nazis in Germany, an escape from reality that gave great popularity to esoteric poets, novelists, and painters, and a brooding fatalism that found reflection in such writings as those of Oswald Spengler and Sören Kierkegaard.

World War I had been modern civilization's most hideous experience. In some parts of western Europe it had taken the life of one young man out of four, and in the generations that matured in the 1920's and 1930's few could understand for what reason it had been fought. The experience formed a trauma in the consciousness of most of the peoples who had taken part in it, and this fact is of cardinal importance for the understanding of the events that took place in the decades after it.

### TWENTIETH CENTURY: WORLD ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

**ERNEST R. MAY, Associate Professor of History, Harvard University.**

#### 17. Chronology

A chronological outline of the more important events leading up to World War I, the principal occurrences during the course of the war, and postwar developments are presented under the following headings: (1) prelude to war, (2) declarations of war, (3) western front, (4) eastern front, (5) Italian front, (6) colonial and Japanese campaigns, (7) Turkish campaigns, (8) Balkan campaigns, (9) naval operations, (10) peace negotiations, and (11) postwar settlements.

---

**PRELUDE TO WAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>July 19—Franco-Prussian War begins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>June 18—Three Emperors' League (Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia) is formed, lasts until 1887.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td>May 20—Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy form Triple Alliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td>Feb. 4—German colonial expansion begins with note to Great Britain on South West Africa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td>June 18—Reinsurance Treaty between Russia and Germany replaces Three Emperors' League; lasts until 1890.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>July 1—Great Britaincedes Heligoland to Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Jan. 4—Franco-Russian alliance is completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Aug. 1—Sino-Japanese War begins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>May 8—Cession of Liaotung Peninsula to Japan is reversed in final Treaty of Shimosekoi as a result of intervention of the powers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Jan. 30—Anglo-Japanese alliance is formed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>May 31—South African War ends with Boer defeat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1906 | Mar. 22—Emperor William II states at Fremont: "God has called us to civilize the world, we are the missionaries of human progress. . . . We are the salt of the earth."

---

**March 31—Visit of William II to Tangier precipitates Moroccan crisis.**

June 6—German pressure forces removal of French foreign minister, Theophile Delcassé.

Sept. 5—Treaty of Portsmouth ends Russo-Japanese War.

**1906**

Jan. 16—Algeciras Conference on Morocco open; ends April 7 with an agreement favoring French position, which was supported by Great Britain.

**1907**


Aug. 31—Anglo-Russian agreement completes Triple Entente.

**1908**

Oct. 5—Bulgaria becomes independent.


**1909**

Aug. 15—German Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann-Hollweg makes overtures to secure British neutrality in the event of a Continental war.
24—Italy and Russia conclude a secret agreement on Balkans and other areas.

1—German gunboat at Agadir provokes a new Moroccan crisis.

15—Germany demands territorial compensation from France, including all of French Equatorial Africa and French preemptive rights to Belgian Congo.

21—A speech by David Lloyd George in London serves as a warning to Germany.

1—France cedes two strips of French Equatorial Africa to Germany in return for recognition of its protectorate in Morocco.

26—Germany endeavors to obtain an unconditional pledge of neutrality from Great Britain during any war into which Germany "might be forced." Britain issues a naval holiday, but a new ultimatum is published.

1—Italy occupies the Dodcecanese.

1—First Balkan War begins.

30—Treaty of London ends First Balkan War; Turkey cedes territory to Serbia, etc. The latter is attacked by Bulgaria.

28—Second Balkan War begins; ends Aug. 10 with Treaty of Bucharest; Romania gains territory at expense of Bulgaria.

7—Three-year military service bill is enacted in France.

14—Gen. Otto Liman von Sanders arrives in Turkey at head of German military mission.

28—Archduke Francis Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary and his wife are assassinated by a Serb at Sarajevo, Bosnia.

3—William II assures Austria-Hungary that he will support her and war against Russia and France if Russia aids Serbia.

7—Austro-Hungarian Council of Ministers decides to send Serbia a 48-hour ultimatum.

9—French President Raymond Poincaré and Premier René Viviani arrive in St. Petersburg, state visit ends July 23.

22—Germany warns Great Britain against interference between Austria-Hungary and Serbia.

23—Austria-Hungary sends its ultimatum to Serbia, its reply is rejected; Austria-Hungary breaks off relations with Serbia and orders partial mobilization.

26—British propose a conference; proposal is rejected by Germany July 27.

28—Austria-Hungary and Serbia are at war.

29—Russia begins to mobilize.

31—Russia orders general mobilization; Germany proclaims state of the danger of war; Austria-Hungary orders partial mobilization; Turkey mobilizes.

1—Germany mobilizes.

4—Germany sends ultimatum to Belgium; secret treaty between Germany and Turkey provides for subsequent entries of latter on side of Central Powers.

3—Italy proclaims neutrality.

4—Great Britain sends ultimatum to Germany.

DECLARATIONS OF WAR

28—Austria-Hungary against Serbia.

1—Germany against Russia.

3—Germany against France.

4—Great Britain against Germany at expiration of ultimatum at midnight; Germany against Belgium.

5—Montenegro against Austria-Hungary.

6—Austria-Hungary against Russia; Serbia against Germany.

10—Montenegro against Germany; Austria-Hungary against Montenegro.

12—Great Britain against Austria-Hungary.

13—France against Austria-Hungary.

22—Austria-Hungary against Belgium (received Aug. 28).

13—Japan against Germany.

25—Japan against Austria-Hungary.

1—Russia against Turkey.

3—Great Britain against Turkey; France against Turkey.

11—Italy against Austria-Hungary.

19—San Marino against Austria-Hungary.

21—Italy against Turkey.

15—Great Britain against Serbia; France against Serbia.

1—Italy against Bulgaria, Serbia against Bulgaria.

19—Italy against Bulgaria, Russia against Bulgaria.

WWI

Addressing Congress on April 2, 1917, President Wilson asks for a declaration of war against Germany.

1917

March 9—Germany against Portugal.

13—Austria-Hungary against Portugal.

28—Rumania against Austria-Hungary; Italy against Germany (to take effect Aug. 28).

30—Germany against Rumania.

30—Turkey against Rumania.

1—Bulgaria against Rumania.

1917

April 6—United States against Germany.

April 1—China against Germany.

April 2—Holland against Germany.

July 2—Great Britain against Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey, and Bulgaria.

July 22—Siam against Germany and Austria-Hungary.

Aug. 4—Liberia against Germany.

Aug. 14—China against Germany and Austria-Hungary.

Oct. 26—Brazil against Germany.

Dec. 7—United States against Austria-Hungary.

Dec. 10—Panama against Austria-Hungary.

Dec. 16—Cuba against Austria-Hungary.

1918

April 23—Guatemala against Germany.

May 8—Nicaragua against Germany and Austria-Hungary.

May 23—Costa Rica against Germany.

July 12—Haiti against Germany.

July 19—Honduras against Germany.

1917

Breaking of Diplomatic Relations

1917

Feb. 3—United States against Germany.

March 14—Bulgaria against Russia.

April 8—Austria-Hungary against the United States.

April 10—Bulgaria with the United States.

April 13—Bolivia with Germany.

April 20—Turkey with the United States.

April 27—Guatemala with Germany.

May 17—Honduras with Germany.

May 19—Nicaragua with Germany.

Sept. 21—Cuba against France.

Oct. 6—Persia with Germany.

Oct. 7—Uruguay with Germany.

Dec. 7—Ecuador with Germany.

WESTERN FRONT

1914

Aug. 2—Germans invade Luxembourg.

Aug. 4—Germans invade Belgium.

Aug. 7—Germans enter Liège; French invade Alsace.

British troops begin to land in France.

Aug. 8—Belgian Army falls back; limited French success is achieved in Alsace.

Aug. 9—French cavalry enters Belgium.

Aug. 10—French advance in Lorraine.

Aug. 20—Germans enter Brussels.

Aug. 21—Reverses force French from Alsace-Lorraine.

Aug. 22—French are defeated at Charleroi.

Aug. 23—Namur falls to Germans; Battle of Mons begins.

Aug. 24—British fall back from Mons; a general Allied retreat takes place.
At the German offensive is launched on the Aisne in May 1918, French civilians of Fismes are drafted for work.


Aug. 27—Battle of L'Epehy; French are driven back.

Aug. 27—Lille and Mézières are occupied by the Germans.

Aug. 31—French Army falls back to line Aisne-Reims-Verdun.

Sept. 15—Germans take Soissons.

Sept. 2—Germans reach the Marne.

Sept. 3—French government moves to Bordeaux.

Sept. 5—Battle of the Marne begins.

Sept. 6—French Sixth Army attacks German flank from west in Battle of the Ourcq, with modest success.

Sept. 9—Marne battle ends. Germans begin retreat.

Sept. 14—First Battle of the Aisne begins (ends Sept. 28); this is the introduction of trench warfare.

Sept. 18—Stalemate on the Aisne; opponents begin series of attempts to outflank each other on the west, which develops into the Race for the Sea.

Sept. 23—Germans take St-Mihiel, forming salient.

Oct. 9—Germans take Amiens.

Oct. 12—First Battle of Ypres begins (ends Nov. 11) as French try to break front; Allies hold.

Oct. 16—Battle of the Yser ends race for the sea; neither side succeeds in outflanking the other; this is beginning of the stabilized front.

1915

During the year the front remains essentially stabilized. There are local actions with few gains.

Jan. 8—Battle of Soissons begins (ends Jan. 15); French drive is repulsed.

Feb. 3—German attacks in Champagne are repulsed.

March 10—Battle of Neuve-Chapelle; British achieve limited success in three-day battle.

March 14—Battle of St-Eloi begins (ends March 15); initial German gains are erased by British counterattacks.

April 22—Second Battle of Ypres begins (ends May 24–25); costly and futile attacks are made by both sides; Germans introduce poison gas in war.

May 9—Second Battle of Artois begins (ends June 18); French make small gains at heavy cost.

May 15—Battle of Festubert begins (ends May 25); Allies obtain limited successes.

June 20—German offensive in the Argonne begins (ends July 14); attempt to break French line fails.

Sept. 25—Allied offensives begin at Loos and in Champagne (end Nov. 6); good initial successes are obtained; fighting is violent, however, and final gains are limited.

1916

During the year only two major engagements take place, at Verdun and on the Somme; 38 air raids, mostly by zeppelins, are made over England.

Feb. 21—Battle of Verdun begins; German attacks to date limited French manpower.

Feb. 25—Germans advance 3 miles at Verdun; capture Fort Douaumont.

March 16—Five German attacks are repulsed at Verdun.

June 7—Germans take Fort de Vaux at Verdun.

July 1—Franco-British offensive begins Battle of the Somme.

July 3—Allies obtain local successes on Somme.

July 12—Battle of the Somme continues; British take Mametz Wood.

July 14—British capture Trones Wood; first phase of Battle of the Somme ends.

July 17—British capture German second Somme division line.

Sept. 15—British introduce tanks in war on the Somme.

Oct. 5—British and French have limited successes on the Somme.

Oct. 13—Allied bombers raid factories in Osnabruck.

Nov. 13—Battle of the Aisne (part of Somme battle begins (ends Nov. 18); British achieve success.

Nov. 18—Battle of the Somme ends; there are 650,000 German, 420,000 British, and 195,000 French casualties.


Dec. 15—Great French attacks at Verdun make important gains.

Dec. 18—Battle of Verdun ends; there are 550,000 French and 450,000 German casualties.

1917

February—The Allies, now possessing superior manpower, plan offensive in Noyon salient.

Feb. 23—Appeal of coming offensive. Germans begin withdrawal from salient to Hindenburg Line.

March 18—Following up the German withdrawal, British occupy Peronne, and French Noyon.

April 5—Germans complete withdrawal.

April 6—United States enters war.

April 9—Battle of Arras begins (ends May 3); Canadian capture Vimy Ridge.

April 16—Second Battle of the Aisne (ends May 9); Nivelle hurls French against impregnable defenses with staggering losses; French troops mutiny.

May 3—British break QuHeaders position; move on Cambrai.

May 4—French take Aisne and Chemin des Dames on the Aisne.


June 7—Battle of Messines begins (ends June 8); British break German lines.

June 25—First American fighting troops land in France.

July 31—Third Battle of Ypres begins; British continue attacks until Nov.; Germans evacuate Ypres; French recapture from Aisne debacle; there are many tremendous casualties but meager successes.

Aug. 20—French make limited gains near Verdun.

Nov. 6—Canadians capture Passchendaele Ridge.

Nov. 9—Allies form Supreme War Council.

Nov. 20—Battle of Cambrai begins (ends Dec. 3); British first massed tank attack surprises German and breaks line; lack of reserves limits British success.

Nov. 30—Germans counterattack at Cambrai (attack ends Dec. 1).

Dec. 4—British withdraw at Cambrai, losing much ground (withdrawal ends Dec. 7).

1918

Collapse of Russia permits transfer of German troops to west, giving the Germans numerical superiority; they plan supreme effort to win in France before United States can intervene.

March 21—Some offensive begins, the first German drive to split French and British, it achieves good initial gains.

March 22—A German breakthrough at St-Quentin on Somme forces British retreat.

March 23—Germans reach Somme River; Big Redta begins harassing firing on Paris from 74 miles away.

March 28—Germans are held up in north on Somme but advance in south.

April 4—German Somme offensive runs down after gain of 30 miles for lack of reserves and supplies; Germans are left in salient.

April 9—British offensive begins; second German drive, designed to shatter British, wins 10 miles; it is stopped April 20 by lack of reserves and Allied counterattacks, and Germans are left in salient.

April 14—Gen. Ferdinand Foch is appointed supreme Allied commander.

May 27—Aisne offensive (third German drive), designed to break French, reaches Marne in four days.

May 28—Battle of Cantigny, in first independent American operation. Ist Division captures Cantigny.

June 2—French hold on the Marne, Americans and German crossings of the river at Château-Thierry.

June 6—Aisne offensive ends; Germans are left in salient.

June 9—Noyon-Montdidier offensive begins; the fourth German drive, it is designed to threaten French hold with new defensive system, and ends June 13.
15-Champagne-Marne offensive (Second Battle of the Marne) begins (ends July 17); the last German army is stopped by the French.
18-Foch begins to reduce German salients prior to launching general attack; Aisne-Marne offensive against Marne salient begins; 8 American divisions participate.
(19) Germans in Marne salient are in general retreat.
19-Allies reach the Vesle and eliminate the Marne salient.
20-British and French begin attacks to reduce Aisne salient.
21-French advance between Oise and Aisne rivers; German 2nd Army retreats.
22-Germans complete withdrawal from Lys salient.
24-Newly created American First Army, aided by French attack St-Mihiel salient and gains 5 miles; Battle of Epinoy, on Cambrai front, begins (ends Sept 19); British obtain substantial success.
25-Germans withdraw from St-Mihiel salient under American and French pressure.
16-Foch's final defensive begins; Americans and French begin Meuse-Argonne offensive and advance several miles. 1,200,000 Americans participate.
26-British start Second Battle of Cambrai and Battle of St-Quentin, piercing Hindenburg Line.
27-British assault of Flanders begins with Anglo-Belgian success on 23-mile front.
17-In the Meuse-Argonne offensive there occurs still stiff fighting in the Argonne Forest.
18-Second Battle of Cambrai and Battle of St-Quentin end; Germans fall back.
17-Wotan offensive American-French advance on St-Quentin-Cambrai front progresses 3 miles.
19-Advance continues on Cambrai front.
20-British capture Le Cateau.
21-Allies start Flanders offensive and advance 5 miles.
22-British attack beginning.
23-Gen. Erich F. W. Ludendorff, German supreme commander, resigns.
24-Americans and French clear Argonne Forest and move into open country; French reach the Aisne, 100 miles from Paris; American offensive takes Diep-Sambre Canal.
25-Germans in general retreat, Americans and French reach river at Sedan; German armistice delegations leave Berlin for western front.
26-Army is signed at 3 A.M.; firing stops at 11 A.M. 2,000,000 Americans are now in France.
27-Belgians re-enter Brussels.
28-British and American troops cross German frontier.
29-Americans enter their occupation zone at Coblenz.
30-French enter their occupation zone at Mainz.
31-British enter their occupation zone at Cologne.

EASTERN FRONT

32-Austrians invade southern Russian Poland and gain for Lublin.
33-Russian First Army invades East Prussia from east; Germans attack it unsuccessfully in Battle of Stalluponen.
34-Russians invade Galicia from the east.
35-In East Prussia, Germans fall back in Battle of Gumbinnen; Second Russian Army moves into East Prussia from month to pitch off Germans; Germans stop south to meet Second Army.
37-Russians in Prussia, Russian Second Army is repelled in Battle of Frankenhau.
38-In Galicia, Austrians almost encircle Russians at battle of Komarow but retire Sept. 1. South of Komarow, Austrians and Russians clash in Battle of Lapa (ends Aug. 30); Austrians are put to rout; in East Prussia, Battle of Tannenberg begins.
39-Battle of Tannenberg ends; Russian Second Army is surrounded and decimated.
40-34th Army, Russians break out of Moscow.
41-Germans invade Southern Russia.
42-Germans drive Russian First Army from East Prussia back into Poland, beginning three-day First Battle of the Masurian Lakes.

Sept. 11-Austrians are severely beaten in Battle of Rawka, Russia in Galicia and withdraw to Carpathian Mountains 100 miles to rear; Russians follow.
Sept. 27-Russians push toward Carpathians.
28-German Ninth Army arrives in Galicia to bolster sagging Austrians; Austro-German advance begins.
Oct. 6-Russians fall back in Poland and Galicia.
Oct. 12-Germans advance to within 12 miles of Warsaw.
Nov. 16-Austrians reach line of San River.
Nov. 17-Russian reinforcements stop Germans at Warsaw.
Nov. 21-Germans retreat from Warsaw, and Austrians from the San.
Nov. 23-All quiet on the eastern front.

1915

Jan. 4-Russians begin advance into Bucovina.
Jan. 17-Russians hold most of Bucovina.
Jan. 31-Germans attack Russians at Bolimow to divert attention from major offensive being prepared in north; tear gas is used for first time.
Feb. 7-Winter Battle of Masuria begins (ends Feb. 21); Germans encircle Russian Tenth Army near Neman River and capture 100,000 prisoners; Austrians launch attack in Carpathians to assist German attack, but it fails.
Feb. 18-Austrians retake Czernovitz.
Feb. 28-Germans begin withdrawal from northern Poland.
March 22-Przemysl, under siege since Nov. 12, 1914, surrenders to the Russians.
April 28-Field Marshal August von Mackensen's German Eleventh Army arrives on Carpathian front to save Austrian Army, threatened with destruction by the advance...
May 2-Mackensen and Austrians launch huge offensive in Carpathians.
May 4-Mackensen breaks Russian line between Gorlice and tarnow; Russians lose 140,000 prisoners and 100 guns, and begin hasty retreat.
May 11-Russians retreat from San River, 80 miles to rear.
May 17-Russians are forced from the San and begin a 20-mile retreat.
June 2 - Germans capture Przemysl.
June 12 - Russian retreat continues; Germans follow it up.
June 22 - Austrians recapture Lemberg and Galicia.

July 16 - Battle of Krasnoyak begins (ends July 18); Russians are defeated.
July 30 - Germans occupy Luhlin.
July 31 - Germans occupy Kholm.
Aug. 4-5 - Germans enter Warsaw; Russians prepare to evacuate Riga.
Aug. 7 - Germans are repulsed near Riga.
Aug. 23 - Germans take Brest-Litovsk.
Sept. 5 - Czar Nicholas II takes command of Russian armies.
Sept. 16 - Germans take Pinsk.
Sept. 20 - Great Russian withdrawal of almost 300 miles ends; Germans and Austrians, worn down, halt.
Oct. 3 - German battle for Dvinsk begins.
Oct. 10 - German attack on Dvinsk fails.
Nov. 11 - Russians drive Germans back from Riga.

1916
Feb. 2 - Austrians and Germans fight in Bucovina.
March 18 - Russians start strong attack at Lake Naroch and make good initial gains against Germans.
March 28 - Lake Naroch offensive bogs down in bad weather.
March 30 - Germans regain lost ground at Lake Naroch.
June 4 - In an offensive led by Gen. Aleksei Brusilov, Russians launch massive surprise attack south of Pripet Marshes.
June 6 - Russians capture Lutsk.
June 10 - Russians pierce Austrian front to a depth of 20 miles.
June 17 - Russians capture Czernowitz.
July 4 - Russian victory against the north makes gains and is then halted by Germans; both sides rush to concentrate their forces on southern front; 15 German and 8 Austrian divisions are brought from other fronts to stop Brusilov offensive.
July 28 - A series of bloody battles begins.
Aug. 20 - There are persistent attacks by both sides, with only small gains.
Sept. 20 - Stiff opposition and heavy losses in men and materials halt Brusilov offensive.
Oct. 22 - Russians sustain reverses in Galicia.

1917
Jan. 5 - Russian offensive begins near Riga.
Feb. 1 - Russian line is broken near Halicz.
Feb. 11 - Germans are driven back near Halicz.
March 12 - Russian Revolution begins.
March 15 - Russian government is overthrown; czar abdicates.
May 4 - Russian attack in Rumania; disorganization of Russian armies begins.
July 1 - Brusilov begins offensive in Galicia.
July 24 - Count attacking Germans drive Russians back in Bucovina.
Aug. 3 - Germans take Czernowitz.
Sept. 5 - Russians are driven from Riga.
Nov. 6-7 - Bolsheviks seize power in Petrograd.
Nov. 8 - Congress of Soviets calls for peace.
Dec. 2 - Hostilities are suspended on eastern front.
Dec. 22 - Peace negotiations are opened at Brest-Litovsk.

1918
Feb. 10 - Leon Trotsky, dissatisfied with German terms, unilaterally declares war at an end.
Feb. 18 - Germans renew fighting and drive eastward.
March 3 - Bolsheviks sign peace treaty at Brest-Litovsk.

ITALIAN FRONT

April 26 - Secret Treaty of London is signed by Italy, France, Great Britain, and Russia; Italy is to enter war on Allied side in return for territorial gains in the Tirol, on the Adriatic coast, and elsewhere.
May 23 - Italy enters the war; makes limited attack up to June 16 to gain positions on the Adriatic.
June 23 - First Battle of the Isonzo begins (ends July 3); this is first of 11 battles launched by Italians against Austrians on the Isonzo River, attacks are made against Cavour Plateau and Gorizia with small gains.
July 18 - Second Battle of the Isonzo begins (ends Aug. 3); Italian attacks against the Cavour make only small gains.
Oct. 18 - Third Battle of the Isonzo begins (ends Nov. 3); attacks on the Carso and to outflank Gorizia make small gains.
Nov. 10 - Fourth Battle of the Isonzo begins (ends Dec. 2); attacks on both sides of Gorizia fail; Italian Isonzo battles the Italians lose 27,500 men and the Austrians 165,000.

1916
March 9 - Fifth Battle of the Isonzo begins (ends March 17); attack is stopped by bad weather; there are no gains.
May 15 - Asiago offensive begins (ends June 17); Austrians launch strong attack in the Trentino and capture Asiago, but end bitter fighting to send troops to meet Brusilov offensive on Russian front.
Aug. 6 - Sixth Battle of the Isonzo begins (ends Aug. 17); Italians advance 4 miles and capture Gorizia and bridgehead over the Isonzo beyond the town.
Sept. 14 - Seventh Battle of the Isonzo begins (ends Sept. 17); an attempt to enlarge the bridgehead makes negligible gains.
Oct. 10 - Eighth Battle of the Isonzo begins (ends Oct. 12); a second attempt to enlarge the bridgehead also makes negligible gains.
1914

There are British and German border raids in East Africa through the end of the year.

Jan. 7-British and French invade German Tangaland.

Feb. 20-27-British and French invade German Cameroons.

Mar. 21-Tsingtao is bombarded by Japanese.

Apr. 29-New Zealand expedition captures Western Samoa.

Sept.-Japanese occupy German islands north of the equator.


Nov. 19-Union of South Africa forces capture Luderitz in German Southwest Africa.

Nov. 27-French and British amphibious force captures Dawas in Cameroons.

Oct. 9-Rebellion breaks out in Union of South Africa.

Nov. 25-Japanese take Tientsin; armistice is signed for Italian front, effective Nov. 4.

COLONIAL AND JAPANESE CAMPAIGNS

1914

There are British and German border raids in East Africa through the end of the year.

Jan. 7-British and French invade German Tangaland.

Feb. 20-27-British and French invade German Cameroons.

Mar. 21-Tsingtao is bombarded by Japanese.

Apr. 29-New Zealand expedition captures Western Samoa.

Sept.-Japanese occupy German islands north of the equator.


Nov. 19-Union of South Africa forces capture Luderitz in German Southwest Africa.

Nov. 27-French and British amphibious force captures Dawas in Cameroons.

Oct. 9-Rebellion breaks out in Union of South Africa.

Nov. 25-Japanese take Tientsin; armistice is signed for Italian front, effective Nov. 4.

TURKISH CAMPAIGNS

Dardanelles

1914

Jan. 3-British Navy bombards outer Dardanelles forts.

Feb. 19-British begin naval attack to force straits.

Mar. 18-Naval attack fails, and fleet withdraws.

Mar. 25-British troops land on Gallipoli Peninsula; gain beachheads at Anzac Cove and Cape Helles.

Apr. 6-Helles force attacks to enlarge beachhead (attack ends May 9); no gains are made.

Apr. 9-Sevastopol Helles force attacks with minor success.

Apr. 12-Third Helles attack begins, ends July 13 with little success; the total gain in all attacks is 3 miles.

Aug. 6-General British attack begins; troops land at Suvla Bay.

Aug. 9-British are pinned down in all sectors.

Aug. 15-A renewed British attack fails.

Aug. 21-Another attack fails.

Dec. 20-British troops are evacuated from Anzac and Suvla Bay.

1916

Jan. 9-British troops are evacuated from Helles; campaign ends in complete failure.

Mesopotamia

1914

Nov. 7-British land in Mesopotamia opposite Abadan.

Nov. 22-British occupy Basra.

Dec. 9-British move north to Al Qurna.

1915

Apr. 12-Turks attack British at Basra; attack fails, and they flee April 14.

May 16-British occupy Ahwaz to protect oil pipeline.

June 3-British capture 'Amara on the Tigris.

July 23-British capture Nasiriya on the Euphrates.

Sept. 22-British advance on Kut begins.

Sept. 28-British route Turks at Sannajay and enter Kut.

Oct. 5-British reach Al 'Aziziya.

Nov. 11-British start north for Baghdad.

Nov. 22-British attack Turks at Ctesiphon; capture front line.

Nov. 23-Turks hold firm; British withdraw southward.

Dec. 3-British halt retreat at Kut.

Dec. 7-Turks surround British in Kut.

1916

Jan. 21-First British attempt to relieve Kut fails.

March 5-British advance toward Baghdad.

March 11-Turks evacuate Baghdad; British occupy city.

Sept. 29-British occupy Ramadi on the Euphrates.

Dec. 9-Turks are driven from Kharanig.

1918

March 9-British capture Hfur.

Oct. 23-British begin advance to Mosul.

Oct. 30-Turks are surrounded and captured at Sharqat; armistice is declared, effective Oct. 31.

Egypt and Palestine

1914

Dec. 18-British proclaim protectorate over Egypt.

1915

February-Turkish attempts to capture Suez Canal are repulsed.

1916

June 5-Sherif Husayn of Mecca proclaims Arab revolt against Turks.

Aug. 4-5-Turks are badly beaten at El Romana; British start advance to Palestine border.

Dec. 21-British advance to El Arish.

1917

Jan. 19-British arrive at Palestine border.

Sept. 26—First Battle of Gaza begins (ends March 27); British attack Turks but are repulsed.

April 17—Second Battle of Gaza begins (ends April 19); British attacks are again repulsed.

Oct. 31—Third Battle of Gaza begins (ends Nov. 7); Turks are outflanked and forced to withdraw.

Nov. 13—Battle of Junction Station begins (ends Nov. 14); Turks are defeated.

Dec. 9—British capture Jerusalem.

1918

April—Five British divisions are transferred to western front and are replaced by Indian troops.

Sept. 19—Battle of Megiddo takes place; Turks are put to flight.

Oct. 1—British take Damascus.

Oct. 26—British take Aleppo.

Oct. 30—Armistice is declared, effective Oct. 31.

Caucus

1914

Dec. 29—Turks, advancing on Kars, are badly defeated by Russians near Sarkamis in battles ending Jan. 2, 1915

1915

Russians push back Turks north of Lake Van.

1916

Treaty of I
Sept. 15
Sept. 16
Oct. 1
Oct. 14
Serbs" Oct. 30 - Armistice

Nov. 5 - Albanian invasion of Montenegro is checkedor
Dec. 9 - Austrians evacuate Belgrade; Austrians occupy city
Dec. 16 - German cruisers bombard Trabzon.

Aug. 12 - Austrians cross Drina River
Aug. 16 - Battle of the Jadart begins (ends Aug. 19); Austrians are defeated.
Aug. 27 - Rumania joins Allies; invades Transylvania
Aug. 31 - Serbian army enters Constanta.
Sept. 1 - Austro-German action occurs in Adriatic.

July 2 - Skirmishes occur on Salonikan front.
Jan. 25 - Macksensen accepts Austrian terms.

BALKAN CAMPAIGNS
1914
July 29 - Austrians bomb 2nd Belgrade; Serbs evacuate city.
Aug. 7 - Serbs enter Bosnia.
Aug. 16 - Battle of the Jadart begins (ends Aug. 19); Austrians are defeated.
Aug. 20 - Austrians retreat back across border.
Sept. 8 - Second Austrian invasion begins; it makes little progress.
Sept. 16 - Invasion is halted; Austrians retain bridgeheads.
Sept. 21 - Austrians and Montenegro approach Sarajevo.
Oct. 4 - Advance is turned back in Sarajevo area.
Nov. 5 - Albanian invasion of Montenegro is checkedor
Nov. 11 - Serbs are forced back from borders.
Nov. 15 - Austrians capture Valjevo.
Nov. 29 - Serbs evacuate Belgrade; Austrians occupy city.
Dec. 3 - Serbian armies counterattack all along front.
Dec. 8 - Austrians are defeated in Battle of the Rudnik bridges.
Dec. 9 - Austrians begin retreat.
Dec. 15 - Austrians are driven from Serbia; invasion ends.

1915
Feb. 2 - Montenegro repulse Austrians in Hercegovina.
Aug. 16 - Austrian attack on Montenegrin border is repulsed.
Sept. 6 - Secret alliance is concluded by Bulgaria, Germany, and Austria-Hungary.
Sept. 22 - Treaty whereby Turkey cedes territory to Bulgaria is ratified.
Oct. 29 - German-Austrian forces concentrate on Serbian border.
Oct. 3 - Bulgarians mass on Serbian border; Anglo-French forces begin to land at Salonika, Greece.
Oct. 7 - Austrians and Germans invade Serbia.
Oct. 11 - Bulgarians invade Serbia.
Oct. 14 - Serbs are overwhelmed on all fronts.
Nov. 5 - Bulgarians capture Nibl.
Dec. 2 - Serbs withdraw from Bitolj; it is occupied by Bulgarians Dec. 5.
Dec. 9 - Allied Salonika force retreats from Serbia.
Dec. 13 - Remainants of Serbian Army begin to reach Albanian coast.

1916
Jan. 15 - First Serbian troops are evacuated to Corfu; evacuation is completed Feb. 10.
Jan. 25 - Montenegro accepts Austrian terms.
July 25 - Skirmishes occur on Salonikan front.
July 25 - Serbs arrive at Salonika from Corfu.
Aug. 17 - Secret Treaty of Bucharest, whereby Rumania is to receive territory in exchange for attack on Austria-Hungary, is signed by Rumania and Allies; Central Powers' offensive against Salonika is halted.
Aug. 27 - Rumania joins Allies; invades Transylvania Aug.
Sept. 1 - Field Marshal August von Mackensen's Danube Army crosses Rumanian border.
Sept. 23 - Allied Salonika offensive begins (ends Nov. 19); limited gains include capture of Bitolj.
Sept. 16 - Mackensen's advance threatens Constanța railroad.
Sept. 20 - Russo-Romanian army halts Mackensen.
Oct. 11 - Romanian advance in Transylvania is turned back.
Oct. 20 - Mackensen resumes offensive in Dobruja.
Oct. 24 - Mackensen captures key port of Constanța.
Oct. 25 - Mackensen captures Cernavodă and begins move westward to Svishtov.

Nov. 10 - Rumanians are ejected from Transylvania; Gen. Erich von Falkenhayn follows into Rumania.
Nov. 13 - Mackensen crosses the Danube and heads for Bucharest.
Dec. 1 - Rumanian counterattack fails; Mackensen and Falkenhayn drive for Bucharest.
Dec. 6 - Bucharest and Floești oilfields are captured. Russo-Rumanian armies are put to flight.

1917
Jan. 7 - Germans suspend operations against Rumania.
May - Allied Salonika offensive is stalled; gains are limited.
June 12 - Pro-German King Constantine of Greece abdicates.
June 27 - Pro-Aleutheiros Venizelos resumes premiership.
July 2 - Greece joins Allies.
Dec. 9 - Rumania signs armistice.

1918
April 15 - Greeks cross Strymon River; occupy town in Serrai area.
May 7 - Treaty of Bucharest is signed by Rumania and Central Powers; Dobrogea is ceded to Bulgaria.
Sept. 1 - British advance up Vardar Valley.
Sept. 14 - French and Serbs advance in Serbia.
Sept. 17 - Allied advance gains 20 miles.
Sept. 19 - Allies cross the Vardar River; Bulgarians are in flight.
Sept. 26 - British take Strumica; Serbs take Veles.
Sept. 29 - Bulgaria signs armistice and surrenders.
Nov. 1 - Serbs enter and occupy Belgrade.
Nov. 3 - Austrians accept truce terms.

NAVAL OPERATIONS
1914
Aug. 2 - Germans bombard Liepaja, Latvia.
Aug. 24 - Allied warships bombard Kotor on the Adriatic.
Aug. 31 - Battle takes place in Bight of Heligoland.
Oct. 29 - Turkish warships raid Odessa, Sevastopol, Feodosiya, and Novorossiisk.
Nov. 1 - British squadron is defeated off Corunel, Chile.
Nov. 2 - British declare North Sea a war zone; it is mined.
Nov. 3 - German cruisers bombard Yarmouth and Lowestoft; British bombard outer Dardanelles forts.
Nov. 18 - Russo-Turkish engagement occurs in Black Sea.
Dec. 8 - Vice-Adm. Maximilian von Spee's German squadron is destroyed in Battle of the Falkland Islands.
Dec. 16 - German cruisers bombard Scarborough, Hartlepool, and Whitby, England.

1915
Jan. 24 - Naval battle takes place in North Sea.
Feb. 4 - Germans declare war zone around Great Britain.
Feb. 10 - United States protests German war zone.
Feb. 19 - British bomb outer Dardanelles forts.
Feb. 25 - Bombardment of Dardanelles forts is renewed.
March 1 - Allies establish undeclared blockade of Central Power.
March 4 - Great naval attack on Dardanelles begins.
March 18 - Dardanelles attack fails; 3 British and French warships are sunk.
May 13 - First United States note to Germany protests sinking of U.S. vessel.
May 7 - with loss of 13 American lives.
Aug. 16 - Russo-German action occurs in Gulf of Riga.
Aug. 20 - Russians defeat German landing operations in Gulf of Riga.
Aug. 21 - Germans evacuate Gulf of Riga.
Aug. 23 - Allied fleet bombs Zeelugge.
Sept. 7 - Allied fleet bombs Ostend.
Oct. 5 - German government promises to avoid attacking passenger vessels.
Oct. 21 - British bombard Bulgarian coast; United States protests undeclared Allied blockade.

1916
Jan. 18 - Bulgarian coast is bombarded by Allies.
Feb. 6 - Austrian-Italian action occurs in Adriatic.
March 25 - British destroyers and seaplanes raid zeppelins sheds at Schleswig.
March 31 - British warships bombards Smyrna.
April 18 - United States demands assurances that German ships will not sink ships without warning.
April 20 - German auxiliary cruiser and submarine attempt to land arms in Ireland; cruiser is sunk.
April 25 - German squadron and zeppelins raid Lowestoft and Yarmouth.
May 4 - Germany replies to United States that it has ordered submarine commanders to suspend operations against merchant shipping.
May 31 - Battle of Jutland begins between major British and German forces; ends June 1 in drawn battle.
Oct. 26 - German destroyer attack is made in English Channel.
Nov. 4 - Russian Fleet bombards Constanța, Rumania.
Dear Dave--

This is a Doig Early Warning, the DEW system in action. I'll be descending on that library of yours on June 21 and probably a few further days of the next week. The topics this time:

--any details, reminiscences, whatever, of how Helena celebrated Montana's attainment of statehood on Nov. 8, 1889. The boozier and the wilder, the better.

--the influenza epidemic of WWI; its impact on any specific community, how people tried to prevent it or doctor for it, how the bodies were handled.

--homesteading in the Choteau-Dupuyer country, 1890-1920.

--the drought of 1919 and hard winter of 1919-20; any details of impact on ranchers and farmers.

Don't spend inordinate time on any of this, but I did want you to know what you're up against. See you soon.

best

Ivan Doig

17021 Tenth Avenue N.W., Seattle, Washington 98177
(206) 542-6658
TO Mr. Ivan Doig

17021 Tenth Avenue N.W.
Seattle, Washington 98177

DATE June 12, 1985

Dear Ivan:

The Doig Early Warning system is everything you threatened it would be. Upon seeing the list and checking the dates, I began making deals with fellow employees to shift my summer vacation so it would begin on the 21st. However, I was unsuccessful (a real test of who your friends are), and will be here during your stay.

I have a couple of ideas for two of your topics, but the other two—statehood celebrations and the flu pandemic—may require some pretty heavy digging into the newspapers of the day. I've tried to track the latter before and have not been very successful.

Anyway, come on. It will be good to see you and Carol. The Society is struggling through some randomly numbered stage of its expansion, so the working conditions here can be pretty disturbing. Especially the guy on the jack hammer has become one of my favorites. Somehow he can sense a long-distance phone call in progress. But we are open, ready, and willing.

Sincerely yours,

Dave Walter, Reference
would walk over to the store and see if there was anything left in the store. We were really hungry by the time we walked over there. All Dan had left were four small potatoes and a couple of onions. He gave them to us and told me he would have the mailman bring my groceries out on Monday. The mailman made only two trips a week, so it would be four days to wait for our groceries. We stopped and bought a dozen eggs and some milk from a farmer, and that is what we lived on till our groceries came. I had to do a lot of talking to keep Eugenia from going back to town with the mailman and taking the train for home. She said, "You are crazy to live in the country so far from town." The next Monday, she started teaching. She sent for her trunk and decided to stay at least a month. She found a place to room and board, which was a little over a mile from her school. They moved the schoolhouse I had been teaching in farther north, and the distance would be about the same for the children to walk, since they divided the district in half and had two schools. A teacher from the East came out to teach the south school, but only stayed three months. When my school was out, I finished her term. They used a church for a schoolhouse, and there was a graveyard with a half-dozen gravestones just back of the church.

THE EPIDEMIC

In November, the flu epidemic hit the country. I was the first to come down with it. I didn't feel very well when I went to school in the morning, and, by noon, I had chills, and my head felt as big as a barrel. I finally gave up at three o'clock, dismissed school and started home. It was blowing and snowing
a little. I decided to go through a field and take a short cut. I
would go a little way, then rest, as I was having trouble breath-
ing. It took me some time to get home. Mrs. Stuck, the lady with
whom I was living, made me some soup, and I went to bed.
The next day I was very sick, and the second day they sent
for my sister to come and take care of me, because I was
running a high fever. During the noon hour, Mr. Erik, the man
with whom she was boarding, hitched two high-stepping
horses to a buggy and went over to her schoolhouse. He told her I was
very sick, and they had sent for her to come and do something
for me. He told her he would stay at the schoolhouse and
watch the children, and she should go over to see how I was. If I
could be moved, she was to bring me back with her to their
place. They sent some blankets along to wrap me in. When she
saw me, she said, "You'd better dress in some warm clothes," and
they wrapped the blankets around me. We started off across the
prairie. I had my head covered, and I couldn't see very well, but
I'm sure we were going very fast because every so often she
would hit a badger hole or a rock, and I would bounce
all over the buggy. When we got to the house where she stayed, Christine
go to bed, and Eugenia went on to her school. A neigh-
bor came by, who was going to Chinook, and they told him to send
the doctor out to see me. Christine said she would make an onion
poultice. She cooked the onions in a thick sugar syrup, gave me
cup of the syrup to drink, and then placed the onions, in a
flour sack, on my chest. I thought this stuff would kill me, but
she said it was a remedy they had used in the Old Country, and
it would make me better. She put all the quilts she had on my
bed, but when I got the chills, I shook the bed. I spent a miser-
able night. The next day, the neighbor returned from town with
some medicine the doctor had sent. He said he couldn't
himself, as the flu was very bad in town. The other doctor was
down with it, and the remaining doctor had to try to save as
many as he could. People would get frantic, bringing those who
were sick for help, but by the time they traveled twenty or

thirty miles to a hospital, the patient was already dead. The
next day, Eugenia came home sick with it. Christine gave her
the same treatment: onion syrup and onion poultice; but Eugenia
took one drink of the syrup and then refused to drink any more.
I told Eugenia that I was getting better, and maybe the poultice
was the reason for my cure. She laughed and said, "I will have
to get rid of it without that." She waited till Christine went to
the well for water; then she poured it into a vase. We were in bed for several days. Eugenia lay there and laughed as she got
better, but she almost got caught washing the vase.

The people who went into town for supplies, would tell us
how bad the flu was all over the country. We were getting
several daily papers at once. There were no telephones or radios
for country people in those days.

Two-Story Biscuits

The Stuck family, with whom I stayed, all came down with
the flu, so I went back home as soon, as I was able, to help take
care of them.

My cousin, then, received a telegram from home, saying her
brother was about to die. The telegram came to the post office,
and they asked me to drive over to her place with it. They hitched
an old gray horse to a buggy, and I started out to her place. It
was just getting dark, but I was sure I could find the place,
since they always had a light burning. I had about three miles
to go. I thought I was almost there, but I couldn't see any light.
The moon came up, and, though I wasn't afraid, I soon discovered
I had been going in circles. I remembered there was a deep
coulee near the Canadian line, and, if I got near it, I could follow
that to the house, even though there had been no light. When I

One-Story Biscuits

got there, I found her alone with the baby. Her husband had
gone to town for a load of coal. She was quite surprised to see
me and hadn't heard about the flu. She said she would try to get
someone to take her to town, and she would go to her home in
Missouri. We packed her things, she went back to my place, and
we packed my trunk with her things. One of the neighbors came
in at about nine o'clock for the mail. He was in a Model T Ford,
and he said he would take my cousin to Chinook to see her husband catch the train. Her brother died before she arrived home.

A week later, her husband came down with the flu and was very sick. The man that was staying with him was trying to take care of him and a family across the line in Canada. They sent for Dr. Hoon, and he came, first, to see Walter and, then, to the sick family across the line (which was only a few blocks). On his way home, Dr. Hoon stopped at the post office and asked Eugenia or me to go and stay with the Canadian family. He said he didn’t think the man would live, and the woman and baby were very sick. All he could do was leave them some medicine, but they needed someone with them. Eugenia thought she was stronger than I was, so she said she would go for a day or so. She found them all in the same bed, too sick to sit up. She cleaned the house and gave them the medicine the doctor had left for them. There was no place for her to sleep but on the floor. The house had two rooms, a kitchen and a bedroom. She made her a bed on the floor in one corner of the kitchen. The first night, she was up most of the time taking care of them. She thought death seemed imminent, but the second day, he was better and asked her to make some soup. All she could find with which to make a broth was an old rooster. She tried to catch the old bird, but it kept outrunning her. The man that was staying with Walter came over to see how she was getting along, and he caught and killed the rooster for her. Then he chopped a hole in the in so she could get some water from their shallow well. (It was the old oaken-bucket type). She dressed the chicken and put it on to boil. After having been cooked for hours, it was still tough. Daunted, she put some rice in the broth and served it, and they enjoyed the soup. She never did say what happened to the bird. The third day, they were up and around. She bathed, washed, and cleaned the house, then told them she would have to go home to rest and was so glad to see them well again. The schools were all closed on account of the flu epidemic.

Eugenia was staying with me when we received word that our father had been injured in an automobile accident. We packed our suitcases, and, planning to go home, we hired a man to take us to Chinook. We wired home to see how our father was getting along before we actually bought our tickets, however, and we received the answer that he was much better, and it wasn’t necessary for us to make that long trip after all. We bought our winter’s supply of food and clothing and decided we would go back the next morning with the mailman. We were almost asleep when we heard church bells ringing and a lot of noise on the street. We got up, dressed, and went downstairs to see what the commotion was all about. We were told that the Armistice had been signed.

The first of the year, I went to finish a term of school for another teacher. It was a small school—I had only fifteen pupils. Since there was no place to stay, they prepared my living quarters in one room adjoining the schoolroom. It was small—I had a cot to sleep on, an oil stove to cook with, and a table and two chairs. I had to hang my clothes on nails around the room. I taught here for two very cold months. One morning, I had two boys come to school with frostbitten ears, and we had to use snow to thaw them out. The next morning, it was thirty degrees below zero—my first experience with below-zero weather. It stayed that cold for a week. I couldn’t understand how children could go to school in such a cold, but there were few absences. I used to look in their faces on a cold morning and say to myself, “I must make this day worthwhile to them.” I knew they gained from my extra effort. I burned coal and had to do all the janitorial work. I had a good strong arm when eating came, for I shoveled many buckets of coal and ashes.

People would go for miles on a Saturday night for a card party. They played a game where the two-spot was next to the rank of spades in rank. They would play all night and go home at breakfast or stay for breakfast. On several occasions, I can remember eating breakfast before going home. A good breakfast
EXPERT MEDICAL ADVICE ON INFLUENZA

DISAGREEMENT AMONG PHYSICIANS at the recent Chicago meeting of the Public Health Association, regarding many important points in the character and treatment of influenza, is reported in the daily press. Nevertheless a substantial agreement on some other points quite as vital appears clearly from a reading of the medical journals, and practical suggestions for the home-care of patients will be found in a statement issued by the British Royal College of Physicians, quoted at the end of this article. Experts would seem to be at one in looking upon the present epidemic as simply a variety of a well-known disease prevalent, with occasional outbursts of violence, for hundreds of years. They agree that it is a germ disease and that it is very contagious at close range, although probably not communicable through air, water, or material objects; that its danger consists largely in the likelihood that it will be accompanied or followed by a peculiarly virulent type of pneumonia, whose occurrence is favored by neglect or wrong treatment, and finally that not all persons are equally susceptible, those in weakened physical condition usually succumbing first. Points still open to discussion are the reasons for epidemics in general and for this one in particular, the nature of the precise germ or group of germs responsible for it, and the efficiency of various forms of preventive and curative treatment, including quarantine, as generally practised, inoculation with serum, the "influenza mask," and the use of various drugs. Regarding the outbreak itself, whose world-wide character has earned it the name of "pandemic," the writer of a leading editorial in The Lancet (London, November 2) speaks as follows:

"If those who feel ill would stay at home; if those who are well would avoid traveling in railroad-carsriages with the windows closed, or in unventilated trams and busses; and, above all, if the public would forego picture-palaces or other crowded places of amusement so long as the epidemic continues, much would be done to limit the spread in populous centers."

The fact that the army camps have been excellent places to study the disease unaffected by local conditions makes a recent article by Dr. George A. Soper, Major U. S. A., one of the most interesting reports on its progress. Dr. Soper, writing from the army's Division of Infectious Diseases and Laboratories in Washington to the Journal of the American Medical Association (Chicago, December 7), states his belief that "had it not been for the pneumonia, the pandemic would not have attracted much attention." The disease has come in "waves," often with the violence of an explosion. He goes on:

"Within about a week after the outbreak of the influenza, there occurs an ominous prevalence of pneumonia. The pneumonia does not exist as a separate epidemic, but is always a flower of influenza. How the two diseases are related is not positively known. It is clear that the influenza paves the way for the pneumonia, if it does not actually produce it."

Steps taken by the military authorities to combat the disease under three heads, and apparently any efforts elsewhere must also be similarly classified. Major Soper gives them as isolation, sanitation, and education. These he briefly examines as follows:

"1. By isolation is meant any and all procedures by which infected could be separated from the susceptible persons. Included in this list were steps for the prevention of crowding, antiseptic, head-to-foot sleeping, the separation of heads at meals, and the use of cubicles and masks.

2. Under sanitation may be included the cleaning and airing of barracks and bedding, the oiling of floors to keep down the dust, the boiling of mess-kits, and many other procedures.

3. Education, always a predominant motive in the Army, was applied as never before to the prevention of disease among troops. The medical officers were taught what to expect in the way of symptoms and what principles of prevention to put into effect. The men were taught something of the principles of disease-transmission and how to carry out their part of the work of prevention."

As a result of these methods the disease "is already practically gone in most army camps." Much can be done in military camps, of course, that can not be done in civil communities, but their example points the way. It must be said that some physicians have doubted the permanent efficacy of any kind of quarantine measures and have pointed out that in New York, where they have been few, the disease, on the whole, has been less violent than in Boston, where, after the first outbreak, they were exceptionally strict. Still, such measures have been chiefly relied on, albeit in different degree, by most American cities, and their necessity has not been widely questioned. With regard to means of transmission, Dr. Soper is very clear. He says:

"It is a fundamental assumption that influenza is produced when, and only when, material from the mouth or nose of infected persons gets into the mouth or nose of some one who is susceptible. As is plainly recognized in respect to intestinal infections, the hand probably plays an important part in the transmission of influenza. Coughing and sneezing help greatly to spread the infection.

"It has long been known that interchanges of bacteria occur commonly from mouth to mouth under ordinary conditions of social intercourse. Most of these organisms are harmless under normal conditions of health. That their capacity for harm is sometimes increased, sometimes reduced, according to various circumstances, is highly probable. . . . . .

"The conditions that govern susceptibility to influenza are not understood. Good general health, absence of fatigue and of cold and hunger are methods of prevention which have long been advocated by many and which in spite of scientific criticism still have much to recommend them. Whatever conduces to low bodily tone is believed by most persons to favor infection. Some, however, hold that specific immunity either does or does not exist, and that wet feet, insufficient bedding, chill, hunger, and fatigue have nothing to do with susceptibility.

"Vaccination against pneumonia is practicable; but such preventive treatment is in the experimental stage as regards influenza. As to natural immunity, one attack is believed to protect against another, and some people seem to be immune without ever having experienced an attack."

If "low bodily tone" conduces to the disease, as Dr. Soper thinks, evidently his second point—"sanitation"—is of vital importance. Municipal action in this direction is hardly noticeable, owing to the stress placed on isolation. Such attention as is paid to it is individual, under the advice of the medical profession. When we come to the third head, "education," we find that more is probably being done by public bodies than in any previous epidemic. Leaflets have been scattered broadcast, through the medium of public and educational bodies, schools, public libraries, and associations of all kinds, to enlighten the public regarding the disease, its symptoms, and the methods of preventing and fighting it. From the supplements to the United States Public Health Reports by Surgeon-General Rupert Blue, we quote the following paragraphs, which not only show the extent of these efforts at popular education, but will serve to give our readers some idea of the devices and methods

(Continued on page 117)
EXPERT MEDICAL ADVICE ON INFLUENZA

(Continued from page 22)

approved by government experts. Says General Blue:

"it is very important that every person who becomes sick with influenza should go home at once and go to bed. This will help keep away dangerous complications and will, at the same time, keep the patient from scattering the disease far and wide. It is highly desirable that no one be allowed to sleep in the same room with the patient. In fact, in this case the nurse should be allowed in the room.

"if there are cough and sputum or running of the nose and eyes, care should be taken that all such discharges are collected on bits of gauze or rag or paper napkins and burned. If the patient complains of thirst, he should be given water to drink, a cold compress to the forehead, and a light sponge. Only such medicine should be given as is prescribed by the doctor. It is foolish to ask the druggist to prescribe and may be dangerous to take the so-called 'safe, sure, and certain' nostrums advertised by patent-medicine manufacturers.

"if the patient is so situated that he can be attended only by one who must also look after others in the family, it is advisable that such attendant wear a wrapper, apron, or gown over the ordinary clothes. The patient is so situated that he can be kept strong and able to fight off disease germs. This can be done by having a proper proportion of work, play, and rest, by keeping the body well clothed, and by eating sufficient, wholesome, and properly selected foods. It is well to remember that milk is one of the best all-around foods obtainable for adults as well as children. So far as a disease like influenza is concerned health authorities everywhere recognize the very close relation between its spread and overcrowded homes. While it is not always possible, especially in times like the present, to avoid such overcrowding, people should consider the health danger and make every effort to reduce the home overcrowding to a minimum. The value of fresh air through open windows can not be overemphasized. When the weather permits, street-cars, care should be taken to keep the face so turned as not to inhale directly the air breathed out by another person.

"it is especially important to beware of the person who coughs or sneezes without covering his mouth and nose. It also follows that one should keep the door closed and stuffy places as much as possible, keep homes, offices, and workshops well aired, spend some time out of doors each day, walk to work if at all practicable—in short, make an effort to breathe as much fresh air as possible."

A statement issued by the British Royal College of Physicians, and published in the London Times Weekly (November 15), declares that "this outbreak is essentially identical both in itself and in its complications with the influenza epidemic of 1889. The following timely advice is given to the public:

"Well-ventilated, airy rooms promote well-being, and to that extent, at any rate, are inimical to infection; draughts are due to unsuitable ventilation, and are harmful; chilling of the body surface should be prevented by wearing warm clothing out of doors. Good, nourishing food, and alcohol, both before and after meals, is desirable; there is no virtue in more than this. Alcoholic excess invites disaster; within the limits of moderation each person will be wise to maintain unaltered whatever habit experience has proved to be most agreeable to his own health. The throat should be gargled every six hours, at least twice in the morning and evening, with a disinfected gargle, of which one of the most potent is a solution of twenty drops of liquor soda chlorinated in a tumbler of warm water. A solution of common table salt, one teaspoonful to the pint of warm water, is suitable for the nasal passages. A little into the hollowed palm of the hand and snuff up the nostrils two or three times a day.

"Since we are uncertain of the primary cause of influenza, no form of inoculation can be guaranteed to protect against the disease itself. From what we know as to the retarding effect of the thorough disinfection of the patient and the use of well-cooked foods, it might in any case be assumed that no vaccine could protect for more than a short period. But the chief dangers of influenza lie in its complications, and it is probable that much may be done to mitigate the severity of the affection and to diminish its mortality by means of the best all-around foods obtainable for adults about too early. Chill and overexertion tend to accelerate the grow of the disease itself. From what we know as to the proper proportion of work, play, and rest, medical attendant. Relapses and complications are fruitful of evil consequences. The virus of influenza is very easily destroyed, and extensive measures of disinfection are not called for. Expectoration should be received, when possible, in a glass receptacle in which is a solution of chloric of lime. Discarded handkerchiefs should be immediately placed in disinfectant, or, if of paper, burned.

"The liability of the immediate attending physician to infection may be materially diminished by avoiding inhalation of the patient's breath, and particularly when he is coughing, sneezing, or talking. A handkerchief should be held before the mouth, and the head turned aside during coughing or sneezing. The risk of conveyance of infection by the fingers must be constantly remembered, and the hands should be washed at once after contact with the patient or with mucous from the nose or throat. Each case must be treated, as occasion demands, under the direction of the medical attendant. No drug has as yet been proved to have any specific curative effect on influenza, though many are useful in guiding its course and mitigating its symptoms. In the uncertainty of our present knowledge considerable hesitation must be felt in advising vaccine treatment as a curative measure.

"A period of seclusion following an attack of influenza is advisable, and the patient should be kept from exposure to cold draughts.

"The spread of the disease is more rapid in crowded homes. While it is not always possible to avoid such overcrowding, people should consider the health danger and make every effort to keep the home overcrowding to a minimum. The value of fresh air through open windows can not be overemphasized. When the weather permits, street-cars, care should be taken to keep the face so turned as not to inhale directly the air breathed out by another person.

"It is important to beware of the person who coughs or sneezes without covering his mouth and nose. It also follows that one should keep the door closed and stuffy places as much as possible, keep homes, offices, and workshops well aired, spend some time out of doors each day, walk to work if at all practicable—short, make an effort to breathe as much fresh air as possible."
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Flour for
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Tasty, appetizing muffins baked from a flour especially directed by American Medical Association—
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"Here's an Extra $50!"

"I'm making real money now! Yes, I've been keeping it a secret until pay day came. I've been promoted and with an increase of $50 a month. Extra money is yours. Just a little reward for urging me to stay at home. The boss says my spare time training has made me a valuable man to the firm and there's more money coming soon. We're starting up easy street, Grace, thanks to you and the I. C. S."

Today more than ever before, money is what counts. You can't get along on what you have been making. Somehow, you've simply got to increase your earnings.

Fortunately for you there is an unfailing way to do it. Train yourself for bigger work, learn to do some one thing well and employers will be glad to pay you real money for your special knowledge.

You can get the training that will prepare you for the position you want in the work you like best, whatever it may be. You can get it at home, in spare time, through the International Correspondence Schools.

It is the business of the I. C. S. to prepare men for better positions at better pay. They have been doing it for 27 years. They have helped two million men and women. They are training over 100,000 now. And they are ready and anxious to help you.

Here is all we ask—without cost, without obligating yourself in any way, simply mark and mail this coupon:

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 4877 B SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without cost or obligation, the qualifications for the position, or the subject, before which I mark X.

X ELECTRICAL ENGINEER X ELECTRICIAN X MACHINIST X SHIP YARD WORKER X CARPENTER X TELEPHONE WARY x MASON X MECHANICAL Fitter X BRAZIER X HAMMER x BOOKKEEPER X MERCHANT X ADVERTISING X TELEGRAPH X BANK CLERK X CLERICAL WORKER X SCIENTIFIC X ILLUSTRATING X NAVIGATIONAL X BOOK KEEPING X MEDICAL X X MUSICAL X CIVIL SERVICE X SUGAR MILL WORKER X CAPTAIN X CIVIL SERVICE X MASON X PRINTING X RAILROAD ACCOUNTANT X MECHANICAL X X DRAFTSMAN X NAVIGATIONAL X CIVIL SERVICE X METALWORKER X X BAKING X CIVIL SERVICE X MECHANICAL X CIVIL SERVICE X Print Name:

Present Address:

Occupation:

Street:

City State

Delicious Muffins

Tasty, appetizing muffins baked from a flour especially directed by American Medical Association—

---

No chemical flavorings, no added sugar, no artificial sweeteners—enjoy the sweet taste of fresh fruit and whole grains. No sugar, no salt, no preservatives. A wholesome breakfast or snack. Available in 8, 12, or 24 count boxes. For more information call 1-800-555-9277.
In top; to dine · most invisible. Neverthel e ss, public opinion is right, and a

thing about germs, have been moved to comment either

\[ \text{The argument then took this form: 'The interstices between the grains of sand in a filter are as large compared with the typhoid bacillus as a house door is to a mouse. If all the doors of a house were open, a mouse could pass from garret to cellar without being stoped.' How absurd, then, is the belief that a typhoid germ can be caught while wandering through a layer of sand or a two-thick filter.'}

It seems very ‘absurd,’ doesn’t it? Yet when an actual count of the germs in a drop of raw water was made, and a similar count was made of the germs in the same water after filtration through a thin bed of sand, it was found that only one germ in a hundred had passed through! ‘Incredible,’ but true. Of one hundred ‘mice’ that started in at the garret to go down­

and a foo, as seen under a microscope, are enormous, while the

bacillus, pneumococci, or streptococci, must be mag­

ified many hundreds of times to be visible at all, and that if the ordinary gauze mask be magnified to the same extent it

would show the meshes to be so large as to apparently offer

obstruction to the house-fly. Such an attempt to mechanically

prevent germ invasion might be compared to fencing against fleas in Florida with barbed wire.”

**HOW THE “FLU” MASK TRAPS THE GERM**

A LARGE-MESHE D FISH- NET bears about the same

sizal relation to a swarm of flies as the common gauze

mask bears to the influenza germs it is supposed to

stop; and for this reason doctors, and other persons who know

something about germs, have been moved to comment either

pryingly or sarcastically on the common public assumption that

such masks afford protection. The openings in an influenza

mask, as seen under a microscope, are enormous, while the

influenza germ, even under high magnifying power, remains

almost invisible. Nevertheless, public opinion is right, and a

part, at least, of scientific opinion is wrong, for the influenza

mask really does protect, and certain experts offer explanations as to how it does it. A writer in Engineering and Contracting (Chicago) deals entertainingly with the beginning, progress, and present state of the controversy. The commonest argument against the “flu” masks, the writer notes, is that the openings in the mask bear the same relation in size to a microbe as a

lawn door to a mouse. For example, a doctor recently wrote to a daily paper protesting against the use of these masks, saying:

“If the gauze worn over the face is expected to prevent the

entrance of microorganisms to the respiratory tract it seems that the absurdity would be apparent to those who know that

Pfeiffer’s bacillus, pneumococci, or streptococci, must be mag­

ified many hundreds of times to be visible at all, and that if the

ordinary gauze mask be magnified to the same extent it

would show the meshes to be so large as to apparently offer

obstruction to the house-fly. Such an attempt to mechan­

ically prevent germ invasion might be compared to fencing

against fleas in Florida with barbed wire.”

This, comments the writer of the article, sounds very plausible, but is fallacious reasoning. The very same sort of argu­

ment was used nearly half a century ago against filtering water to remove typhoid germs:

LIT Digest Dec 21, 1918

**EARTHQUAKE WEATHER—**A recent article in The Monthly

Weather Review revives the old question whether a particular type of weather does or does not prevail just before an earth­

quake. Says this paper:

“The expression ‘earthquake weather’ is frequently heard in

California and in some other regions subject to earthquakes. It

involves a heavy, oppressive feeling in the air, a dense little cloud, and more or less haze. This is much the same kind of weather as prevails before a summer thunderstorm, and perhaps the popular mind has extended the association from one phenomenon to the other.

Professor Humphreys, in charge of the seismological work of the United States Weather Bureau, has made the plausible suggestion that the ‘earthquake weather’ notion is probably of psychological origin; the general state of irritation and sensi tiveness produced by the kind of weather above described in­

lines us to sharper observation of earthquake disturbances and accentuates the impression they make on our senses; thus we retain more vivid memories of the quakes occurring during such weather than of those occurring on more

soothing days.

“In some countries particular forms of cloud are alleged to

forbode earthquakes, and there is a wide-spread belief that

earthquake shocks produce mist, fog, and rain. The idea that

barometric fluctuations are connected with earthquakes rests

upon a much more substantial foundation.”
Eight Senators voted who are serving by appointment. Their terms will expire immediately after successors appear. It is hardly possible the additional two votes may be obtained through the election of Senators to succeed the present appointees.

"The eight appointive Senators were evenly divided. Guion, of Louisiana; Baird, of New Jersey; Drew, of New Hampshire, and Benet, of South Carolina, voted against the resolution. Willey, of Missouri; Martin, of Kentucky; Nugent, of Idaho, and Henderson, of Nevada, voted for the resolution. Politicians from the States indicated believe the alliance will remain unchanged, thus leaving the suffragists still two votes short after November 5.

"Some reliance is placed in the possible conversion of sufficient Senators to remedy the situation. It is believed by suffrage advocates that now the President will systematically take up the work of laboring with the obdurate ones."

In a Washington dispatch to the New York Tribune (Rep.) we read that the defeat of woman suffrage in the Senate is looked upon as somewhat of a disaster to the Democratic party and as a blow at President Wilson’s power as a party leader, and we are told that—

"The fact that so many Senators from Southern States sacrificed their loyalty to the President to their Bourbonism will, it is believed, convince independent voters of progressive tendencies that there is no hope for their aspirations in the Democratic party, and that to-day’s vote brands the party as too heavily loaded with reactionaries. Republican leaders count upon the gains from this element as well as from those who will determine their future political alinement solely upon the suffrage question. It is true that ten Republicans voted against suffrage, but, alto the minority party, it delivered more votes for suffrage than the Democrats. In the Western States the suffragists now purpose frankly to oppose Democratic nominees for the Senate, and it is considered possible that, as a direct consequence of their failure to-day to respond to their leader’s call, the Democrats may lose control of the Senate and also of the House."

In the New York Globe Mr. Judson C. Weliver writes from Washington that the question has now been made something of a sectional issue:

"The suffragists fear that while the President has been able to make his own position perfectly plain as their supporter, he may have done it in a way that is calculated to solidify the only opposition that can possibly postpone for long the victory of the Federal amendment. There will be no serious Democratic split over suffrage, because, after all, the mainstay of Democracy is Southern, and the South has said No. But there is concern about the danger of making suffrage more distinctly a sectional question than it has ever been before."

By voting down their own party leader for the first time in his Presidential career, writes Mr. David Lawrence in a Washington dispatch to the New York Evening Post, the Southern faction in the Democratic party not only weakened his prestige, but tied the hands of the Democratic campaigners in the North, and we read:

"Republicans are chuckling over the situation produced by the coalition of their own opposition to suffrage and the much larger opposition inside the Democratic party. The Southern Democrats are disunited. The Northern and Western Democrats are worried. It is truly an extraordinary situation, and woman is at the bottom of it all."

A OLD ENEMY is with us again, also under a new name, say various editorial observers in noting the epidemic of Spanish influenza and recalling at the same time the "grippe" that was new a generation ago. Whether it was brought over in German submarines or not is lightly considered compared to the more practical interest of the press in spreading information from the State and city health departments throughout the country to means of combating the disease. In nearly all sections of the United States this so-called Spanish influenza is prevalent, we learn from Washington dispatches, which relate that twenty-three States, from New England in the East to California in the West and from Florida in the Southeast to Washington in the Northwest, are experiencing the mysterious malady. It is especially severe along the Atlantic seaboard and in military and naval camps. More than fourteen thousand new cases in the camps were reported to the office of the Surgeon-General within one period of twenty-four hours, and deaths since the epidemic began have numbered thousands. Despite the alarming increase in influenza cases, we are told, the pneumonia rate continues low, and reports show that pneumonia has developed in only one of every thirteen cases. The pneumonia is said to appear in a most treacherous way, when the patient is apparently recovering and ambitiously leaves his bed too early, thus giving the germ his deadly opportunity. The less ambition, therefore, the better the chances for longevity. Furthermore, the Boston Globe and other journals point out "fear is our first enemy," and "whether he fights a German or a germ, the man who worries is already half beaten." There is no excuse for panic about this epidemic if we all do our share to help stop it, and we are reminded that "from battle to disease the cool fighter wins."

The way to handle this influenza situation, according to the Hartford Courant, is to "think of something else," and because you have a cold do not at once conclude that you are on the road to pneumonia, but "conclude the opposite and the chances are that you will win out." Similarly the New York Morning Telegraph warns us not to be excited because of the presence of Spanish influenza "in our midst or in our nostrils," and the Cleveland News reminds us that if we keep our system in good condition and avoid fear or apprehension of contagion, we shall be reasonably certain to escape it. Surgeon-General Gorgas, of the United States Army, has issued the following recommendations for the avoidance of contagion:

1. Avoid needless crowding; influenza is a crowd disease.
2. Smother your coughs and sneezes; others do not want the germs which you would throw away.
3. Your nose, not your mouth, was made to breathe through.
4. Get the habit.
5. Remember the three Cs—a clean mouth, a clean skin, and clean clothes.
6. Try to keep cool when you walk and warm when you ride and sleep.
7. Food will win the war if you give it a chance; help by choosing and chewing your food well.

Oct 12, 1918
S. Your fate may be in your own hands; wash your hands before eating.

Dr. Royal S. Copeland, Commissioner of Health of New York City, points out in a statement to the press that influenza and pneumonia are infectious diseases caused by germs carried in the matter spit, sneezed, or coughed by sick persons or sometimes by persons who, while carrying the disease germs in their mouth and throat, show no signs of illness. He advises avoidance of "contact with matter which is spit, sneezed, or coughed up," or dirt of every kind, of fatigue, and of overeating.

A writer in the New York Times recalls that the last pandemic of influenza occurred more than twenty-five years ago, and consequently physicians who began to practise medicine since 1892 have not had personal experience in handling such a disease. For their benefit, Surgeon-General Rupert Blue has issued a special bulletin setting forth the facts concerning influenza which physicians must keep in mind. It contains the following points:

"Infectious Agent—The bacillus influenza of Pfeiffer."
"Sources of Infection—The secretions from the nose, throat, and respiratory passages of cases or of carriers."
"Incubation Period—One to four days, generally two."
"Mode of Transmission—By direct contact or indirect contact through the use of handkerchiefs, common towels, cups, mess gear, or other objects contaminated with fresh secretions."
"Droplet injection plays an important part."
"Period of Communicability—As long as the person harbors the causative organism in the respiratory tract."

War is also more to do and fewer to do it.—Boston Herald.
There is a Russian born every minute.—Los Angeles Times.
The Hun has been forced to drop the goose-step for the Foch's trot.—London Opinion.
The German peasant asks for bread and the Kaiser gives him a tombstone.—Kansas City Star.
The belief grows that the Crown Prince has a face which only the Kaiser could love.—Pittsburg Post.
Instead of boiling the city water, why not compress it into bricks and use it for fuel this winter?—St. Joseph Gazette.
The Swiss hotel-keepers are in favor of opening peace negotiations at once in some neutral country.—New York Evening Post.
Whether President Wilson means there will be no peace without laws, or with outlaws, it means the same thing.—Newark News.
If you have money saved up, buy a Liberty bond. If you haven't, buy a Liberty bond and save some money.—Arkansas Gazette.
The way war-taxes have hit the rich there's really more money in being poor.—Knoxville Journal and Tribune.
The Kaiser has just made a visit to Lorraine. He had better visit it while he can.—Arkansas Gazette.
Recent events have demonstrated that it was quite unnecessary for the United States to declare war on Turkey and Bulgaria.—Des Moines Register.
Ford's Michigan friends declare that they'll "have him out of politics by Christmas. Intiminating, I presume, that he has been in politics.—New York Morning Telegraph.
Regarding the end of the war, an Iowa boy writes home from France that "it will take one year to whip the Huns and thirty-nine more to wind up the harrowed wire."—Kansas City Star.
Probably the reason that the girl who attacked Lenine was less successful than Charlotte Corday is that she could never catch the Russian Bolshevik in a bath-tub.—Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
The Digests in "The Movie."—While you are reading this copy of The Literary Digest, you may be interested to know that millions of other men and women are reading with keen enjoyment "Topics in Brief" and other selections from The Digest on the screens in leading motion-picture theaters throughout the country from Maine to California.

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
—Fitzpatrick in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

"S. Your fate may be in your own hands; wash your hands before eating."

Dr. Royal S. Copeland, Commissioner of Health of New York City, points out in a statement to the press that influenza and pneumonia are infectious diseases caused by germs carried in the matter spit, sneezed, or coughed by sick persons or sometimes by persons who, while carrying the disease germs in their mouth and throat, show no signs of illness. He advises avoidance of "contact with matter which is spit, sneezed, or coughed up," or dirt of every kind, of fatigue, and of overeating.

A writer in the New York Times recalls that the last pandemic of influenza occurred more than twenty-five years ago, and consequently physicians who began to practise medicine since 1892 have not had personal experience in handling such a disease. For their benefit, Surgeon-General Rupert Blue has issued a special bulletin setting forth the facts concerning influenza which physicians must keep in mind. It contains the following points:

"Infectious Agent—The bacillus influenza of Pfeiffer."
"Sources of Infection—The secretions from the nose, throat, and respiratory passages of cases or of carriers."
"Incubation Period—One to four days, generally two."
"Mode of Transmission—By direct contact or indirect contact through the use of handkerchiefs, common towels, cups, mess gear, or other objects contaminated with fresh secretions."
"Droplet injection plays an important part."
"Period of Communicability—As long as the person harbors the causative organism in the respiratory tract."

War is also more to do and fewer to do it.—Boston Herald.
There is a Russian born every minute.—Los Angeles Times.
The Hun has been forced to drop the goose-step for the Foch's trot.—London Opinion.
The German peasant asks for bread and the Kaiser gives him a tombstone.—Kansas City Star.
The belief grows that the Crown Prince has a face which only the Kaiser could love.—Pittsburg Post.
Instead of boiling the city water, why not compress it into bricks and use it for fuel this winter?—St. Joseph Gazette.
The Swiss hotel-keepers are in favor of opening peace negotiations at once in some neutral country.—New York Evening Post.
Whether President Wilson means there will be no peace without laws, or with outlaws, it means the same thing.—Newark News.
If you have money saved up, buy a Liberty bond. If you haven't, buy a Liberty bond and save some money.—Arkansas Gazette.
The way war-taxes have hit the rich there's really more money in being poor.—Knoxville Journal and Tribune.
The Kaiser has just made a visit to Lorraine. He had better visit it while he can.—Arkansas Gazette.
Recent events have demonstrated that it was quite unnecessary for the United States to declare war on Turkey and Bulgaria.—Des Moines Register.
Ford's Michigan friends declare that they'll "have him out of politics by Christmas. Intiminating, I presume, that he has been in politics.—New York Morning Telegraph.
Regarding the end of the war, an Iowa boy writes home from France that "it will take one year to whip the Huns and thirty-nine more to wind up the harrowed wire."—Kansas City Star.
Probably the reason that the girl who attacked Lenine was less successful than Charlotte Corday is that she could never catch the Russian Bolshevik in a bath-tub.—Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
The Digests in "The Movie."—While you are reading this copy of The Literary Digest, you may be interested to know that millions of other men and women are reading with keen enjoyment "Topics in Brief" and other selections from The Digest on the screens in leading motion-picture theaters throughout the country from Maine to California.
And he was gone and food had not been given him. When snow slid from an overweighted leaf, Shaking the tree, it might have been a bird Slipping in sleep or shelter, whirring wings; Yet never bird fell out, save once a dead one— And in two days the snow had covered it. The dog had howled again—or thus it seemed Until a lean fox passed and cried no more. All was so safe indoors where life went on Glad of the close enfolding snow—O glad To be so safe and secret at its heart, Watching the strangeness of familiar things. They knew not what dim hours went on, went by, For while they slept the clock stopt newly wound As the cold hardened. Once they watched the road, Thinking to be remembered. Once they doubted If they had kept the sequence of the days, Because they heard not any sound of bells, A butterfly that hid until the Spring Under a ceiling's shadow, dropt, was dead. The coldness seemed more nigh, the coldness deepened As a sound deepens into silences; It was of earth and came not by the air; The earth was cooling and drew down the sky. The air was crumbling. There was no more sky. Rails of a broken bed charred in the grate, And when he touched the bars he thought the sting Came from their heat—he could not feel such cold. ... She said, 'O, do not sleep, Heart, heart of me, keep near me. No, no; sleep. I will not lift his fallen, quiet eyelids, Although I know he would awaken then— He closed them thus but now of his own will, He can stay with me while I do not lift them.'

GORDON BOTTOMLEY, b. 1874
Dear Ivan,

I photocopied the only two pages that referred to Camp Lewis. The other pages I thought you might find interesting.

Attached also find notes I took from above and the 1918 NYTimes Index.

I once thought I had something on Camp Lewis but it was only a mention that Lewis reported the onset between Sept 23 and Oct 11 in 1918. No large camp escaped. The Lewis report was number 8 out of 20. (Science, 48, 451-6. Nov 8, 18.)

The Roehling is a small-easy-to-read report. I did not find any description of prevention except the masks. You might want to look at it in UGL.

If Camp Lewis is on your mind and you cannot do without it, I can only think of US Gov Docs and Public Health Reports at the time. Maybe even the Army had something.

Incidentally the end of the flu and the Armistice came at the same time.

I hope this is some help. I certainly will not take any money for this.

Love,

P.S. Something as simple as Reader's Guide might give something you want. P.S.
other members. Three days passed before we discovered any more but in six days cases were found in all districts and orders were given on October 18 for the closing of all schools, which cut off a medium of infection, but also a source of knowledge. The days succeeding the closing of the schools were very hard as so much time was wasted in finding the sick instead of spending it in caring for them.

Teachers were recruited. In one district five sick children were found in a house with their ill mother. Nurse Davies continued:

In one family a married daughter from Montana came to visit her home, bringing with her a three-year-old child. The mother contracted influenza, infecting her daughter, who during the attack gave birth to a boy; the young husband arrived and came down at once with the disease, each developed pneumonia; a sister came to nurse them and she developed influenza in a few hours; another sister was telegraphed for and arrived on the scene with her family of two children, and all came down; there were not enough beds to accommodate the sick.

Belatedly, the flu had detoured into Alaska — enroute to God knows what more remote spot on the earth's surface. Vilhjalmur Stefansson, arriving in Seattle from America's northernmost territory, reported that out of some three hundred Eskimos in Nome, 176 had died. Of eight Eskimos who had accompanied him back from the Arctic, five had succumbed during his stop-off in that same city. The Alaskan epidemic was not only proving that the northerly tribesmen had no resistance to the Spanish influenza but how little medical men know about the disease’s mode of transmission. The invisible killer was not only scourging Nome, a wilderness crossroads, but tiny, unfrequented Eskimo villages. How was it possible? The disease was scattered but not severe in Utah. Ogden, maternity ward of forty-two; four students at Stanford University and the campus barber, Charlie Meyers, who had counted Herbert Hoover among his clientele; servicemen at the Presidio and other Army and Navy installations.

Sometimes it struck suddenly, even as it had done in the East. Henrietta Burt, a secretary, was enjoying a bridge game one evening. “We played until long after midnight,” she recalled. “When we left we were all apparently well. By eight o’clock in the morning I was too ill to get out of bed, and the friend at whose house we played was dead.”

Inevitably, the people of this state reacted with suggestions as to the control of the infection. There was agitation for pumping seawater into the hydrants and flushing streets and sidewalks of San Francisco. Mayor Rolph, with his own demonstrated notions on how to keep the germs away, scoffed: “You might as well sit out and watch the changes of the moon.”

E. Christenson of the same city had a specific cure: “You could destroy that disease and every disease known by sweating it off the body — 1½ hours will destroy all kinds of disease.”

At Venice, California, the Al G. Barnes Circus passed through a mandatory fumigation. Animals and performers alike were subjected to an almost suffocating spray of coal tar and formaldehyde. It was reminiscent of a gas attack on the Western front. When the noxious clouds of vapor dissipated, the “Albino Girl,” along with microbes, fleas and sundry vermin and insect life, had become herself a casualty. Her silvery blonde hair was once again dark brown and her light skin had reverted to an embarrassing swarthy hue.

To the north, Elizabeth J. Davies, a nurse at the “extracantonment” zone around Camp Lewis, Washington, reported:

October 7 we had our first case, a mild one at American Lake, a mother of a family, but it did not spread among the
we would find 30 or 40 cases, sometimes 10 people all huddled together fully drest in a tiny log cabin, probably all in two beds and all with fevers over 104°.

On long trips we had one doctor, a driver, one helper and myself, and we just worked and instructed and showed those among them who could help what to do, when we had to leave . . . Everybody worked hard and long with unselfish spirit.

Whiskey proved effective medicine for the lumberjacks. Bottle in hand, they curled up under their blankets, confident of being cured.

Newberry, the county seat, was a ghost town. Even the hotel had been turned into a hospital. The lack, as elsewhere, was of doctors and nurses. One social worker who had been dispatched from Lansing aroused the ire of citizens who charged that he had done "little except give the local people hell for not making out daily reports when they were already dead on their feet." Across Lake Michigan, taps had been sounded for 489 sailors at the Great Lakes Naval Training Station, though the doctors believed the rate was downward. Nonetheless, one fourth of the 45,000 men stationed there were ill.

In Chicago, an Influenza Commission had just been created. The city's West Side Hospital was attacked with disproportionate severity. At least twenty-five of its nurses were now bedded with the fever. Dr. C. St. Clair Drake, Director of the State Department of Public Health, ordered all hospital attendants to wear masks. He hoped this expedient would insure against repetition of the West Side Hospital's crippling experience.

In suburban Glencoe and Winnetka, soldiers of the Home Guard patrolled closed schoolyards, as well as the padlocked saloons and movie theaters. Bulletins apprising the citizenry of the rapidly changing situation were printed each morning and distributed by the Boy Scouts.

How to stem this bacterial tide? Advice poured into the Surgeon General's office, to the White House, to the Public Health Service, to Congressmen and to every daily or weekly newspaper in America.

Take two pieces of flannel each 12 x 14 inches [wrote J. J. C. Elliott, Former Superintendent of the Methodist Hospital in Los Angeles], sprinkle over one or two of the small packages of wormwood purchased from drug stores usually for ten cents. Lay the other over the sprinkled wormwood and stitch around the edges and quilt them across each way so the wormwood may be held evenly over the entire bag. Place one of these bags in vinegar as hot as it can possibly be wrung from the vinegar and place the bag over the chest of the patient, covering the flannel with bed clothing.

In Seattle, policemen were ordered to wear masks at all times. Citizens must don them in order to ride the public transit. Oregon was confronted with medical challenges for which there was little precedent: sick sheepherders. It was bewildering to rationalize how the flu had sought them out in their isolation, and it was yet more vexing to treat them. A public health nurse at Denio, Oregon, wrote headquarters of her special problems:

Our patients are mostly families of sheepherders; they live in miserable cabins scattered in most inaccessible places, a house to a hill and each hill from 12 to 15 miles apart. There is no food, no bedding and absolutely no conception of the first principles of hygiene, sanitation or nursing care. I have taken over the hotel as a hospital and the Big Boss, who employs the sheepherders, is having all who are not too ill to be moved brought in here.

The men are willing, some are intelligent, but most are sick, and if it were not for the grit and brains of the nurses who have been working here before and for the women of the community, God help us!

I am working by fits and starts, as I can snatch a minute off to jot down our needs, hoping that the situation may be
Headache was a pronounced symptom in nearly all the cases, the simple influenza as well as the pneumonic. Sometimes the whole head ached and throbbed, sometimes the head did not ache if the patient kept quite still, but swam and ached all over if it was turned quickly or if the patient sat up or coughed. Besides this generalized headache, however, and often in addition to it, there was complaint of special aching, at the back of the eyes, or inside the head in front, the patient generally putting his hand low down across the forehead to indicate the site. The more generalized headache was doubtless due to the toxemic state, thus corresponding with the aching limbs and back.

**CHICAGO** had a dangerous, corporate headache of its own. The city, with five thousand new cases daily, was frightened. Accenting its misery, there were not enough hearses. The 159 owned by undertaking establishments added up to an insufficient half of the daily death rate. Hoping to compensate for the lack, the Cook County coroner asked the transit system to drape several trolleys in black, as makeshift hearses.

The movies were sealed. Dorothy Gish, as in Washington, would have to pause for breath once again in her *Battling*...
A Stern Task for Stern Women

There is nothing in the epidemic of SPANISH INFLUENZA to inspire panic.

There is everything to inspire coolness and courage and sacrifice on the part of American women.

A stern task confronts our women—not only trained women, but untrained women.

The housewife, the dietitian, the nurses' aide, the practical nurse, the undergraduate nurse and the trained nurse herself—all of these are needed.

*Humanity calls them*

*Lives depend upon their answer*

Capable, though untrained hands, can lighten the burden of the trained ones. There are many things intelligent women can do to relieve the situation, working under the direction of competent nurses.

*Will you help do some of them?*

*Will you enroll for service now?*

If possible, apply personally at the New York County Chapter of the American Red Cross, 389 Fifth Avenue. Come prepared to fill out an enrollment blank like that printed below.

To physicians and to the nurse-employing public this appeal is made:

*Unless it means life or death, please release for service all nurses attending chronic cases. Physicians should not employ nurses as office or laboratory assistants during this emergency.*

---

**Sample Enrollment Blank**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last name</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Residence</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Business address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Will serve (Hours)</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Weeks</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Will serve as volunteer</th>
<th>Will serve for pay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

_Nurses' Emergency Council, Lillian D. Wald, Chairman Pamela Duty, Exec. Secretary,_

Volunteers Responded Everywhere
The Great Epidemic

"More lives lost in a matter of days than the combined armies of the world had accomplished in four years of fighting"  page 9

"I had a little bird
Its name was Enza
I opened the window
and in-flu-enza "  page 33

In spite of the tragedy this was a very popular little ditty of the times. So he says in the book. I believe him because it was still going strong after I was born in 1920. By the way, Margaret almost died of pneumonia after the flu in 1918. Her mother was seriously ill and thought Margaret was dead. An Aunt knelt on the floor and prayed that Margaret would live. Her father kept by her bed. Suddenly there came the crisis and she recovered. So did her mother. Margaret was 5 years old.

"In Seattle policemen were ordered to wear masks at all times."  page 45

"An influenza patient would have a drop in temperature and feel greatly relieved of his discomfort; in fact might feel well enough to get up and go out. Then his temperature would rise again and pneumonia would appear".  page 45

At the worst,...."at Camp Custer one soldier died every 50 minutes."  page 149

"On what came to be known as Black Thursday, October 17, in Chicago 381 people in the city died of the influenza and 1200 more sickened".  page 146

Science  vol 48, 451-6, Nov 8, 18

Call no: 505S
Science Stacks

Greatest violence of the pandemic came in Sept-Oct 1918

In the history of war it was the greatest infection of troops. 274,745 cases among troops between Sept 12-Oct 18, 1918

46,286 cases of pneumonia
14,616 deaths

Victims who got pneumonia were 18% and over a third of those died.

Leading flu symptoms: severe headache, chills, back and leg aches, temp as high as 104. Onset sudden so that person remembered exactly when he got sick. Fever goes then recovery but must be kept warm to prevent pneumonia.
Lit Digest, Jan. 11, 1919--will influenza come back?
INDUSTRIES.—War Industries (continued)—
yard strike because of objection to inexperienced bosses, S 21, 1:2; See also Council of Natl Defense—War Industries Bd
War Speed—Continuation with coming of peace urged in bulletin of Natl City Bank, JI 2, 19:3
INFANT MORTALITY, see Vital Statistics.
INFANTILE Paralysis—Kathryn O. Irwin dies in France, Ag 12, 4:3

INFLATION, see Currency

INFLUENZA—Passengers arriving in U. S. from Spain fumigated before being allowed to land, JI 3, 9:1; documents and statements taken from German prisoners indicate that the men are having a bad time with the new influenza, JI 9, 7:7; prevalent in German Army; Emperor William attacked at French front, JI 11, 27:2; Red Cross at German Army; Emperor William attacked at French front, JI 11, 27:2; called Flanders grip by P. Gibbs, who says it is rife among German troops in Flanders, JI 13, 1:7; malady in Germany really due to starvation, says Holland Telegraph, JI 14, 6:7; epidemic in Switzerland; public meetings in Berne forbidden, JI 23, 4:3; epidemic in Germany, JI 26, 20:6; ravages in Switzerland; 365 deaths in army officially announced, JI 27, 1:3; epidemic among German miners, Ag 5, 1:4; Red Cross to Switzerland appropriates $125,000 to combat disease, Ag 11, 1:1; illness of passengers of Norwegian liner arriving in U. S. called influenza by ship officers, Dr E. G. Coffin calls it pneumonia; statement by C. F. King, who contracted the disease in England, Ag 14, 1:2; Dr Copeland and Dr Cofer say there is no danger of epidemic in N Y by Health Dept, Ag 15, 6:2; ed, Ag 18, 6:4; 11 cases arrive on another ship; N Y Bd of Health takes especial notice; statement by Dr Cofer, Ag 16, 16:1; Dr L. I. Harris ordered by Dr Copeland to inaugurate campaign against that and all other communicable diseases, Ag 17, 5:4; passenger liner reports 21 cases on voyage to N Y; statement by Gen M. Kennedy, Ag 18, 9:4; all incoming steamships watched for signs of it, Ag 19, 5:5; Health Dept's research finds mild form of sickness, Ag 20, 20:3; 2 dead, 25 sick on liner arriving from Europe; statement by C. A. Wales, S 5, 22:2; Dr Copeland says N Y City is in no danger from epidemic; Dr W. H. Park is studying cases, S 13, 7:2; Surgeon Gen Blue makes known course of treatment; more cases at Boston; disease appears at Newport, S 14, 13:1; epidemic hits Camp Devens; appearance of similar infection at Camp Lee; over 100 cases among men of naval forces; precautions taken by N Y C authorities, S 15, 14:1; N Y C health officials discuss educational campaign, S 16, 10:7; outbreak at Camp Upton; 16 deaths in Boston; improvement at Newport, S 17, 10:1; ed, S 18, 12:4; disease must be reported to N Y C Bd of Health; 30 new cases at Camp Upton, S 18, 24:3; Liet Col P. S. Doane believes disease was brought by U-boats; plans to combat it; conditions at Boston, Newport, and army camps, S 19, 11:5; F. D. Roosevelt victim; conference to discuss means to combat disease held by Dr Copeland, representatives of transportation lines, and theatre managers; first case in Westchester; decrease in Boston; Margaret Sullivan dies at Camp Devens; 1,000 cases at Great Lakes Naval Training Station, S 20, 14:1; 31 new cases in N Y C; Health Dept begins campaign of education to combat disease and Surgeon Gen Blue asks for cultures; outbreaks at 5 additional camps; 15 deaths of pneumonia at Camp Devens, S 21, 7:3; 20 new cases in N Y C; symptoms described; 200 cases at Great Lakes Station; Boston records; condition at Camp Devens and Newport; 300 cases in Pohall div at Niagara-on-the-Lake; rules against spread given by Surgeon Gen, S 22, 21:1; article on its history and symptoms of disease; bulletin set forth by Surgeon Gen Blue, S 22, 11:5; 1: check in N Y C; Commander Mof-

INFLUENZA (continued)—
felt says conditions have improved at Great Lakes Naval Training Station; conditions at camps; C. Ludgate dies, S 23, 9:2; 114 new cases in N Y C; Roosevelt recovering; total report of cases in army camps, S 24, 9:1, 2, 3; spreads in N Y C; Asst Diet Atty, F. Kilroy a victim, S 25, 24:3, 6; still spreads in N Y C; Federal officials confer on plans to help local committees; Massachusetts calls on Red Cross for nurses to fight epidemic, S 26, 24:1, 2, 3, 4; draft calls for camps canceled; Red Cross will organize home defense units to aid stricken communities; report of increase in army camps, S 27, 1:3; Liet Gov Coolidge telegraphs to Fresse and Gove for aid for Mass.; N Y C Dept of Health Bulletin; sale of near-beer and soft drinks prohibited at Camp Dix, S 27, 6:3, 5, 7; ed, S 29, 12:4; army death rate; condition in N Y C; doctors and nurses rushed to Boston; death of Peggy Cameron; Governing Com of Boston Stock Exchange votes to omit half session; Sen Weeks introduces resolution appropriating $1,000,000 for Public Health Service's campaign, S 28, 10:1, 2; Boston Stock Exchange closed, S 28, 16:5; army has serum to check disease; Boston sicker than Boston; 3,000 stricken in Camden, N. J.; Liet Commander Kanaski, C. Wieland, A. Fuchs, and Ensign A. W. Langer die; House and Sen adopt resolution authorizing emergency fund to combat disease, S 29, 15:2; The Federal Health Bd, S 30, 8:4, 85,000 cases in Mass.; Health Coms withers at Washington for need of doctors and nurses; Dr Copeland believes worst of N Y outbreak is over; conditions at Camp Dix and Upton, S 30, 9:3, 4

INFORMATION Booths for Soldiers and Sailors, see War Camp Commissions.


INGOLD, (Freighter)—Launched, S 1, 10:1

INGRAM, Alexander—Death, JI 30, 11:6

INGRAM, (Liet) Homer—Death, S 30, 10:3

INHERITANCE Tax.—Rulings by Comr Roper on discounts for advance payments, S 10, 15:5; S 23, 8:3

See also Green, (Mra) H. H. R.; Revenue Bill—House Com Hearings, S 1

INITIATIVE and Referendum—Hearst newspapers call upon E. Smith & Co. to come out in favor of movement, JI 27, 16:2

INK Cos., see Trade Commission

LAND WATERWAYS, see Commerce—U. S.

INSIGNIA, see N. Y. S.—N. Y. Guard; U. S. Army—Insignia

INSPIRATION Consolidated Copper Co.—Dvld, JI 27, 10:1; Aug production, S 7, 10:5; dvld, S 27, 18:2

INSURANCE:—

Animals—Bull, Mighty Monarch, insured by P. T. Brady, S 9, 20:3

European War, see U. S.—War Risk Insurance Bur

German Cos.—Taking over of 4 marine cos., 13 fire cos., 2 life cos., 1 casualty co., and 4 cos. incorporated in U. S. but under enemy ownership announced by Allen Property Custodian; field open for Amor Cos., JI 14, 18:2

Life:—

Compulsory Insurance—Executive Council of Amer Federation of Labor opposes forced insurance in shipyards, JI 28, 12:3.

Statistics of Insurance in U. S. republished from The Insurance Press, JI 24, 11:4; bulletin of Equitable Life Assurance Soc opposes further increase in taxes, Ag 4, 11, 8:4; 1917 report of N. Y. S. cos., Ag 26, 10:1; loans on farm mortgages by life insurance cos. in U. S. by Assoc of Life Insurance Presidents, Ag 28, 11:4

Marine, see Shipping Bd—Insurance Bur; U. S.—War Risk Insurance Bur

Soldiers' and Sailors', see U. S.—War Risk Insurance President.
INFLUENZA—Editorials (continued)—regard to policemen in N Y C, D 21, 14:4;
Prevention seemingly achieved, O 24, 12:5; Mortality figures explained, O 26, 10:3;
Here is a chance for service, O 28, 10:5; editorial on choice of victims, O 29, 10:5;
Influenza and the weather, O 30, 16:4; We need exact statistics, O 31, 12:4;
editorial on continuation of regulation opening and closing time for industries, N 1, 14:5;
editorial on lack of panic, N 5, 12:5; Old time plagues again, N 23, 12:4; editorial on protection from another epidemic, D 14, 16:5;
Eskimos—Malady sweeps Seward Peninsula and outlying sections, D 21, 21:1;
Ezra ibn Abbas, heir apparent of Khedive of Egypt, dies, N 1, 15:3;
France—P. Gibbs tells how Germans herded influenza victims into bidg at St Amand and then bombarded it after retreating, O 24, 6:1; day expresses suspended because 30 per cent. of trainmen are sick, O 25, 8:4;
Germ—Isolated by two French scientists, it is reported, O 15, 10:4; Dr C. Nicole and Dr Lebailly identify microbe, O 16, 24:3; bacillus displayed at exhibition of N. Y. Microscopical Soc at Amer Museum of Natural History, N 17, 18:3;
German Prisoners at Camp Grant escape disease, O 5, 6:6;
German Propaganda, see Rumors, below;
Grand Circuit meet at Lexington halted, O 9, 12:4;
Guatemala—Epidemic, D 26, 2:7;
Health Districts—Headquarters in city districts where medical and nursing aid are available, O 23, 8:3;
Home Care—Surgeon Gen Blue asks for more home care, O 13, 18:3; ed, Here is a chance for service, O 28, 10:5;
Illinois—Health authorities prohibit athletic contests and gatherings of all kinds, O 18, 14:2; proclamation issued forbidding all public gatherings not absolutely essential to war work, O 18, 24:4;
Jamaica—Epidemic appears in some of the principal towns, O 20, 9:5;
Jewish Orphanage—Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Soc seeks homes for those bereft, N 30, 8:6;
Letters—A. M. Brooks says disease should be called German Plague, O 20, 11:3;
Lyell, (Honorable) C.—death, N 17, 18:3;
Maryland Health Dept closes Laurel track meet until further notice, O 13, 22:7;
Masks, see Preventives, below;
Massachusetts—Aid sent from Nova Scotia; telegram from Lieut Gov Grant, D 21, 12:2; epidemic wanes in Boston; industrial cities report spread, O 4, 24:3; normal conditions resumed in Boston, O 22, 9:2; 1,285 new cases reported in 24 hrs, D 14, 10:8; outbreak one-seventh as severe as previous one, D 15, 6:3; Boston reports more cases, D 24, 11:2; Boston health authorities decide to treat patients with blood serum taken from those cured, D 25, 6:1; many offers of blood for serum, D 21, 6:7; high mark; Boston reports 454 new cases in a day, city's record for new cases, D 28, 18:2;
Mexico—Govt quarantine against Laredo and all Texas border points, O 10, 24:6; epidemic in nearly all parts of republic; output of Tampico oil regions menaced, O 27, 14:2;
Michigan—Situation bad, D 22, 14:4;
New Jersey—Health authorities put ban on boxing bouts, O 12, 12:1; Major Gillen of Newark and N. J. Bd of Health begin controversy over authority of city officials in raising plugging order on gathering places, O 24, 12:6; associates of Mayor Gillen inform State Bd of Health that they will not take action

INFANT MORTALITY—
Germany—Report by Intelligence Dept of Local Govt Bd, O 20, IV, 7:2; see also Vital Statistics.
INFLATION—see Credit inflation; Currency; Income Tax—Inventories.
INFLUENZA—Africa—1,000 cases a week are reported in Sierra Leone, O 19, 24:3; Case Care—Problems being studied by Dr Copeland and Health Dept, N 2, 11:1; Dr Copeland says that his dept will take up work, N 4, 13:4; Argentina—Disease spreads, O 23, 8:4; epidemic increases; request by Brazilian govt that Argentina postpone sending embassy to Rio Janeiro to attend inauguration of new Pres on Nov 15th, O 26, 11:3; Army Draft—Surgeon Gen decides to resume calls, suspended because of epidemic, O 23, 5:5; Baltimore, see Burial of Victims, below;
Boston, see Massachusetts, below;
Burial of Victims—Baltimore lacks coffins; Mayor Preston calls meeting of undertakers to urge expedition in burial, O 19, 24:2; many unburied dead in Queens cemetery, O 25, 22:8; Mayor Hylan sends letter to Street Comm MacStay asking him to send men to various cemeteries to help dig graves and mark head, O 19, 10:8; California—Santa Barbara Mission closes doors for first time in its existence, O 20, 9:4;
Camp Dix—Vaccine treatment a success, O 23, 7:8;
Canada—Epidemic, O 20, 9:3;
Catholic Church—Cardinal Gibbons directs Work, N 13, 11:2;
Cause—U. S. Public Health Service makes investigation, O 11, 11:1; official decision that Norwegian steamer brought in the disease, O 27, 14:1;
Chicago—Arrest ordered of persons not using handkerchiefs sneezing, O 4, 24:4; Health Comm Robertson orders general vaccination, O 19, 24:4; Dr J. S. Gentile killed by patient delirious from influenza, D 16, 15:1;
Children—Dr MacAdam tells of work done by N Y C Health Dept for children, O 28, 8:2; care of orphans is chief concern of Dr Copeland, N 1, 24:3; Dr Copeland says that Health Dept will see that children left without guardianship will be taken care of, N 4, 13:4; Hebrew Natl Orphan House will take 75 to 100 orphans; Hebrew Kindergarten and Day Nursery open special ward for children whose parents are sick, N 9, 10:3;
China—Epidemic in Amoy, N 29, 6:3;
Cleveland—Ban lifted, N 10, 8:5;
Coal—Output reduced, O 16, 24:2; consumption increased and production decreased, O 20, II, 3:5;
Coast Guard stations at Narragansett Pier and Fisher's Island virtually put out of commission by epidemic, D 27, 20:7;
Coffee shipments from Brazil delayed, O 23, 8:2;
Congressional Action—Bill introduced by Sen Lewis appropriating $10,000,000 to fight epidemics, O 18, 24:4;
Cures, see Preventives and Cures, below;
Deaths—Editorial, O 26, 10:5; fatalities; number exceeds war losses, N 18, 8:4; cost of lives estimated by H. Moir at convention of Assoc of Life Insurance Presidents, D 6, 5:1; ed, D 7, 14:5; 6,000,000 died throughout the world in the last 3 mos, D 20, 24:3;
Denmark—Mortality high and drugs scarce in Copenhagen, O 25, 7:2;
Editorials—The influenza quarantine, O 1, 12:1, ed, O 15, 7:5; Science has failed to guard us, O 17, 14:4; Protection against influenza, O 18, 12:4; editorial repeating advice to patients;
INFLUENZA:—New Jersey (continued)—
Mayor Gillen asks Gov Edge to remove Dr J. C. Price, State Director of Health, O 26, 11:3
New York City—Schools will not be closed at present, says Dr Copeland, O 4, 24:2
Health Bd issues opening and closing time orders for industries and meeting places to reduce crowding on transportation lines, O 5, 1:3; time table revised; Dr Copeland asks for nurses, O 6, 1:2, 8:4; Drs Copeland and Goldwater disagree on seriousness of epidemic; Dr Doty sees no reason for fearing scorching; time table amended, O 7, 7:1; Dr Copeland arranges for distribution of patients to hospitals; appeal to hospitals; transportation rush eased by closing order; schools will not be closed at present; Red Cross Soc making masks, O 8, 11:1; 2; Natl Assoc of Motion Picture Industries decides to discontinue all releases after Oct 15 until epidemic abates; Dr Copeland will stop public gatherings if situation becomes threatening, O 10, 10:6: 5 theatres closed, O 12, 11:2; $50,000 appropriation received by Dr Copeland from Bd of Estimate; Nurses’ Emergency Advisory Council organized; opinion held by Academy of Medicine that there is no cause for alarm; political leaders asked to aid; 90 per cent of the moving picture studios closed for four weeks, O 12, 13:1; Emergency Advisory Committee named by Dr Copeland to help Health Dept; peril seen in schools by Dr Goldwater; Dr M. Igoloveitch’s advice as to schools; views of Col V. C. Vaughan; Dr Copeland’s rules for combating disease; appeal to doctors and clergy and nurses, O 13, 15:1-3; Public Service Comr T. H. Whitney says epidemic may be the means of solving transit problem, O 13, II, 2:1; medical men tour Influenza wards; Dr Copeland’s Emergency Advisory 25d against closing schools; personnel of Bd, O 14, 24:1; closed; 150,000 districted in fight against disease, by suggestion of Dr L. Frankel; community cooking plan for families one of the measures to be adopted; no prisoners to be sent to Sing Sing for the present, O 15, 10:3; Health Dept centres effort on getting nurses and hospital workers; Nurses’ Emergency Council reports falling off of volunteers; Emergency Advisory Com works out zoning plan, O 16, 24:1; Dr Copeland estimates that only about 50 per cent of cases have been reported; new cases increase, O 17, 9:1; drop in new cases; Sanitary Code amended; Mrs M. Bass’s house offered in answer to appeal for dwellings to be used for hospital purposes; advice to persons with influenza, O 18, 24:1; Dr Copeland refuses to close schools or theatres; Ir to transportation lines complaining of ventilation; State Women’s War Relief closes canteen, O 19, 24:1; decrease in cases; doctors from Port Slocum will remain in city’s service temporarily; Health Dept takes over Polyclinic from military authorities; Sanitary Code amended; Convalescent Home turned over by N Y Assoc for Improving Condition of the Poor; Mayor Hylan sends Ir to Dr Copeland calling his attention to complaints that druggists and doctors are profiteering, O 20, 9:1; 3; cases fewer; Dr Davin calls on Mayor to give out names of profiteering doctors; Health Dept begins to make landlords furnish heat; L. J. Frank suggests mobilization of nurses, O 21, 12:1; decrease of new cases; sanitary police of Health Dept investigates action of landlords who refuse to give heat; Henry St Settlement sends reply to L. J. Frank’s suggestion of mobilization of nurses, O 25, 12:6; 7.

INFLUENZA:—New York City (continued)—
nounces purchase by emergency relief unit of Police Dept of ambulance for transportation of sick to hospitals, city’s headquarters for getting aid; Dist Att’y will cause investigation to be made into doctors’ and druggists’ profiteering, O 23, 8:1, 3; largest number of cases reported since beginning of epidemic; S S Nieuw, Amsterdam, permitted to land passengers after 24-hour quarantine, O 24, 12:6; Dr Copeland sees grip on the wane; more large firms immunize employees; L. Schechter arraigned for not furnishing heat, O 25, 22:1; 2; new cases fall off, but Dr Copeland warns against letting down of safeguards; Mrs E. A. O’Grady, Deputy Police Comr, appeals for financial aid for policemen’s families; N Y Public Library discontinues circulation of books; Natl League of Women Workers stops meetings conducted by Margaret Rothery; work done by Miss Rothery, O 26, 10:8; increase; delay of doctors’ reports blamed for number of new cases; drive by Police Sanitary Squad to curb spitting, O 27, 14:1; better child plan in grip crisis; conditions better in hospitals and calls for nurses grow less, O 28, 8:2; Dr Copeland sees peril if doctors delay in reporting to Health Ed; Dr Davin says they are overworked; Magistrate McGeehan fines 14 soda water men and restaurant keepers for having dirty drinking glasses in use, O 29, 10:8; Dr. Copeland finds disease dying out; nurses of Health Dept ask for more pay; Dr Copeland’s son ill, O 30, 10:8; increased number of cases attributed to delay in reporting; Dr Copeland favors retaining emergency hours; 100 vendors arraigned before Magistrate McGeehan, O 31, 12:8; new low mark reached, N 1, 24:3; decrease; increases of tuberculosis and other ills in wake of epidemic, N 2, 11:1; disease waning; emergency travel schedule to be abolished; talk of permanent plan for travel schedule, N 3, 6:1; shows decline; Dr Copeland will take up after care and child aid work, N 4, 13:4; decreasing; Miss Copeland suggests organizations of agencies and citizens prepared to meet future epidemics; Public Service Comm sends letters to heads of industrial houses to appear and discuss changing of working hours, N 5, 13:6; ed on coming conference to determine opening and closing hours for industries, N 6, 16:5; cases increasing, N 8, 15:4; measures taken to aid children of victims, N 9, 10:2; continue to decrease, N 14, 12:6; Dr Copeland in interview tells why city got off easier than other cities, N 17, II, 16:2; ed, Oldtime plagues surpassed, D 2, 12:4; Dr Copeland does not expect return of epidemic and is impressed by Dr. Rosenow’s vaccine, O 13, 9:2; Alderman Calman introduces resolution at meeting of Bd of Aldermen calling upon Copeland to appear before next meeting and report measures taken to combat recurrence of disease, D 24, 7:1.

See also Spread of Diseases, below

New York State—State Health Comr H. M. Biggs announces appropriation of $30,000 to fight disease; State Fuel Admin. Dr. Cooke promises to issue statement permitting the lighting of fires, O 3, 6:3; 5; statement issued by Fuel Admin. Dr. Cooke permitting the lighting of fires in patients’ homes, O 6, 8:5; public Health Com of Academy of Medicine calls upon Gov Whitman to appoint comm to study epidemic, O 22, 9:2; Gov Whit-
INFLUENZA:—Orphans (continued)—

13:4: measures taken to aid children of victims, N 9, 10:3

Pennsylvania—State authorities prevent football game between Penn State and Bucknell, O 20, 21:3

Philadelphia—All meeting places closed, 4, 24:3; boxing bout between Dempsey and Levinsky called off, O 6, 11:3; churches and schools will remain closed, saloons and theatres shut, O 26, 11:3

Porto Rico—Cases estimated at 100,000; Federal aid called in, D 1, 15:1

Prayers—Presbyterian Natl Headquarters issues call to 10,000 churches to observe Nov 6 as day of prayer for abatement of disease, O 31, 12:8

Preventives and Cures—Vaccine discovered by Dr Parks; statement by Dr Copeland, O 2, 10:1; ed, O 3, 12:3; all soldiers and civilians wear masks at Camp Upton, 2, 24:5; use of immunizing serum increases; Dr M. J. Exner says it is not new, O 3, 24:4; no unmasked person permitted in Upton Y M C A buildings or other welfare houses, O 6, 8:6; Ir from Julian Street, O 6, 111, 4:6; Dr Baer gives out his formula for cure, O 13, 18:4; Dr J. M. Exner tells of beneficial results from use of vaccine on Y M C A workers, O 17, 9:1; Maj Roberts tells of success of vaccine used on soldier patients at Base Hospital No 1, C 18, 24:1; vaccine a success at Camp Dix, O 23, 7:8; U. S. Steel Corp will inoculate all its employes; E. H. Gary and J. A. Farrell are inoculated, 23, 8:3; more large firms ask for vaccine to immunize employes; San Francisco Bd of Supervisors passes ordinance compelling every person to wear guise mask; E. E. Moore leaves for San Francisco with 30,000 centimeters of serum, O 25, 22:1-4; Senate reqs Gen Blue says vaccines are only in experimental stage and warns public against "sure cures." O 27, 14:2; Dr W. H. Park notes Dr Copeland's efforts in trying to get department's vaccine were favorable, O 29, 10:8; Dr. Copeland is impressed with Dr Franklin's vaccine; Amer Public Health Assoc unable to agree on prevention or cure, D 13, 9:2; 3:5 experts will study practical measures to combat disease, D 14, 10:7; Boston health authorities decide to treat patients with blood serum taken from those cured of the disease, D 25, 6:11; many offers of blood for serum in Mass., D 27, 6:7

Public Health Service in Washington is mobilized, O 15, 10:3

Red Cross Soc—Activity, O 20, 11, 2:3; report, N 24, 11, 4:5

Returning Soldiers—Dr Copeland warns of danger, D 13, 9:2

Rockville Centre, L I—Closes all churches and moving picture places, O 16, 24:2

Rumors—Gen C. Richard denounces reports of executions for spreading germs, O 19, 24:2; theory that epidemic was brought to U. S. and spread by enemy agents is scouted by Govt agents, O 24, 12:6; German publissh book in Guadalajara that N Y victims are lying in heaps in the streets, O 31, 2:6

St Louis—Mayor Kiel closes all non-essential business for a week, N 9, 10:4

San Francisco—Bd of Supervisors passes ordinance compelling everyone to wear guise mask, O 25, 22:2

Shipyards—port impeded by epidemic, says C. M. Schwab, O 3, 24:1; Staten Island shipyards report 40 per cent of men ill and ask Mayor to close public places, O 19, 24:1; Mayor Hylan's reply to request, in ir to Borough Press Van Name announces that precautions have been taken to protect workers, O 22, 9:2

INFLUENZA (continued):—

Special Articles—Dr M. A. Iogolevitch fought disease in 6 epidemics, 2nd time on precautions, O 20, 10:5, 5:1; epidemic lessons against next time; Dr Copeland tells why N Y got off easier than other cities, N 17, 10:2

Spread of Disease—Reports on conditions in camps and cities appear daily from Oct 1 to N 14, inclusive

Table showing progress of disease for 5 weeks, O 27, 14:1; epidemic revising all over the country; Surgeon Gen Blue advises public to adopt precautions and to close schools, D 12, 13:3; Dr Copeland does not expect return of epidemic in N Y C, D 13, 9:2; general decrease in camps, D 21, 11:1; D 29, 15:8

Staten Island—Mrs A. Dench and 2 children die in one day, O 21, 12:2; Health Bd asked to close Sunday moving pictures and dance halls, O 23, 8:3

Tahiti—Seventh of Papesc's population dead; funeral pyres of bodies; disease spreading, D 23, 6:1

Telephone Lines—Editorial indorsing request that only "necessary" calls be made during epidemic, O 17, 14:5; 2,000 operators of N Y Telephone Co are ill, H. W. Casler says, O 22, 17:3

Trenton—Meeting places closed, O 6, 8:5

U-boat theory scouted by Govt investigators, O 24, 12:8

U. S. Army—Disease will retard movement of troops abroad, War Dept tells House Com, O 5, 7:4; Surgeon Gen decides to resume draft calls, which had been suspended, O 23, 5:5

Washington—Reports 206.4 dead in 1,000, O 29 9:4

Weather—Ed, O 30, 10:6

INGALLS, Allan Redfield—death, O 10, 11:3

INGHELS (Deputy) — returns to French Chamber of Deputies, after Surgeon Gen Blue says vaccines are only in experimental stage and warns public against "sure cures." O 27, 14:2

INGLIN, (Mrs) Louise—death, D 11, 15:4

INGMAN, John Walter—death, O 8, 11:3

INGRAHAM, (Mrs) Emilie Canfield—death, O 26, 11:3

INGRAM, (Sergt) Leo H.—receives D S C, D 3, 14:6

INHERITANCE Tax—Heirs of M. Sheldon pay $10,000 penalty tax, O 2, 18:7; Internal Revenue Collector Edwards receives $1,150—648.90 in payment of estate tax of non-resident, D 17, 12:7

See also Baker, Mrs. R. T.; Bingham, Mrs. R. W.; Flagler, H. M.; Revenue Bill—Senate Com Hearings, O 25, 12:6

INITIATIVE and Referendum—Favored in Mass. election, N 2, 2:3

INLAND Daily Press Assoc—Meeting at Chicago, O 18, 17:4

INNSBRUCK, Bishop of, see Waltz (Dr)

INOUYE, Juunosuke—will represent Japanese banking and economic interests at peace conference, D 1, 2:2

INSANITY—Dr H. A. Cotton in report to N. J. Bd of Charities announces discovery of permanent cure by extracting infected teeth, removing affected tonsils, and clearing up digestive tract, O 23, 10:2

INSIGNIA, see U. S.—Army—Insignia

INSPIRATION Consolidated Copper Co—Sept output, O 10, 14:5; Oct production, N 8, 18:5; Pres Thompson resigns; is succeeded by C. F. Kelly; N J. D. Ryan elected Director, N 30, 14:7; relationship with Anaconda Copper Co, D 1, 2, 11:3; Nov output, D 6, 17:23; quarterly divvy, D 27, 13:4

INSTITUT Francais aux Etats-Unis, see French Institute in the U. S.

INSTITUTE of Arts and Sciences—Meeting at Columbia Univ Gymnasium, D 1, 1:4

INSURANCE—

Automobiles, see Automobiles—Insurance

Fire Insurance—Average or co-insurance clause, D 15, VIII, 7:8
Animal and Plant Weather Lore

The cry of the turtle dove is a sign of rain.
To kill a toad is supposed to bring rain.
To kill a spider will bring rain.
Flies gather on a wall or ceiling is a sign of rain or cold.

Chickens going to roost in the afternoon is sign of a storm.
A dog eating grass is a sign of rain.

For the leaves of the birch tree to turn upside down is a sign of rain.
For the leaves of the quaking asp to turn wrong side out is a sign of rain.

If a colony of prairiedogs leave a valley or lowland and move their town to a higher land it is a sign of a very wet summer ahead.

When a beaver colony tries to shut off all the water in a stream by damming it several times in succession it is a sign of a dry summer ahead.

The bending together of several coyotes or wolves is the sign of a very hard winter ahead.

Many thick shucks on ears of corn are a good sign of a very cold winter ahead.

******